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Preface 

Congress has heightened its interest in the U.S. Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) use of data 
analytics in acquisition decisionmaking. The Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of 
Conference (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126) accompanying the fiscal year 
2017 National Defense Authorization Act (enacted on December 23, 2016) directed “the 
Secretary of Defense, not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, to brief the 
Armed Services Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives on the use of data 
analysis, measurement, and other evaluation-related methods in DOD acquisition programs.” 
The scope of Congress’s inquiry includes the use of any type of relevant analytic and other 
evaluation-related methods for acquisition that utilize data, the availability and management of 
data (e.g., best practices for data collection, delivery, and availability), and opportunities to 
improve these aspects as they pertain to improving acquisition program management and 
decisionmaking. 

As part of this effort, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Sustainment (OUSD[A&S]) asked the RAND National Defense Research Institute to inform the 
secretary’s briefing to the committees. This annotated briefing documents our analysis in support 
of that briefing.  

This research was conducted from June 2018 to March 2019. This research should be of 
interest not only to the Office of the Secretary of Defense but also to stakeholders interested in 
the DoD’s efforts to improve data collection, availability, and analysis to inform acquisition 
decisionmaking, as well as opportunities to extend those activities. 

This research was sponsored by the Director, Acquisition Analytics and Policy, within the 
OUSD(A&S) and conducted within the Acquisition and Technology Policy Center of the RAND 
National Defense Research Institute, a federally funded research and development center 
sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the Unified Combatant 
Commands, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the defense agencies, and the defense Intelligence 
Community. 

For more information on RAND’s Acquisition and Technology Policy Center, see 
www.rand.org/nsrd/ndri/centers/atp or contact the director (contact information is provided on 
the webpage). 

 
  

http://www.rand.org/nsrd/ndri/centers/atp
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Summary 

 
 
Congress has expressed concern over the past several years about the extent and currency of 

data analytics in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and their use in the DoD’s acquisition 
management and decisionmaking. In particular, the conference committee for the fiscal year 
(FY) 2017 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) noted “a widespread recognition that 
DoD does not sufficiently incorporate data into its acquisition-related learning and decision-
making. . . . These policies are sometimes based on assumptions, and program reviews do not 
always sufficiently incorporate relevant data against which to evaluate success” (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). Therefore, the conference committee directed the Secretary of 
Defense to “brief the Armed Services Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives on 
the use of data analysis, measurement, and other evaluation-related methods in DoD acquisition 
programs” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1126). The scope of Congress’s inquiry 
includes the use of any type of relevant analytic and other evaluation-related methods for 
acquisition that utilize data, the enabling of data management (e.g., best practices for data 
collection, delivery, and availability), and opportunities to improve these aspects as they pertain 
to improving acquisition program management and decisionmaking. 

The following slides provide an extended summary of the results from the study. 
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Congressional Tasking 

 
SOURCE: U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1126.  
NOTE: FFRDC = federally funded research and development center; R&D = research and development. 

 
Congress directed that the briefing address six topics: four topics about the status quo and 

two about opportunities (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1126). We framed these as the 
following research questions that align directly with Congress’s six topics: 

1. Current extent of implementation: What is the extent to which data analytics 
capabilities have been implemented across the DoD to provide technical support for 
acquisition program management? 

2. Potential to increase use: What is the potential to increase the use of analytical 
capabilities?  

3. Current R&D funding: What is the current amount of R&D funding for acquisition 
data analytics capabilities?  

4. Potential improvements in data collection and analysis: What private-sector best 
practices could be leveraged to minimize the collection and delivery of data?  

5. Current data-sharing efforts: What steps are being taken to share anonymized 
acquisition data to researchers and analysts?  

6. Current data analytics training: Do the curricula at defense acquisition workforce 
(AWF) training institutions include appropriate courses on applied and general data 
analytics and other evaluation-related methods? 
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This briefing summarizes our analysis on these six topics and associated questions and offers 
perspectives to help Congress understand the larger context and realities of the findings, as well 
as opportunities and suggestions for Congress and the DoD.  

For this analysis, we considered acquisition as encompassing “[t]he conceptualization, 
initiation, design, development, test, contracting, production, deployment, integrated product 
support, modification, and disposal of weapons and other systems, supplies, or services 
(including construction) to satisfy DoD needs, intended for use in, or in support of, military 
missions” (Defense Acquisition University [DAU], 2017a). Based on the conference report 
elements, we used the following as our definition of data analytics: data analysis, measurement, 
and other evaluation-related methods (i.e., techniques to assess and analyze data) to inform 
acquisition decisions, policymaking, program management, evaluation, and learning. 

Research Approach, Scope, and Limitations 

 

Approach 

Our study employed a variety of approaches to answer Congress’s six questions. Various 
types of information and expertise were employed, as indicated on the slide. In particular, we 
used the decomposition and review of acquisition into functions as a means of understanding 
how data and associated analytics and other evaluation-related methods are used to support 
acquisition decisions. The breadth of sources and their seemingly diverse nature reflect the 
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breadth of the questions and the fact that activities, capabilities, and budgets are often not tracked 
by data analytics and enabling data feeds. 

The breadth of questions and limits of data also drove us to use a wide range of analyses to 
gain some perspective on the answers. These are outlined briefly on the slide.  

Finally, we should note that we generally assumed that there is a relationship between data 
analytics and improved decisionmaking. We lay out such capabilities but generally did not focus 
on cause and effect. We also assumed that (rather than studied in depth) there may be uses for 
recent advanced analytics (particularly those used by the commercial business sector) in the 
DoD; we found some applications, but, given the breadth of Congress’s topics, we did not focus 
solely on such data analytics. 

 

 

Scope and Limitations 

In assessing the extent of data analytics capabilities, we explore not only what data, analytic 
capabilities, and analytic results exist in defense acquisition but also how they are used. 

It is important to note that the definitions of acquisition and data analytics scope our study. 
The broad definition of acquisition means that we did not limit our study to development and 
procurement but included subsequent activity, such as sustainment. It also is important to note 
that, in focusing on acquisition, we did not address analytics for related areas that affect 
acquisition, including force planning, requirements, budgeting and resourcing, intelligence, and 
military operations. 
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Our definition of data analytics implies that we did not limit our study to what might be 
termed advanced analytics but instead examined what Congress asked about: the full range of 
data analytics and other evaluation-related methods. Advanced analytics for acquisition could be 
deemed, for example, the application of “big data,” machine learning, and predictive analytics to 
various acquisition data. Advanced analytics could also be more-mature developments, such as 
transforming systems engineering to complex model-based data analysis and design systems. We 
did, though, seek to assess what advanced techniques are being pursued and what kind of 
applications they may be appropriate for. We also looked at examples of data analytics as a 
continuum to illustrate any advancement made by the DoD and how simpler analytics can still be 
useful, but did not try to define a strict set of levels in that continuum. 

Although we examined the breadth of data analytics and enabling data for major acquisition 
decisions (e.g., Milestone B) and in information systems that archive and make available various 
data, we did not assess in detail what specific data analytics and enabling data are needed and not 
needed. For example, we did not assess the specific minimum data needed at various levels in the 
acquisition chain of command for analysis and oversight. 

For inputs to our study, a “data call” was initially proposed as a mechanism to collect 
information about Congress’s six questions, but it was deemed infeasible and would likely not 
have produced consistent data that could be assessed DoD-wide. Also, instead of asking DoD 
components to assess available information on data analytics, we and our sponsors decided to 
examine those data ourselves to both reduce burden on the DoD components and seek a more 
consistent methodology across the information. Author experience, knowledge, and judgment 
were employed in our study to assess and synthesize available information and fill gaps in 
primary and secondary inputs. Research for this study was conducted by the following team 
members: 

• Philip S. Anton is a senior information scientist who conducts research on acquisition and 
sustainment policy, cybersecurity, emerging technologies, technology foresight, process 
performance measurement and efficiency, data science and analytics, aeronautics test 
infrastructure, and military modeling and simulation. 

• Megan McKernan is a senior defense researcher with more than 14 years of experience 
conducting DoD acquisition analyses. She is co-leading research examining DoD 
acquisition data management. 

• Ken Munson is a senior management scientist specializing in acquisition, logistics, 
budget, requirements, and policy analysis.  

• James G. Kallimani is a senior technical analyst with an engineering and data analytics 
background, specializing in problem-solving and creative thinking for public policy, 
national security, defense, and government. 

• Alexis Levedahl is a research assistant with experience in emerging technologies, 
acquisition, and requirement development. 

• Irv Blickstein is a senior engineer with 50 years of experience in the field of defense 
analysis and management, with a specialty in planning, programming, and budgeting, as 
well as acquisition.  
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• Jeffrey A. Drezner is a senior policy researcher who has conducted policy analysis on a 
wide range of issues, including energy R&D planning and program management, best 
practices in environmental management, analyses of cost and schedule outcomes in 
complex system development programs, aerospace industrial policy, defense acquisition 
policy and reform, and local emergency response. 

Finally, there are other research questions in the area of data analytics and enabling data that 
we could have studied but are out of scope (e.g., what data are most valuable, and how can we 
understand costs and benefits; how can we assess the appropriateness of data usage; what 
specific approaches can be used to counter the culture of not sharing data; what is the optimal 
mix of advanced data analytics, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools, and simpler analytic 
approaches; is the extent of data analytics capabilities sufficient or appropriate [how much 
spending is appropriate for data analytics—against what baseline and benchmarks]; and what is 
the quality of the data analytics courses at defense training institutions?). Some of these research 
topics are possible next steps. 

Definitions 

 

For our analysis, we used the DoD’s official definition of acquisition, shown on the slide, as 
published by DAU (2017a). For what constitutes data analytics for our study, we constructed the 
definition shown on the slide based on our general reading of the conference report (U.S. House 
of Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126) and our own knowledge of the field.  
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Bottom-Line Conclusions About Data Analytics 

 

Our study provides the following concise bottom-line conclusions. 

Data Analytics Support a Broad Range of Functions  

Data analytics in the DoD support a broad range of acquisition functions. The DoD is using a 
mix of advanced data analytics, COTS tools, and simpler approaches. What matters is using 
appropriate techniques to inform acquisition decisions, not the label of whether a particular 
technique is more advanced or has been used for a long time. Whether the mix employed by the 
DoD is optimal is beyond the scope of this study, but we recognize that the DoD has many useful 
applications and is continuing to explore new techniques to ascertain their appropriateness, 
utility, and cost. 

Data Analytics as a Factor in Decisionmaking  

Data analytics are used to inform DoD decisionmaking throughout the acquisition 
community and across acquisition functions. These analyses inform acquisition management, 
insight, oversight, execution, and decisions at all levels, including program managers, 
contracting officers, engineers, auditors, oversight executives, and DoD leadership. However, 
data analysis may or may not be equally weighted against other considerations by 
decisionmakers. At times, there may be other priorities (e.g., politics, optics) that will override 
analysis. Evidence shows that data analytics results are sometimes not directly followed by 
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decisionmakers for other reasons, and some of these decisions ended up being problematic in 
hindsight (Director of Performance Assessments and Root Cause Analyses [PARCA], 2010a, 
2010b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018; Aronin et al., 2011; Blickstein et al., 2011, 
2012; Michealson, 2012; Pernin et al., 2012; Work, 2013; Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2016a; O’Rourke, 2018). Two reasons among many 
could be that the analysis was wrong or not persuasive, so decisionmakers chose another course 
of action. This illustrates the difficulty in trying to tie analysis to decisions, but we were able to 
review some well-documented problematic programs to see whether their Nunn-McCurdy root-
cause analyses indicated where information was available but was not fully acted on by 
leadership. According to the Office of PARCA, such cases are limited to about one-quarter of 
problematic programs (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 
2016a) and involves mitigating incentives, strategic risk taking, and natural limitations when 
human judgment is involved. 

The DoD Is Advancing Its Capabilities, but More Remains to Be Done  

The DoD has made progress in improving its data and analysis capabilities, including 
implementations of the latest commercial analytic tools on top of open information systems. The 
DoD is also pursuing commercial best practices in data collection and management as it evolves 
its information systems in its main lines of acquisition functions. However, more remains to be 
done. The DoD is continuing to pursue investments and improvements along many of these best 
practices. 

Remaining Challenges  

Although data sharing has seen some improvement, remaining barriers include the following:  

• a culture of data restriction  
• security concerns  
• lack of trust that data will be used appropriately (e.g., historical tendencies to staff 

invasiveness, micromanagement, and what economists call “moral hazards” [actions with 
side consequences not borne by the actor])  

• the burden of data reporting. 
Also, hard questions still require analysis specialists who understand the acquisition domain 

in question and can involve extensive data collection, cleaning, and management. As with the 
private sector, the pool of experts who understand both acquisition and data analytics is limited. 
In addition, recent breakthroughs in advanced analytics encourage the idea that they can easily 
be applied broadly to the DoD’s problems, but they might not apply for various reasons. For 
example, we do not expect that clustering and machine-learning tools can be directly applied to 
predict program performance, since programs fail for different reasons, making this something 
different from a clustering problem. Nevertheless, research is being funded at universities and 
laboratories in a search for useful applications.  
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Need to Scope Expectations for Data Analytics  

Finally, one should scope expectations of what data analytics can do for acquisition 
outcomes. The (albeit spectacular) recent commercial breakthroughs in data analytics do not 
always apply to the DoD, with its different mission and complicated incentives and constraints. 
Also, data analytics span a range of complexity. Easier efforts can involve relatively simple 
analysis and visualization of readily available data (e.g., business intelligence data). Deeper, 
more-complicated insights require other data over long periods that must be cultivated, managed, 
cleaned, and archived, requiring extensive and ongoing work. They cannot be constructed in a 
few weeks but rather require strategic planning and investing. We must also remember that data 
analysis is important for informing management and decisionmaking, but it cannot eliminate the 
risks inherent in acquisition—especially developmental defense acquisition that is rushing to 
deliver beyond-state-of-the-art capabilities to warfighters to gain a (temporary) competitive 
technical advantage. There is no magic bullet, but there is a range of options that are quite useful 
and can become more useful. The DoD is on that path but needs continued support and rational 
expectations. Finally, it is also implicitly assumed that better analysis means better outcomes. An 
important goal is to have better-informed decisionmakers who will make better decisions, 
resulting in better outcomes; therefore, the workforce part of this challenge is particularly 
important.  

Question 1: Extent of Analytic Capabilities 
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Question 1 asks about the extent to which “data analytics capabilities have been implemented 
within the military services, DOD laboratories, test centers, and Federally Funded Research and 
Development Centers to provide technical support for acquisition program management” (U.S. 
House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). 

Findings 
A wide breadth of data analytics exists across acquisition functions. DoD data analytics 

in support of acquisition program management and decisionmaking encompass a large array of 
data analytics applications, including market research, cost estimating, risk analysis, engineering, 
test and evaluation (T&E), security, supply chain, contracting, production, auditing, and 
sustainment (see the following slide). This broad range of analytic capabilities are reflected in the 
large number of informational documents that summarize data analysis at key acquisition 
decision points such as Milestone B (see, for example, the informational elements outlined in 
Table 2 of Department of Defense Instruction 5000.02, 2017). Thus, this extent includes much 
more than the typical programmatic execution data and information included in, for example, the 
Selected Acquisition Reports to Congress. 

Spending indicates extent. Separately measuring the extent of analytic capabilities 
supporting acquisition is difficult, given that they are not accounted for as such in the DoD’s 
workforce and operation budgets. Still, some parametric estimates are possible. Cost estimating, 
engineering, T&E, production and quality management, and auditing functions are 
predominantly data analytic in nature. One estimate indicates that the DoD spends about $13 
billion per year on these capabilities (plus or minus $2 billion per year), using the average wage 
levels reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (adapted from Anton et al., forthcoming). 

In terms of major IT systems supporting acquisition (not desktop computing), the budget 
exhibits include about $3 billion per year (about $0.5 billion for acquisition systems and about 
$2.5 billion for logistics and supply-chain systems). These information systems have a mix of 
acquisition process support, data collection and archiving, and data analytics layers; this helps to 
measure the underlying enabling capability that ultimately informs acquisition decisions during 
execution, management, and oversight. 

Over the past decade or so, the DoD has been evolving its information systems from simpler 
isolated archives to systems with open data-sharing and analytic layers. These analytic tools go 
beyond dashboards by enabling both custom and predefined analyses. 

Data analytics contribute to major program decisions, along with other considerations. 
To gain some perspective on the net effect of these functional data analytics on major program 
decisions, we reviewed 13 historical high-visibility programs (including those identified by the 
Office of Performance Assessments and Root Cause Analyses as involving decisionmakers’ 
“failure to act on information”) and whether data analysis was available to inform decisions. 
Generally, the literature shows that data analysis was available for decisionmakers, but the data 
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analysis might have been outweighed by other factors deemed more important (e.g., political 
ones, mission impact). Examples include the following: 

• Littoral Combat Ship (LCS; Milestone B in 2011): The cost community knew that the 
cost of the desired ships would be in the $500 million range (see, for example, Work, 
2013). Driving for lower-cost ships was largely an initial leadership decision. 
Requirements were out of line with cost and weight realities, but analysis was available. 

• Future Combat System (FCS; Milestone B in 2003): Leadership used the weight 
requirement to try to drive vehicle innovation (see, for example, Pernin et al., 2012). The 
cost and engineering analytic communities already forecast that such results were not 
possible. Requirements were out of line with cost and weight realities, respectively, but 
analysis was available. The ability to link ground and flying assets was not yet proven 
during the FCS project’s time frame. The problem was intractable, and there were other 
earlier analytic shortfalls. 

Some cases revealed shortfalls in capability, but the shortfalls appear to be more in staffing 
and experience than in whole-scale capability. Examples include the following: 

• GPS Next-Generation Operational Control System (OCX; Milestone B in 2012): 
Although the problems were mostly from schedule risks, some workforce analytic 
shortfalls contributed to cost growth. The three root causes were an unrealistic schedule 
driven by the need to sustain the GPS constellation, inexperience driving underestimation 
of the cost to fully implement new information assurance instructions, and systems 
engineering issues (insufficient software engineering expertise and tenure in the program 
office; quality FFRDC analysis available but not sufficiently listened to; and insufficient 
contractor requirement decomposition and configuration management) (see Director of 
PARCA, 2016). 

Also, some problems arise from changing situations rather than shortfalls in data analytics 
capabilities. One example is the following: 

• DDG-1000 (Milestone B in 2005): The cost growth for the DDG-1000 is largely 
attributed to quantity reductions (Director of PARCA, 2010a; Blickstein et al., 2011), 
driven by a shift in mission emphasis (O’Rourke, 2018). Also, the “RDT&E [research, 
development, test, and evaluation] growth is largely explained by the addition of 
subsystems to the scope of work,” and quantity adjustments of the original baseline 
estimates put unit costs below the baseline (Blickstein et al., 2011). Finally, additional 
(higher) cost estimates informed the baseline decision (Blickstein et al., 2011). Thus, 
despite some additional smaller issues, significant analysis supported the milestone 
decision, and external quantity changes were the major problem for cost growth.  

How often do these issues occur? Finally, the frequency counts of problems give some 
perspective on how often these issues arise. For example, one measure of problematic programs 
is when programs breach the statutory Nunn-McCurdy cost-growth thresholds. The Office of the 
Secretary of Defense’s (OSD’s) independent analysis on such breaches since 2010 indicated 
whether the root causes were decisions that ran counter to available data analytics results. These 
root-cause analyses found that three of 16 Nunn-McCurdy breach programs and three of five 
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discretionary root-cause analyses involved other reasons that led to decisions that ran counter to 
available data analytics results (see Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and 
Logistics, 2016a, p. 28). Some breach cases involved a shortfall in capabilities (e.g., insufficient 
systems engineering staffing), but this situation does not appear to be a DoD-wide shortfall. We 
also note that 26 percent (six of 23) of independent root-cause analyses (breach and 
discretionary) performed by PARCA involved cases in which information was available but was 
not fully acted on by leadership (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and 
Logistics 2016a; Director of PARCA, 2018). 

 

 
 
DoD data analytics that support acquisition functions and decisions across the acquisition 

chain of command (the program manager, program executive officer, and service acquisition 
executive, or the defense acquisition executive) and for other stakeholders (e.g., within the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense and in Congress) are broad. We mapped these data and analytic 
techniques, as executed for major acquisition milestone decisions, to understand how these data 
and analytic capabilities are used for major decisions. 

Data management is necessary for doing data analytics. A key enabler of analysis is the 
data and associated management. Besides the obvious point that analysis cannot be conducted 
without data, this exposé on data management and governance helps to illustrate that significant 
activity and investments are required to obtain and provide data of sufficient quality for analysis. 
Even advanced commercial data analytics efforts and best practices often involve significant data 
collection, cleaning, and preprocessing. Challenges include ensuring common data definitions to 
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enable cross-organizational data analysis. In some cases, existing accounting standards and 
charts of account already provide such standardization for basic business-intelligence analysis, 
but in other domains, commonality requires governance and active management. Sometimes data 
do not have to be standardized across all entities if the local definitions are available and can be 
transformed into a common standard, but that ability requires at least some minimal level of data 
definitions. Finally, some advanced analytic tools can ingest unstructured data, but such lack of 
structure imposes an added difficulty to the analysis, and those applications may be limited. 
Generally, we found many cases in which the DoD implemented these commercial best practices 
in data management and governance, but the level of maturity in these practices varied 
considerably across the DoD acquisition community. 

Analytic techniques include those that are generally applicable and those used in 
applying data analytics to acquisition. These data then enable analysis, which can be grouped 
into two categories. General techniques are a wide variety of approaches that are independent of 
the specific application area. Applied techniques are specific (in our case) to various acquisition 
functions and analysis. The list in the previous slide helps illustrate what it means to use data 
analytics to inform acquisition decisions. Use is often through functions that are related to 
various aspects of acquisition, not just in terms of the types of generic tools employed (e.g., 
Excel, Tableau, Qlik Sense, R, Stata, “big data,” and text understanding). In other words, an 
application is necessary when employing a tool, if that tool will inform a decision, and this list 
helps to illustrate the breadth of that application for acquisition. 

 

DoD systems are evolving from isolated data to shared data with 
analytic layers; more-advanced analytics are exploratory
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The DoD’s information systems have evolved from isolated data archives to shared data 
systems that feed analytic information systems.  

Data analytics range from simple to more advanced. The y-axis in the slide shows that 
analytics range from modern COTS analytic and visualization tools that are replacing predefined 
analytics and dashboards to more-advanced and more-specialized analytics. COTS analytic tools 
(e.g., business intelligence tools, such as Qlik Sense and Tableau) are installed on more systems 
across acquisition functions, including programmatic, cost, contract, logistics, and sustainment. 
Advanced analytics for acquisition range from exploratory research (where the DoD is trying to 
apply big data, machine learning, and predictive analytics to various acquisition data) to more-
mature developments, such as transforming systems engineering to complex model-based data 
analysis and design systems. 

Data maturity is lower for more-advanced applications. Acquisition data lay a foundation 
for the DoD’s decisionmaking, execution, management, insight, and oversight of the weapon-
system acquisition portfolio. Acquisition data help inform, monitor, and achieve many objectives 
(e.g., promoting transparency in spending, conducting analyses for improved decisionmaking, 
and archiving decisions). Acquisition data can be structured (that is, immediately identified 
within an electronic structure, such as a relational database) or unstructured (that is, not in fixed 
locations but often in free-form text). Such data are collected for a variety of statutory and 
regulatory requirements and at all levels, from program offices in the military departments to 
OSD, in both centralized and decentralized locations. The DoD also uses data from other federal 
information systems outside the department. The data themselves differ in time frame (with some 
dating back more than five decades), while the information systems that contain these data have 
different hardware, software, and interfaces. Technological improvements have helped the DoD 
improve data collection efficiency, quality, aggregation, ease of access and use, archiving, and 
analysis, among other characteristics; however, many information systems are difficult for users 
to navigate effectively and can take years to fully understand. Most systems are built for 
reporting, not analysis (McKernan et al., 2017).  

The DoD has established many centralized information systems during the past 20 years in a 
variety of functional business areas, including R&D, requirements, budgeting, contracting, 
program cost, human capital, and acquisition oversight to make data more available for 
management, analysis, and decisionmaking. Acquisition decisionmakers use these data to answer 
a wide variety of questions related to defense acquisition. Although the data sets vary 
considerably, many share two strengths: standardization and collection of acquisition-related 
information in one place where data can be input, accessed, and analyzed by those needing it. 
The DoD is very large, and acquisitions are accomplished by many different organizations. A 
centralized system with consistent formats helps improve certain aspects of data consistency and 
quality. Also, analytic tools are layered on top of the data portions of some of the IT system 
architecture with varying levels of maturity (McKernan et al., 2017). These analytic tools go 
beyond dashboards by enabling both custom and predefined analyses. 
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The previous slide provides a simplistic visualization of examples of various centralized 
information systems and whether the data structure in those information systems is structured, 
unstructured, or both. The y-axis shows the capabilities of those information systems, ranging 
from simple storage to advanced analytics. This assessment is not meant to be a judgment of 
whether the DoD’s capabilities are sufficient. Rather, it illustrates the range of capabilities across 
acquisition functions. It also illustrates that the DoD has established a variety of information 
systems over the past several years or matured prior capabilities in the military departments and 
OSD to provide data and more-advanced business intelligence analytic layers. For example, OSD 
has moved to the Defense Acquisition Visibility Environment (DAVE) for acquisition program 
information, which contains the recently added “analytic layer” for advanced data scientists. Cost 
analysts in OSD have also matured their analytic capabilities with the Cost Assessment Data 
Enterprise (CADE). The Air Force has moved toward an advanced business intelligence 
capability for program data with the Project Management Resource Tools (PMRT) information 
system, while the Army and the Navy are both considering options to improve the analytic 
capabilities for their AWFs. The industrial base community has likewise added more-advanced 
capabilities with DIBNow. Other efforts that include big-data mining and integration and 
predictive analytics are being pursued through work in the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA), DoD laboratories, FFRDCs, university-affiliated research centers (UARCs), 
and universities (DoD officials, personal communication).  
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Question 2: Potential to Increase the Use of Analytic Capabilities to 
Improve Acquisition Outcomes 

 

Question 2 asks about “the potential to increase the use of analytical capabilities for 
acquisition programs and offices to improve acquisition outcomes” (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). 

Opportunities to Increase Use of Analytics 

Based on some known challenges, expertise, and new ideas, we identified a number of 
options that the DoD could consider for exploiting data analytics to improve acquisition. 

Although various acquisition domains have data management strategies (including plans for 
improving analytic layers on data systems), no overarching acquisition data analytics strategy 
provides key strategic questions across acquisition domains that need to be answered, along with 
the underlying data that must be collected to enable the analysis. Such a strategy could serve to 
inform investments while seeking to ensure that cross-domain linkages are addressed and 
coordinated. Also, some of the data management strategies lack explicit consideration of what 
key strategic questions need to be answered, thus informing what analyses, analytic capabilities, 
and data are needed. These strategic plans could also be improved by including consideration of 
the following elements. 

Generally, the DoD has made progress on maturing its data collection and access while 
adding analytic layers to existing systems (see the prior slide). These activities tend to leverage 
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private-sector best practices (except for some cultural data-sharing issues). Data governance is 
recognized as being important, and the DoD has made significant progress in identifying 
authoritative sources, standardizing data definitions across the department, and identifying key 
data uses (especially statutory requirements) to inform data selection and management. Maturity 
varies, and more could be done, as evidenced by various plans across the DoD. For example, 
although OSD’s and the Air Force’s programmatic business information systems are more 
mature, the Army’s plan to evolve toward a system with open data interfaces and an analytic 
layer is being prototyped with final implementation decisions and funding pending. Also, the 
DoD’s program information managers recognize that a more comprehensive understanding of the 
needs (use cases) to drive data collection and analysis is needed, especially given recent 
acquisition reforms and organizational changes. These practices have created an environment 
more conducive to analytics; however, some obstacles still impede DoD’s continuing 
improvement in acquisition analytics. For example, DoD acquisition data management continues 
to be stovepiped by components and functional communities. Few formal (i.e., established) 
mechanisms exist to deal with cross-functional issues. This stovepiping has also resulted in 
varying levels of maturity in data management practices across the acquisition community, 
making it even more difficult to accomplish such tasks as sharing between major information 
systems. 

Expanded availability of the latest analytic software tools would also help increase analytic 
capabilities. DoD cybersecurity concerns limit the installation of the wide and expanding range 
of commercial software. One approach is to increase the testing and create a DoD-wide list of 
approved analytic tools that can be installed on DoD computers. Alternatively, the use of virtual 
computing environments in which COTS software can be run in isolation from DoD networks 
could be expanded. Virtual environments solve the problem of isolating security concerns, but 
that does impede data and information flowing out of the virtual environments. 

Access to data for both internal government analysts and nongovernment analysts needs 
continued and significant improvement. Progress is mixed. Some progress has been made in 
establishing authoritative data sources with open data-exchange interfaces internal to the DoD, 
but this progress is often limited to statutorily required programmatic data on major programs 
and data destined for public release (e.g., contracting awards in the Federal Procurement Data 
System–Next Generation [FPDS-NG]). Other data (e.g., programmatic, contracting, and 
engineering data on smaller programs and engineering details on larger programs) are not widely 
shared between military departments or with OSD. Also, obtaining user accounts on individual 
systems is laborious, because it must be done one account at a time, and obtaining accounts on 
systems outside one’s organization can be difficult or essentially impossible. Barriers are 
engrained in a culture driven by concerns that include security (both directly and from data 
aggregation), excessive oversight, interventions by and distractions from staff outside the 
immediate organization, and loss of limited management and execution time from exposure and 
attention. These barriers apply recursively up the acquisition chain of command and to Congress 
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(the program manager might be busy solving problems and would prefer to focus on 
management by limiting time spent on reporting to the program executive officer [PEO]; this 
same concern applies from the PEO to the service acquisition executive [SAE], from the SAE to 
OSD, and from the SAE and OSD to Congress). All parties recognize some needed level of 
oversight and thus data sharing, but the belief is that current levels impose burdens on time and 
resources that are better spent in direct management.1 In essence, these cultural barriers to data 
sharing attempt to introduce program efficiency by limiting data sharing and access.  

In contrast, the private-sector best practices (see the discussion below, on Congress’s 
question 4) that are being pursued strategically by the DoD’s information system managers have 
reduced burden through more-efficient data extraction directly from operating functions, 
standardized data definitions, designation of the authoritative information source for each data 
element (to avoid arguments or misleading analysis or decisions), open interfaces to share 
authoritative data efficiently and to minimize data entry to once (or less, if automatically pulled), 
selection of which data to make available in each system based on key decisional needs, and 
provision of integrated software analytic and visualization tools for general-purpose data 
analytics. This approach requires continued strategic support from leadership, continued 
investments, and more time to fully implement. It also needs stronger policies that clarify who 
“owns” the DoD’s acquisition data and thus who can have access and for what reasons (e.g., 
whether acquisition data are common enterprise data and how to reduce excessive intervention 
on programs). How to successfully address all these concerns requires further policy analysis, 
but designation as common enterprise data could be a first step, given that 10 U.S.C. 2222(e) 
specifies that such data are available across the DoD. 

For external analysts, one partial solution would be for Congress to make permanent the 
access for DoD FFRDCs to sensitive data (e.g., proprietary and other controlled unclassified 
information, as reflected in Section 235 of the FY 2017 NDAA [Pub. L. 114-328, 2016]).2 This is 
only a partial solution, since other approaches are needed to address access for nongovernment 
employees of UARCs, labs, test centers, and support contractors. We make further observations 
below in response to Congress’s questions related to data anonymization and more-automated 
data collection and access. 

A related idea is to develop DoD-wide categories for data access. Currently, access must be 
adjudicated and granted information system by information system. Ideally, individuals (either 

                                                
1 Sources include discussions with DoD officials and the experience of the authors. 
2 For full disclosure, the RAND Corporation operates three DoD FFRDCs, so the quality of its research could 
benefit from such access. Per Section 235 (Pub. L. 114-328, 2016): 

(g) SENSITIVE INFORMATION DEFINED.—In this section, the term “sensitive information” means confidential 
commercial, financial, or proprietary information, technical data, contract performance, contract performance 
evaluation, management, and administration data, or other privileged information owned by other contractors of 
the Department of Defense that is exempt from public disclosure under section 552(b)(4) of title 5, United 
States Code, or which would otherwise be prohibited from disclosure under section 1832 or 1905 of title 18, 
United States Code. 
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government employees or contractors) within proper categories working to analyze data across 
the DoD could be designated by an approval authority, then automatically granted access to 
various data systems (e.g., through a shared access certification and perhaps even single sign-
on). 

Furthermore, improved decisionmaker incentives and understanding of data analytics may 
improve the use of available data in decisions. We recognize that decisionmakers must balance 
risks, equities, and other strategic factors when making decisions (i.e., decisionmaking is not 
simply the blind application of process), but sometimes other priorities take precedence, or the 
data might not be fully appreciated. Continued grassroots training of career managers and rising 
leaders about the strengths and limitations of data analytics will help. How to improve political 
appointees’ understanding of the strengths and limitations of data analytics is more challenging 
because they are often in office for only short periods. An approach for political appointees 
might be to explicitly include an overview of the DoD’s acquisition data analytics capabilities 
and their strengths and weaknesses in orientation materials, as well as in briefings and 
memoranda (i.e., do not assume familiarity, and be more explicit about strengths, uncertainties, 
and limitations of the data analysis being presented). All leadership categories may benefit from 
strategically ensuring that they have the incentives and authorities that enable them to most 
appropriately balance insights from data analytics against other strategic considerations (e.g., 
political, budgetary, mission, urgency, and threats). 

Finally, expanding the type of data analysis topics has the potential to improve acquisition 
outcomes. Although the topics depend on current leadership priorities and needs, the following 
examples illustrate some possible areas that could be further explored. 

• Externalities: Some data analytics results do not delineate the effects of external factors 
from those internal to the acquisition system. For example, operation and sustainment 
cost growth can result from poor fuel efficiency (a technical and design factor within the 
acquisition community’s area of responsibility) or from increases in fuel cost (external to 
the DoD, from the global marketplace). Improved data analytics capabilities and 
approaches could be developed to try to separate these factors to inform decisionmakers 
on what is driving cost growth and whether the acquisition community is responsible or 
not.  

• Mission-level (versus program-level) portfolio analysis: Outcome-based portfolio 
analysis should be performed (e.g., to understand technical, budgetary, and schedule 
implications to mission or kill-chain effects from cross-program dependencies). The DoD 
is exploring how to shift from assessing acquisition program performance in isolation to 
assessing performance as it pertains to the integrated set of programs that field mission-
level capabilities (e.g., kill chains). Such analysis offers the potential to view acquisition 
from the perspective of integrated warfighter capability effects and outcomes rather than 
delivery of individual systems. Integrated analysis could help decisionmakers better 
understand dependencies between systems so that technical, budgetary, and schedule 
decisions can be made to maximize the integrated warfighting capability. For example, 
such a shift could enable better budgetary, schedule, and quantity decisions based on how 
a smaller program fits within an overall kill chain. Otherwise, smaller programs may 
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receive insufficient support because leadership and Congress do not have the full picture 
of the importance of that program in larger warfighter capabilities. 

• Framing assumptions: Framing assumptions analysis and associated metrics tracking 
should be fully implemented (Arena et al., 2013; Arena and Mayer, 2014; Department of 
Defense Instruction 5000.02, 2017). The DoD and its FFRDCs have developed the 
concept of assessing the key conceptual risks of a program so that leadership can 
understand the risk (i.e., the “big bets”) they are taking when approving a program. 
Although codified in current DoD policy (Department of Defense Instruction 5000.02, 
2017), the use of framing could be expanded to allow Congress to better understand the 
risks involved in a new program it authorizes and funds. Also, it is unclear whether the 
current trends away from approaches such as in Department of Defense Instruction 
5000.02 (e.g., in the “Middle Tier” of acquisition, noted in 10 U.S.C. 2302) need to be 
clarified so that the utility of understanding the framing assumptions in a program at 
initiation are assessed and articulated to decisionmakers. Finally, tracking these risks 
could be made more explicit so that early indicators of fundamental conceptual risks are 
detected as soon as possible. 

• Performance analysis: The DoD could continue making inroads using data analytics to 
understand institutional performance trends and what may be driving them. Such 
quantitative and qualitative analyses seek to understand statistically significant trends 
rather than focusing on the performance of an individual case or program. For example, 
the DoD published four reports of such analysis a few years ago (see Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016a) and is 
rebuilding a capability to conduct such analysis in the Office of the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment. 

• Data needed: Data collection and management involve significant effort and 
investments, so analysis to better understand which data are needed can inform 
acquisition efficiency efforts and ensure that key data to inform decisions and data 
analytics are available. Such efforts start with the important questions and decisions that 
need to be informed, but analysis includes assessing the relative costs and benefits of 
obtaining data through alternative mechanisms.  

Perspectives 

One of the drivers for Congress’s question appears to be the recent commercial advances and 
successes in data analytics, including advanced analytics, such as artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and big-data techniques. We found, however, that simplistic applications of many 
commercially successful techniques do not easily apply to data analytics for acquisition program 
management. The data and domains differ. For example, the extremely large evaluated data sets 
needed to train neural networks do not exist in the DoD, and acquisition programs tend to fail for 
different reasons, so the challenge is not one of categorization to identify problems. There are, 
however, applications where commercial advanced analytics may apply (e.g., in text 
understanding and network analysis of supply chains), and the DoD is conducting research to 
explore those possibilities. 

Also, the suggestion of pursuing a data analytics strategy is based on insights from industry 
and the data analytics consulting field. Cases of (sometimes spectacular) commercial successes 
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from data analytics often come from a combination of well-thought-out analytic planning by 
leadership, a clear definition of value from implementing analytics for the organization, an 
adequately trained workforce (both data scientists and functional business experts), well-defined 
use cases, and appropriate tool selection. Mismatches and a lack of strategic planning and 
support lead to lesser-known but not infrequent failures. 

A different challenge is the general lack (and need) for more predictive (leading) indicators 
of acquisition problems. Most available indicators used by the DoD are descriptive (lagging), 
although there are some examples of leading indicators, such as contractor risk indicators, earned 
value,3 and cross-program performance indicators (e.g., extrapolating known concerns to similar 
acquisition activities). There are no easy candidates for new leading indicators, so this is a 
research challenge, not an immediate opportunity. 

Although there are opportunities to expand data analytics to improve acquisition outcomes, it 
is important to remember that defense acquisition inherently involve risks. Data analytics can 
improve insight into those risks, but they cannot be eliminated by increased analytic capabilities. 
Decisionmakers are judging and taking risks to field new, advanced capabilities. Other strategic 
factors influence decisions besides risk elimination (e.g., advancing the state of the art, driving 
faster delivery when lives are at risk, keeping pace or staying ahead of evolving threats, and 
trying to pursue new capabilities despite limited budgetary and workforce resources). 

                                                
3 Note that earned value is both a leading and lagging indicator. It is leading in that it can be used to inform 
estimations of completion time and cost, but the actual performance reports are lagging (see, for example, Ferguson, 
2008). 
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Question 3: R&D Funding for Analytic Capabilities for Acquisition 

NOTE: SBIR = Small-Business Innovation Research; STTR = Small-Business Technology Transfer. 

 

Question 3 asks about “the amount of funding for intramural and extramural research and 
development activities to develop and implement data analytics capabilities in support of 
improved acquisition outcomes” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). 

Findings 

FY 2019 DoD Budget Request for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation  

 The DoD’s chart of accounts for RDT&E does not specifically track R&D for data analytics. 
However, we were able to analyze available information in the FY 2019 budget request to get a 
rough estimate of DoD-wide investments. Although still approximate, these estimates give a 
measure across the DoD rather than requesting anecdotal examples from DoD components. 

One part of our analysis examined the in-depth RDT&E justification books for the DoD’s FY 
2019 budget request. Using keyword searches, we identified 31 program elements (PEs) that 
mentioned data analytics targeted specifically for defense acquisition. Using our expertise, we 
read each of those PEs to estimate how much of the PE is focused on developing and 
implementing data analytics (i.e., most, some, or a little). Given those rough assessments, the 
total investments may be about $200 million for FY 2019 (plus or minus roughly 80 percent); 
however, that is a rough-order-of-magnitude approximation, given the fidelity of the qualitative 
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descriptions. Still, this gives an indication that there are activities across the DoD with a rough 
sense of the magnitude of R&D funding. 

Another piece of our analysis focused on investments in major IT systems (not desktop 
computing), discussed earlier in response to Congress’s first question. Those budget request 
details indicate both the topic areas (acquisition or logistics and supply-chain management) and 
the funding type (RDT&E, in this case). The request for FY 2019 and FY 2020 were $520 
million and $524 million, respectively (in then-year unadjusted dollars). Those investments are 
an increase from the $313 million and $411 million reported for FY 2017 and FY 2018.  

 SBIR and STTR Solicitations in January 2019 Solicitations 

We also found four related topics in the January 2019 SBIR and STTR solicitations for 
design tools and production improvements and within acquired systems. We note that SBIR and 
STTR solicitations might not result in awards, and any such initial awards are relatively small 
compared with PEs, but we include them to try to measure DoD interest in R&D for acquisition 
data analytics. 

Exploratory Research on Advanced Analytics 

In addition, we found anecdotes of DoD research efforts that explore advanced analytic 
applications in acquisition, but these are smaller exploratory efforts below the size of PE 
budgets. Evidence for the success of these efforts is pending, so it is hard to predict their value or 
how large these investments may become. 

Note that these investments do not include R&D for military operations or other areas outside 
acquisition (e.g., budgeting, requirements, or intelligence). 
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Question 4: Private-Sector Best Practices for Minimizing the Collection and 
Delivery of Data 

 

NOTE: PM = program management. 
 
Question 4 asks about the “potential improvements, based on private-sector best practices, in 

the efficiency of current data collection and analysis processes that could minimize collection 
and delivery of data by, from, and to government organizations” (U.S. House of Representatives, 
2016, p. 1125). 

Findings 

A number of private-sector best practices (identified through literature reviews, prior 
research, and attendance at domain meetings) could improve DoD efficiency by minimizing the 
collection and delivery of data.4  

One practice is to objectively plan and prioritize what data are essential to collect in the first 
place (i.e., define the organization’s data strategy) by identifying specific questions that 
leadership needs answered to make informed decisions, the essential data options needed for 
analysis, and the costs and benefits of these alternatives (Nott, 2015; MIT Sloan Management 
Review, 2016; vander Meulen and McCall, 2018; DalleMule and Davenport, 2017). One specific 

                                                
4 These are best practices in that they are from consulting companies that assess, survey, and review the field for 
lessons learned and common practices. We also found them to be relatively consistent. 
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approach is to identify and prioritize such use cases as vehicles for planning and management 
(Fleming et al., 2018). 

A second set of practices is defining the data, establishing common definitions between 
organizations using those data, and automatically collecting data from operational systems for 
subsequent analysis and use by management and oversight (Taylor, 2016). Automatically 
collecting data alleviates manual data reporting and can provide more-accurate, more-current, 
and more-detailed data on activities and functions. Transmittal of such data is performed 
seamlessly by interconnected major IT systems.  

A third practice is to designate which data system will be the single authoritative source for a 
piece of information (DalleMule and Davenport, 2017), then share that information via technical 
means to other systems that need it. This increases transparency and ensures that everyone is 
using the same data while reducing duplicative, and potentially erroneous, data entry. 

Finally (and perhaps most important), the private sector emphasizes that data are corporate-
wide assets. They are not owned and controlled by local units but are generally available widely 
(with appropriate privacy protections) to improve the efficiency of the organization (Svensson, 
2013). 

We assessed the DoD against these practices by comparing the DoD’s status (as identified in 
prior research [Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018] and recent DoD 
information-management meetings against these best practices. Comparison is straightforward, 
identifying whether key private-sector practices are being used by the DoD. 

DoD Adoption to Date 

The data managers across the DoD are pursuing many of these practices; however, the level 
of maturity of these practices varies widely across the DoD’s acquisition community. Use cases 
are generally used by information managers to identify and manage key data. Designating 
authoritative sources and sharing data between systems has become the standard approach by 
information managers, and its use is maturing in many systems across acquisition functions. 
Common PM software suites that can automatically share such data as program cost, schedule, 
and status information are less common but are reflected in current DoD plans. Considerations, 
such as ensuring that draft data are not transmitted until they are finalized, will have to be made 
when selecting or designing software suites. 

Although the DoD has made progress in opening and sharing its acquisition data systems, 
various challenges to sharing remain. The general culture against sharing is driven by various 
disincentives and concerns, including security (e.g., sensitivity elevation from data aggregation), 
trust (e.g., that oversight support staff will use data to micromanage projects, personnel will 
provide to unauthorized users), and data labeling (e.g., a general lack of metadata on the 
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sensitivity level of individual data elements).5 Another major concern is that information that was 
not cleared for public release will end up in the public domain. 

Opportunities 

Opportunities for the DoD include continuing to pursue these best practices, addressing the 
disincentives to share, adding incentives to share, and developing approaches to resolve security 
and sensitivity issues. 

The DoD could also address the disincentives to data sharing by emphasizing that data are 
DoD-wide assets—for example, by further clarifying oversight extent and roles by acquisition 
level (I–IV) so that smaller programs are clearly delegated to lower levels in the acquisition 
chain of command and elevated only when problems occur and when those problems clearly 
require higher-level help. Also, the DoD could continue research on how to understand data-
sensitivity upgrades when data are aggregated (as when made available for analysis). 

Question 5: Steps Being Taken to Expose Anonymized Data to 
Researchers and Analysts 

 

                                                
5 Sources include meetings with DoD officials, prior research (Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 
2018), and the experience of the authors. 
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Question 5 asks about the steps “being taken to appropriately expose acquisition data in an 
anonymized fashion to researchers and analysts” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 
1125).6  

Findings 

Although the DoD has made some progress in improving data sharing, it is not generally 
anonymizing data, for various reasons discussed below. One major counterexample is personnel 
data (including AWF data), which are often sensitive, PII with legal releasability restrictions. 
Personnel data are often anonymized, but even such data are hard to get directly from the source 
(although some anonymized data can be obtained indirectly through Office of Personnel 
Management sources).  

Although not widely using anonymization per se as a sharing technique, the DoD is 
increasing data availability by identifying what data are available, improving access through 
technical means and interfaces, adding the ability for some researchers and analysts to obtain 
accounts on some data systems, and transmitting unrestricted data after extracting sensitive and 
classified data (as is done, e.g., with contracting data information sent to FPDS-NG). 

Perspectives 

There are practical reasons why anonymization has not been widespread. Anonymization is 
not always reliable; advances in analytic tools can sometimes identify data (e.g., in personnel 
data). Also, much of the metadata that would be removed in anonymization is important for 
trying to identify potential causes of identified trends. In addition, DoD data generally lack data-
sensitivity metadata at the data-element level, making it hard to select what data cannot be shared 
and why. Furthermore, government procedures for categorizing and handling sensitive data are 
complicated, slow, and not well understood by staff, and incentives drive conservatism to block 
sharing (e.g., what exactly can and cannot be asserted as proprietary information by a contractor, 
how can markings be changed, and what are the personal risks involved?). 

Opportunities 

One approach to limiting the use of tools that could break the anonymization is to require 
researchers to come to a clean room (controlled environment) in which the tools they employ are 
monitored and only the results of the analysis (not the anonymized data) can be removed. This is 
practiced in some DoD cases for anonymized personnel data, although other anonymized data 
are available publicly (e.g., see U.S. Office of Personnel Management, undated-b). 

                                                
6 Some kind of data protection is often needed, since acquisition data can be source-selection sensitive, classified, 
operationally sensitive, personally identifiable information (PII), predecisional, trade secrets, proprietary to 
contractors or commercial companies, restricted to the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, or 
other types of sensitivities. 
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One possible alternative to straightforward anonymization might be to allow researchers and 
analysts to develop algorithms that run on the raw data in a protected “black box” environment, 
exposing the results only to the researchers. This is just a notion at this point, since issues of data 
cleaning, data understanding, and ensuring that the resulting analytic output do not divulge 
sensitive information would need to be developed. 

Question 6: DAU on Data Analytics and Other Evaluation-Related Methods 

 
NOTE: NPS = Naval Postgraduate School; NDU = National Defense University; AFIT = Air Force Institute of 
Technology. 
 

Question 6 asks “whether the curriculum at the National Defense University, the Defense 
Acquisition University, and appropriate private-sector academic institutions includes appropriate 
courses on data analytics and other evaluation-related methods and their application to defense 
acquisitions” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). We reviewed the curricula at four 
defense institutions: NDU, DAU, NPS, and AFIT. We also examined acquisition-related 
offerings at five external universities: the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), 
American University, George Mason University, Georgetown University, and the George 
Washington University. Finally, we reviewed courses with the following strategic partners that 
DAU established: the Johns Hopkins University, Stanford University, University of Michigan, 
Google, IBM, and the DoD Cyber Crime Center (DC3) Cyber Training Academy. 
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Findings 

DAU, NPS, and AFIT are the primary acquisition training institutions for the DoD (whereas 
NDU is primarily a defense strategy university). These institutions offer a variety of acquisition 
courses with analysis content that ranges from theory and processes to the addition of methods, 
tools, and in-depth applied data analytics. For example, a course in cost analysis is categorized as 
in-depth applied data analytics. To give a sense of the relative scope, these institutions offer 
courses in these four categories:  

• acquisition theory and processes only: 17 percent (99 courses total out of 578 examined) 
among the four institutions 

• acquisition theory, processes, and methods: 18 percent (103 courses total) among the four 
institutions 

• acquisition processes and methods with tools: 12 percent (70 courses total) among the 
four institutions 

• data analytics and other evaluation-related methods applied to acquisition: 24 percent 
(139 courses total) among the four institutions. 

They also offer 25 general-purpose data analytics courses (not directly targeted at acquisition), 
constituting 4 percent of the total courses reviewed. Note that the 578 courses we assessed are 
restricted to areas of interest that we assessed; thus, for example, we did not include the entire 
curriculum outside acquisition at NPS.  

Also, DAU partners with other universities and institutions to offer additional courses, 
including advanced analytics. Partners include Georgia Tech, American University, George 
Mason University, Georgetown University, George Washington University, Johns Hopkins 
University, Stanford University, University of Michigan, Google, IBM, and the DC3 Cyber 
Training Academy. 

Attendance numbers at DAU also convey a sense of engagement: Enrollments in applied data 
analytics courses in FY 2018 were about 60,000, with about 209,000 enrollments in the other 
three applied categories total. General analytic course enrollments were about 3,300 in FY 2018, 
so there is some penetration in general data analytics outside direct application. 

The offerings at the five external universities ranged from applied acquisition training to 
courses related to public policy. Finally, DAU’s education partners offer in-depth general data 
analytics courses that quickly leverage partner offerings without having to create duplicative 
capabilities at DAU. These courses range from statistical programming to machine learning, text 
mining, serverless data analysis, and cyber training. 

Perspectives 

Although these institutions offer a range of data analytics training, it is important to keep 
training in perspective. Not everyone in acquisition can (or should) become a deep data scientist. 
These applied and general-purpose courses should increase the ability of the AWF to conduct 
simple analysis while becoming smart consumers of analysis conducted by specialists.  
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Note also that formal institutional training is not the only mechanism for improving the data 
analytics capabilities of the AWF. On-the-job training and mentoring are also important. Also, 
analytic tools, such as the analytic layers being added to acquisition information systems, are 
fairly intuitive and come with online help and training sessions. 

To be successful in applying advanced data analytics and other methods to acquisition 
requires both data analytics expertise and domain knowledge in acquisition. People with these 
skills are in short supply, especially in the government AWF. Although this may seem to be a 
serious problem, industry faces the same type of shortfall. A more pragmatic expectation for 
training may be a gradation of analytic skills within the AWF, ranging from a few deep analysts, 
to many people being able to conduct simple analyses with easy-to-use tools (e.g., in data system 
analytic layers), to most people having at least a rudimentary ability to intelligently consume the 
results of analysis. 

Opportunities 

 
NOTE: CMO = chief management officer; CIO = chief information officer; CDO = chief data officer. 

Finally, we grouped our ideas of potential opportunities and actions identified in our study 
according to what stakeholder group would implement them. 

Congress  

Two opportunities generally apply for congressional consideration. First, Congress could 
clarify in 10 U.S.C. 2222(e) that all acquisition and sustainment data are common enterprise data 
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and thus available across the DoD. This would provide additional statutory authority for access 
and may improve sharing. Second, Congress could make permanent the three-year pilot 
established by Section 235 of the FY 2017 NDAA that grants analysts in FFRDCs access to 
sensitive data.7 This pilot provides an efficient mechanism to establish access to, and protection 
of, sensitive data beyond government employees. 

DoD Leadership  

Members of DoD leadership (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, 
with the CMO, CIOs, CDOs, and SAEs) have several options they could consider. First, they 
could address disincentives for data sharing, including clarifying oversight extent and roles to 
minimize concerns of micromanagement above the PEO, expanding security metalabeling at the 
data-element level (rather than for a whole corpus of data), and further addressing security 
concerns by clarifying sensitivity upgrades from data aggregation. Second, they could direct full 
access to acquisition data across all DoD systems for analysts who are assessing broader 
institutional trends and performance correlates; this is especially true for lower-sensitivity data 
(e.g., predecisional information). Third, analytic tool access could be facilitated through wider 
use of virtual computing environments for analysis and an embellished list of standard software 
approved for installation on DoD computers. Fourth, R&D could be continued on both improved 
data analytics systems and new applications. Finally, strategy could be expanded beyond 
individual functional domains to develop a cross-domain data analytics strategy to integrate these 
kinds of improvements. 

DoD Information Managers  

For the DoD’s information managers, the opportunities appear to surround continuation of 
the efforts to date and expansion to all core acquisition functional areas. These include (with 
leadership support and funding) continuing to pursue PM and a process suite that could 
automatically collect and distribute relevant data; continuing to mature data collection, access, 
and analytic layers on data systems; and continuing to compile and share information about 
where data reside and how to access them. 

Defense Acquisition Training Institutions  

Similarly, the defense acquisition training institutions could continue offering up-to-date 
applied and general data analytics courses, both as part of the core training curriculum and as 
electives to improve the DoD’s organic AWF capabilities.  

                                                
7 For full disclosure, we work for an FFRDC, so the quality of our research would benefit from such access. 
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Steps for Further Research 

 

NOTE: SETA = systems engineering and technical assistance. 
 
Although the ideas outlined on the prior slide provide some specificity into potential 

opportunities for improving data analytics in the DoD, some of these and other ideas require 
further research to develop actionable recommendations for implementation. 

Congress 

For Congress, we note in our briefing that sometimes other considerations led to acquisition 
decisions that ran counter to available certain data analytics results, apparently because of 
conflicting incentives and other strategic motivations. Research could further clarify what drives 
these decisions and how Congress could better balance decision incentives and authorities. For 
example, what is the right balance between streamlined oversight and independent checks and 
balances? Also, a broader need exists beyond FFRDCs for efficient access to (and protection 
mechanisms for) other sensitive data for analysis. Research is needed to develop options for 
UARCs, contractors working for defense laboratories, and SETA support contractors. 

DoD Leadership  

Further research could also inform actions by DoD leadership—for example: 

• methods to address disincentives to data sharing 
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• policy and process analysis on data aggregation and classification upgrades, including 
aggregation of sensitive, unclassified information to ensure more-consistent application 
across the DoD 

• policies and approaches for granting DoD-wide access to different DoD information 
systems for government and contractor analysts 

• identification of the minimum data needed, at what level, and for what purposes 
• detailed analysis to create a cross-domain DoD data-analytics strategy. 

Acquisition Training Institutions  

For acquisition training institutions, it would be useful to better understand not only what 
types of data analytics courses are offered but also their quality and practical utility, especially 
given the diverse nature of the AWF and its range of technical backgrounds and skills. 

DoD Analysts  

The five types of new or expanded analyses presented earlier could improve acquisition 
management and decisions.  
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1. Introduction 

Outline of the Report 

 
The report is organized with four chapters:  

• introductory background materials on data analytics  
• approach and methodology  
• findings on the questions from Congress  
• conclusions. 
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Background 

 
SOURCES: U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126; Pub. L. 114-328, 2016; Pub. L. 115-91, 2017. 
NOTE: FY = fiscal year; NDAA = National Defense Authorization Act.  
 

Congress has expressed strong interest in the use of data analytics in the U.S. Department of 
Defense’s (DoD’s) decisionmaking during the past several years. In particular, the unenacted 
Senate version of the FY 2017 NDAA contained a provision (Section 853 of the June 14, 2016, 
version of S. 2943 that passed the Senate but was dropped by the House of Representatives) that 
would have mandated the establishment of activities to promote the use of data analytics and 
other evaluation-related methods to support acquisition decisionmaking, but the provision was 
dropped in the FY 2017 NDAA (Pub. L. 114-328, 2016) in lieu of direction in the Joint 
Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference for a briefing from the Secretary of 
Defense on data analytics. For context, the conferees asserted in the committee report that there 
was  

a widespread recognition that the Department of Defense (DoD) does not sufficiently 
incorporate data into its acquisition-related learning and decisionmaking. . . . These 
policies are sometimes based on assumptions, and program reviews do not always 
sufficiently incorporate relevant data against which to evaluate success. . . . Government 
Accountability Office reported in 2015 that DoD officials responsible for acquisitions 
and developing requirements lacked access to data and the analytical tools necessary to 
conduct effective reviews. . . . The conferees believe that data analysis and other 
evaluation-related methods are a critical element in making well-informed acquisition 
decisions and managing programs. As the Congressional Research Service noted, a lack 
of data or effective data analyses can lead to incorrect or misleading conclusions. The 
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result may be policies that squander resources, waste taxpayer dollars, and undermine the 
effectiveness of government programs or military operations. (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126)  

A similar measure to Section 853 of the unenacted Senate version of the FY 2017 NDAA was 
passed as Section 913 of the FY 2018 NDAA, which resulted in a directive that “the Secretary of 
Defense shall establish a set of activities that use data analysis, measurement, and other 
evaluation-related methods to improve the acquisition outcomes of the Department of Defense 
and enhance organizational learning” (Pub. L. 115-91, 2017). This enacted statute essentially 
requires the implementation of the activities that the 2017 conference committee directed to be 
briefed. 

Our briefing provides analysis in support of the secretary’s briefing, as directed by the 2017 
committee report. 

 

 
SOURCE: U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126.  
NOTE: FFRDC = federally funded research and development center; R&D = research and development. 
 

The scope of Congress’s inquiry is the use of any type of relevant analytics and other 
evaluation-related methods for acquisition that utilize data, the enabling of data management 
(e.g., best practices for data collection, delivery, and availability), and opportunities to improve 
these aspects as they pertain to improving acquisition program management and decisionmaking. 
Congress directed that the briefing address four topics about the status quo and two types of 
opportunities (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1126). We framed these as the following 
research questions that align directly with Congress’s six topics: 
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1. Current extent of implementation: What is the extent to which data analytics capabilities 
have been implemented across the DoD to provide technical support for acquisition program 
management?  

2. Potential to increase use: What is the potential to increase this use of analytical capabilities?  
3. Current R&D funding: What is the current amount of R&D funding for acquisition data 

analytics capabilities?  
4. Potential improvements in data collection and analysis: What private-sector best practices 

could be leveraged to minimize the collection and delivery of data?  
5. Current data-sharing efforts: What steps are being taken to share anonymized acquisition 

data to researchers and analysts?  
6. Current data analytics training: Are the curricula at defense acquisition workforce (AWF) 

training institutions including appropriate courses on applied and general data analytics and 
other evaluation-related methods? 

This report summarizes our analysis on these six topics (which we framed as questions), 
including perspectives to help Congress understand the larger context and realities of the 
findings, as well as opportunities and suggestions for Congress and the DoD.  
 

 
SOURCES: Pub. L. 114-92, 2015; Pub. L. 114-328, 2016; Pub. L. 115-91, 2017. 
NOTE: SAE = service acquisition executive; MDAP = Major Defense Acquisition Program; USD(AT&L) = Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics; USD = under secretary of defense; USD(R&E) = 
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering; USD(A&S) = Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and Sustainment; CMO = chief management officer; SAR = Selected Acquisition Report; OSD = Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. 
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Recent NDAAs have significantly changed defense acquisition roles, responsibilities, and 
organizational structure within the DoD. Section 825 of the FY 2016 NDAA delegated 
decisionmaking to the SAEs for new MDAPs (see 10 U.S.C. 2440, as amended; Pub. L. 114-92, 
2015), while Section 901 of the FY 2017 NDAA eliminated the USD(AT&L) position and 
created the USD(R&E) and the new USD(A&S), along with a CMO (Pub. L. 114-328, 2016). In 
addition to these major leadership changes and their associated supporting organizational 
changes, some legislation directly affects data management. For instance, the submission of a 
SAR to Congress for major acquisition programs was repealed by the FY 2018 NDAA, effective 
December 31, 2021 (see Pub. L. 115-91, 2017, Section 1051(x)(4), signed into law on December 
12, 2017). The current absence of data governance over such information creates uncertainties 
regarding the authoritative sources, definitions, and standards of specific data, impeding 
collection and limiting access and use. The DoD is still working out the details of information 
governance and management in this emerging acquisition environment, but given the new roles 
of the acquisition organizations within the DoD, failure to determine what data are needed is 
risky.  

 

 
For our analysis, we used the DoD’s official definition of acquisition shown on the slide as 

published by DAU (2017a). For what constitutes data analytics for our study, we constructed the 
definition shown on the slide based on our general reading of the conference report (U.S. House 
of Representatives, 2016, pp. 1125–1126) and our own knowledge of the field.  
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NOTE: CAD = computer-aided design. 
 
Given all the press and public breakthroughs in more-advanced analytics, it is important to 

note that we included—but did not limit—our review to advanced analytics for a number of 
reasons. Advanced is really a continuum, not a clearly separable category of techniques (see, for 
example, the table in the slide above illustrating the range of increasingly advanced techniques in 
the fields of business intelligence, statistics, systems engineering, and supply-chain analysis). For 
example, even in the field of statistics, the complexity of techniques ranges from simpler to more 
advanced. What matters is using the right techniques to inform decisions, not an arbitrary label or 
techniques (e.g., “big data” or artificial intelligence, including machine learning and neural 
networks) that are currently receiving much publicity. Also, more-advanced techniques might not 
be applicable to a particular set of data or a particular policy question or decision. In addition, 
more-advanced techniques often require specialized expertise, equipment, data, and investments, 
so applications are limited to critical questions. 

Thus, we assessed the DoD’s movements toward more-advanced (but not necessarily the 
most-advanced) capabilities based on the applicability of the techniques. We also reviewed the 
full range of simpler approaches that, when applied to acquisition, can improve decisions. This 
approach also aligns with Congress’s questions, since they explicitly asked not only about data 
analytics but also about other evaluation-related methods. 

We included—but did not limit—our review to “advanced” analytics

• “Advanced” is a continuum that 
varies by domain
– e.g., simpler statistics and advanced 

statistical techniques
• What matters is using the right 

techniques to inform decisions, not 
the label

• More advanced techniques:
– May not be applicable to particular data 

or questions
– Require specialized expertise

• We assessed DoD’s movements to 
advances as well as useful simpler 
approaches that improve decisions

Business 
Intelligence

Statistics Systems 
Engineering

Supply-Chain 
Analysis

Predictive 
modeling and 
analysis

Principal-
Component 
Analysis, Deep 
Neural Networks

Model-based 
design, 
requirements, and 
multi-system 
analysis

Network 
dependency and 
graph analysis 
with foreign 
dependencies

Integrated data, 
aggregation, and 
visualization tools

Multi-variate 
regression

System-of-system 
analysis

Multi-tier supplier 
reviews

Preset calculations 
and dashboards

Single-variate 
regression

CAD design 
reviews

Assessing first-tier 
suppliers

Custom simple 
calculations

Simple averages 
and trends

Paper-based 
interface and 
design analysis

Identifying sole 
suppliers

Examples of Analytic Sophistication

In
cr

ea
si

ng
ly

 A
dv

an
ce

d
SOURCE: RAND assessment
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Review of Industry Best Practices 

 
Both IBM and McKinsey describe the vast amount of information being collected today. 

IBM calls it an “explosion of data, also known as the ‘data deluge’” (Terrizzano et al., 2015, p. 
1). McKinsey Analytics notes that “the world churns out an enormous and expanding amount of 
data each day. . . . In industry, all organizations create data, and as storage costs continue to 
tumble, more of it is being kept and analyzed to create competitive advantages” (McKinsey 
Analytics, 2018, p. 3). As is the case in the private sector, the DoD is generating an enormous 
amount of data. These data are collected and used for many purposes. This report focuses on the 
information created and used during DoD acquisition and how those data can be utilized through 
analysis to improve decisionmaking.  

The Harvard Business Review has also identified several challenges in industry: “[L]ess than 
half of an organization’s structured data is actively used in making decisions—and less than 1% 
of its unstructured data is analyzed or used at all [and] 80% of analysts’ time is spent simply 
discovering and preparing data. Data breaches are common, rogue data sets propagate in silos” 
(DalleMule and Davenport, 2017). Other recent RAND Corporation analyses observed similar 
challenges in DoD acquisition data access and management (see Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan 
et al., 2016, 2017, 2018).  

Finally, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) describes additional challenges 
involved in governing and managing information: “It’s tough enough for many organizations to 
catalog and categorize the data at their disposal and devise the rules and processes for using it. 
It’s even tougher to translate that data into tangible value” (MIT Sloan Management Review, 
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2016). Given the magnitude of information being collected and stored by various organizations 
within the DoD, it has also been a challenge to translate these data into tangible value. Although 
identifying the questions that DoD decisionmakers need to answer should be a priority to help 
understand the value of the DoD’s data, that step is sometimes lost within the DoD’s data 
collection efforts.  

 

 

NOTE: DAMA-DMBOK = Data Management Association International’s Data Management Body of Knowledge. 
 
For both the public and private sector to conduct widespread analytics, organizations need to 

implement sound data governance and management practices upfront. The complexity of data 
governance and management cannot be understated. A significant amount of effort needs to be 
expended in such areas as data security, data-architecture management, data-quality 
management, and workforce training to implement successful analytics.  

Many organizations in the private sector have built models and instructions for successful 
data governance and management practices. For instance, the DAMA-DMBOK framework is 
shown above. It defines data management as the development, execution, and supervision of 
plans, policies, programs, and practices that control, protect, deliver, and enhance the value of 
data and information assets. A coherent data analytics plan means that resources have to be 
properly identified. As more data need to be processed, more resources are necessary. Using a 
data governance framework, such as the DAMA-DMBOK, is a useful and accepted method of 
standardizing data analytics planning, to better identify what needs to be done, and what resource 
requirements will be (Mosley, 2008, p. 9). The framework includes architecture management, 
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development, operations management, security management, warehousing, and quality 
management. Selected subtasks (including some analysis) are shown in ovals in the slide. 

 

 
Others in the private sector have also identified the need for frameworks or models that guide 

organizations to successfully integrate data analytics. An additional framework developed by 
Rollins at IBM assists data scientists or businesspeople who want to solve problems using data 
analytics techniques (Rollins, 2015). This framework provides an iterative process to help with 
planning for successful data analytics implementation in organizations. This process can be 
conceptualized as a loop. To begin the initial process, an understanding of the business (or, in the 
case of the DoD, understanding the purpose of the analysis) is necessary. This is where analysts 
work with stakeholders to gain an understanding as to why a data analytics solution is needed. 
Using the knowledge gained from the first step, data scientists or functional experts develop an 
analytic approach. Identification, collection, understanding, and preparation of data are the next 
four steps, which can often feed back to each other as the available data become clearer. These 
four steps can often take the majority of the time during the analysis. Once the data are prepared, 
modeling, evaluation of the model outputs, and deployment of the lessons gathered from the data 
analysis are implemented. A final step, feedback, is when the stakeholders can give further 
insights, which allows the analysts to begin the process again to further tune the analysis. User 
feedback may result in changes to the database that must be planned, analyzed, designed, 
developed, tested, implemented, and, then, maintained (Eternal Sunshine of the IS Mind, 2013). 
This is also the step when analysts perform maintenance on the data and associated data systems. 
Maintenance of a piece of software, data, or analysis plan is often overlooked, because it is 
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considered to be a less glamorous step (Kay, 2002). Once a data analytics process is developed 
and operational, the job of maintaining it is key to continued operational viability, relevance, and 
data quality.  
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2. Approach and Methodology 
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Approach 
Our study employed a variety of approaches to answer Congress’s six questions. In 

particular, we used the decomposition and review of acquisition into functions as a means of 
understanding how data and associated analytics and other evaluation-related methods are used 
to support acquisition decisions. The breadth of sources and their seemingly diverse nature 
reflect the breadth of the questions and the fact that activities, capabilities, and budgets are often 
not tracked by data analytics and enabling data feeds. 

The breadth of questions and limits of data drove us to use a wide range of analyses to gain 
some perspective on the answers. These are outlined briefly on the slide. We also assumed 
(rather than studied in depth) that there may be uses for recent advanced analytics (particularly 
those used by the commercial business sector) in the DoD; we found some applications, but, 
given the breadth of Congress’s topics, we did not focus solely on such data analytics. 
 

Scope and Limitations 
In assessing the extent of data analytics capabilities, we explore not only what data, analytic 

capabilities, and analytic results exist in defense acquisition but also how they are used. 
It is important to note that the definitions of acquisition and data analytics scope our study. 

The broad definition of acquisition means that we did not limit our study to development and 
procurement but included subsequent activity, such as sustainment. It also is important to note 
that, in focusing on acquisition, we did not address analytics for related areas that affect 

Research approach embraces the breadth of congressional interest 
with some limitations on study scope and depth
• Broad scope driven by inclusive definitions of “acquisition” and “analytics”, as 

well as the broad nature of Congress’s questions
• Did not assess what specific acquisition data or data analytics are needed
• A survey (a “data call”) was proposed to solicit specific examples of data 

analytics underway in the DoD acquisition community, but it was deemed 
infeasible within available time and resources
– In lieu of a survey, primary inputs include discussions with select stakeholders; existing 

literature; public budget exhibits; policies and legislation; training catalogs and curricula; 
and inventories of relevant IT information systems

• Experience, knowledge, and author judgment were used to synthesize 
information and fill gaps in primary inputs, published research and other 
secondary data
– Where author judgment is applied, it is noted
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acquisition, including force planning, requirements, budgeting and resourcing, intelligence, and 
military operations. 

Our definition of data analytics implies that we did not limit our study to what might be 
termed advanced analytics but instead examined what Congress asked about: the full range of 
data analytics and other evaluation-related methods. Advanced analytics for acquisition could be 
deemed, for example, the application of big data, machine learning, and predictive analytics to 
various acquisition data. Advanced analytics could also be more-mature developments, such as 
transforming systems engineering to complex model-based data analysis and design systems. We 
did, though, seek to assess what advanced techniques are being pursued and what kind of 
applications they may be appropriate for. We also present examples of data analytics as a 
continuum to illustrate any advancement made by the DoD and how simpler analytics can still be 
useful, but we do not spend time trying to define a strict set of levels in that continuum. 

Although we examine the breadth of data analytics and enabling data for major acquisition 
decisions (e.g., Milestone B) and in information systems that archive and make available various 
data, we did not assess in detail what specific data analytics and enabling data are needed and not 
needed. For example, we did not assess the specific minimum data needed at various levels in the 
acquisition chain of command for analysis and oversight. 

For inputs to our study, a data call was initially proposed as a mechanism to collect 
information about Congress’s six questions, but it was deemed infeasible and would likely not 
have produced consistent data that could be assessed DoD-wide. Also, instead of asking the DoD 
components to assess available information about data analytics, we and our sponsors decided to 
examine those data ourselves to both reduce burden on the DoD components and pursue a more 
consistent methodology. Author experience, knowledge, and judgment were employed in our 
study to assess and synthesize available information and fill gaps in primary and secondary 
inputs. Research for this study was conducted by the following team members. 

• Philip S. Anton is a senior information scientist who conducts research on acquisition and 
sustainment policy, cybersecurity, emerging technologies, technology foresight, process 
performance measurement and efficiency, data science and analytics, aeronautics test 
infrastructure, and military modeling and simulation. 

• Megan McKernan is a senior defense researcher with more than 14 years of experience 
conducting DoD acquisition analyses. She is co-leading research examining DoD 
acquisition data management. 

• Ken Munson is a senior management scientist specializing in acquisition, logistics, 
budget, requirements, and policy analysis.  

• James G. Kallimani is a senior technical analyst with an engineering and data analytics 
background, specializing in problem-solving and creative thinking for public policy, 
national security, defense, and government. 

• Alexis Levedahl is a research assistant with experience in emerging technologies, 
acquisition, and requirements development. 
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• Irv Blickstein is a senior engineer with 50 years of experience in the field of defense 
analysis and management with a specialty in planning, programming, and budgeting, as 
well as acquisition.  

• Jeffrey A. Drezner is a senior policy researcher who has conducted policy analysis on a 
wide range of issues, including energy R&D planning and program management, best 
practices in environmental management, analyses of cost and schedule outcomes in 
complex system development programs, aerospace industrial policy, defense acquisition 
policy and reform, and local emergency response. 

Finally, there are other research questions regarding data analytics and enabling data that we 
could have studied but were out of the project’s scope—e.g., what data are most valuable, and 
how can we understand costs and benefits; how can we assess the appropriateness of data usage; 
what specific approaches can be used to counter the culture of not sharing data; what is the 
optimal mix of advanced data analytics commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools, and simpler 
analytic approaches; is the extent of data analytics capabilities sufficient or appropriate (how 
much spending is appropriate for data analytics—against what baseline and benchmarks); and 
what is the quality of the data analytics courses at defense training institutions? Some of these 
research topics are raised later as possible next steps. 

 

 

NOTE: NDRI = National Defense Research Institute. 
 

Given the breadth and scope of Congress’s questions, we used different approaches to assess 
the current status and opportunities for improvement. On the above slide and the next one, we 
map each question to the basic approach taken. Overall, we reviewed the literature on the DoD’s 
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data analytics capabilities, including internal documentation, and we collected additional 
information from DoD experts and stakeholders. We also reviewed commercial data analytics 
best practices, methodologies, and advice. 

For Congress’s first two questions, about the extent of data analytics and the potential to 
improve data analysis, we used six approaches to obtain as broad a view as possible and avoid 
simply reporting examples of DoD data analytics efforts:  

1. Because Congress’s concern is improving acquisition program management and 
decisionmaking, we mapped decisions (primarily from milestone B) to analyses that 
supported those decisions and the data used for those analyses. This mapping allowed us 
both to assess the breadth of data analytics across acquisition functions and to identify 
gaps and challenges.  

2. We examined existing analyses of 13 programs with documented program decision 
challenges to assess the extent and availability of data analytics and the decisionmakers’ 
use of those data analytics.  

3. We assessed the status and evolution of the DoD’s data and analysis systems.  
4. We examined established and evolving data analytics maturity models from industry and 

the federal government and assessed the DoD’s status against these models.  
5. We estimated the DoD’s spending on the portions of the AWF that are primarily analytic, 

as a way to quantify the extent of personnel-based data analytics capabilities.  
6. We summarized the annual spending on major IT systems (not desktop computing) 

supporting acquisition, as reported in detailed budget exhibits. 
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NOTE: RDT&E = research, development, test, and evaluation; SBIR = Small-Business Innovation Research; STTR = 
Small-Business Technology Transfer. 
 

For Congress’s third question, about the amount of R&D funding to develop acquisition data 
analytics capabilities, we reviewed the published descriptions of each RDT&E program element 
(PE), both DoD-wide and for each military department in the President’s Budget (PB) request for 
FY 2019. We also reviewed the recent SBIR and STTR solicitations to identify any data analytics 
topics related to acquisition. In addition, we extracted the RDT&E portions of the annual 
spending on major IT systems (not desktop computing) that support acquisition, as reported in 
detailed budget exhibits. 

To address Congress’s fourth question, we reviewed the private sector’s best practices for 
efficient data collection and delivery, then compared those practices with those either in place 
now or being pursued by the DoD. 

For Congress’s fifth question, we directly reviewed DoD steps being taken to appropriately 
expose acquisition data in an anonymized fashion to researchers and analysts. We also assessed 
the utility of anonymization as a sharing mechanism. Alternatives include approaches assessed 
for question 4. 

Finally, in response to Congress’s training question (question 6), we reviewed the curricula at 
the DoD’s primary defense acquisition training institutions and several partner institutions. This 
review involved reading the descriptions of many hundreds of courses in these institutions’ 
catalogs and assessing whether data analytics are addressed and applied. We also discussed 
content and tools with the Defense Acquisition University (DAU)—the DoD’s primary training 
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house for the AWF. Finally, we obtained enrollment data for DAU courses, to help understand 
penetration across the AWF. Given the scope and tasking, we did not assess the quality of the 
data analytics training. 
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3. Findings on Congressional Questions 

Questions 1 and 2: Extent of, and Potential to Increase, DoD Data 
Analytics Capabilities 

 

Congress’s first two topic areas asked about  

• “the extent to which data analytics capabilities have been implemented within the 
military services, DOD laboratories, test centers, and [FFRDCs] to provide technical 
support for acquisition program management” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 
1125) 

• “the potential to increase the use of analytical capabilities for acquisition programs and 
offices to improve acquisition outcomes” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125).  

We addressed these topics together because our analyses related to extent also identified gaps and 
opportunities related to the potential to increase the DoD’s data analytics capabilities. 
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Map Decisions to Analyses and Data, Then Identify Gaps 

One approach we used to understand the extent of data analytics in support of acquisition 
decisions and program management is to review the full range of data analyses across all 
acquisition functions as they relate to specific types of acquisition decisions. Here, the use and 
application of data analytics we assessed are those executed through major acquisition functions. 
The slide above illustrates the conceptual map from functions to data within the functions, to 
analysis about those data, and ultimately to the acquisition decisions that are informed. For this 
map, we leveraged our expertise and reviewed relevant statutes, DoD policy and guidance on 
acquisition (key functions, decision points, information and data elements, and major supporting 
analysis), proposed or unimplemented approaches, and commercial analogs. 
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NOTE: T&E = test and evaluation; PQM = production, quality, and manufacturing; MCSC = Marine Corps Systems 
Command; NAVAIR = Naval Air Systems Command; OPM = U.S. Office of Personnel Management. 

 
First, we used the functional decomposition of DoD acquisition and procurement (broadly 

defined) shown in the slide above. This taxonomy of acquisition functions is based on Anton et 
al.’s (forthcoming) review of acquisition instructions, guidebooks (DAU, 2002, 2004; Parker, 
2011; MCSC, 2017; NAVAIR, 2015), acquisition career fields (OPM, 2009; USD[AT&L], 
2016b), and our experience in acquisition. As with any portfolio or taxonomy exercise, other lists 
can be developed, but this approach aligns well with the common functions as reflected generally 
in defense organizations, career fields, and acquisition documents.  
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The slide above provides more detail on the breadth of DoD data analytics that support 

acquisition functions and decisions across the acquisition chain of command (the program 
manager, program executive officer [PEO], and SAE or the defense acquisition executive 
[DAE]) and other stakeholders (e.g., within OSD and in Congress).  

A key enabler of analysis is data and associated management, shown on the left side of the 
slide. Besides the obvious point that analysis cannot be conducted without data, this exposé on 
data management and governance helps to illustrate that significant activity and investments are 
required to obtain and provide data of sufficient quality for analysis. Even advanced commercial 
data analytics efforts and best practices often involve significant data collection, cleaning, and 
preprocessing. One challenge is ensuring that data definitions are common to enable cross-
organizational data analysis. In some cases, existing accounting standards and charts of account 
already provide such standardization for basic business-intelligence analysis, but, in other 
domains, commonality requires governance and active management. Sometimes data do not have 
to be standardized across all entities if the local definitions are available and can be transformed 
into a common standard, but that process requires at least some minimal level of data definitions. 
Finally, some advanced analytic tools can ingest unstructured data, but those applications may be 
limited, and such lack of structure imposes an added difficulty to the analysis. Generally, we 
found many cases of the DoD implementing these commercial best practices in data management 
and governance, but the level of maturity in these practices varied considerably across the DoD 
acquisition community. 
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The data then enable analyses, which can be separated into two categories. General 
techniques encompass a range of approaches that are independent of the specific application 
area. Applied techniques are specific (in our case) to various acquisition functions and analysis. 
This and subsequent slides illustrate what it means to use data analytics to inform acquisition 
decisions. Use is often implemented through functions that are related to various aspects of 
acquisition, not just in terms of the types of generic tools employed (e.g., Excel, Tableau, Qlik 
Sense, R, Stata, big data, and text understanding). In other words, an application is necessary 
when employing a tool, if that tool will inform a decision, and these slides help illustrate the 
breadth of that application for acquisition. 
 

 
NOTE: JCIDS = Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System; RMF = Risk Management Framework; engr. 
= engineer; PM = program management; CE = cost estimating; UARC = university-affiliated research center; CAPE = 
Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation; DAS = Defense Acquisition System; TOA = Total Obligational Authority; 
KM/DS = Knowledge Management/Decision Support; PROPIN = proprietary information; FA = framing assumption; 
DoDI = Department of Defense Instruction.  
 

In the second step of our analysis, we reviewed key decisions at Milestone B (arguably the 
most important decision point in a developmental acquisition program), as well as other selected 
decisions as implemented according to policy to help round out the review (DoDI 5000.02, 2017; 
10 U.S.C.; DAU, 2002, 2004, 2017b; Parker, 2011, MCSC, 2017; NAVAIR, 2015). As with the 
three slides that follow, the slide above—on requirements and technical, risk, and budgetary 
decisions—summarizes the results of this functional analysis. Key decisions as defined by statute 
and policy are listed in column 2 and are grouped by the larger domain (column 1) in which they 
fall. The types of analyses that support each decision are listed in column 3. The analytic 

Acquisition decisionmaking requires a wide range of supporting 
analysis (Requirements, Technical, Risk, Budgets)

Analytic Capabilities Gaps and 
ChallengesDomain Decision Supporting Analyses DoD 

AWF
Other 
Resources

Analytic Approaches Key Data: 
Available

Require-
ments

Design sufficient 
and meets 
requirements

Engineering analysis; 
Requirements and mission 
analysis

Engr.; PM DoD labs; UARCs; 
FFRDCs; 
Requirements

Engineering and 
requirements analysis; 
wargaming

System design; 
requirements; 
threat envelops

Programs have 
requirements 
documents, but 
centralized info. system 
KM/DS archive is not 
always complete. Threat 
data may not be current.

Requirements 
validated

Requirements and mission 
analysis; JCIDS  Analysis: 
Functional Area Analysis (FAA), 
Functional Needs Analysis (FNA) and 
Functional Solutions Analysis (FSA)

PM; 
Leadership

Requirements (ref: JCIDS outside DAS)

Technical Technology 
mature

Technical maturity and risk 
analysis

Engr.; IT; 
T&E

DoD labs, test 
centers, and FFRDCs

Risk analysis; Wide range of 
T&E analytic approaches 
and infrastructure

Market research; 
technology non-
duplicative

Market research Engr.; PM DoD labs; UARCs, 
and FFRDCs

Internet search; technology 
and requirements analysis

Market and 
technical 
literature

Analyst access to 
PROPIN.

Risk Risks acceptable 
given need

Framing assumptions; RMF Engr.; IT; 
T&E; PM

DoD labs; UARCs, 
Test Centers; and 
FFRDCs

Framing assumptions; risk 
analysis; RMF

System 
concepts; risks

FA concept is new and 
little understood.

Budgets Program 
affordable

Affordability analysis; cost 
analysis (costs within goals)

CE; PM CAPE; Resource 
planners (G8, N8, 
A8); Leadership; 
FFRDCs

Budgeting systems, 
spreadsheets, optimization 
software

Budget 
elements; 
Component 
planning total 
(TOA); Cost data

Difficulty exists in 
mapping budget PEs to 
specific acquisition 
programs and detailed 
acquisition tasks

(Milestone B examples)

SOURCES: DoDI 5000.02; 10 U.S.C.; DAU (2002, 2004, 2017b), Parker (2011), MCSC (2017); NAVAIR (2015); plus author expertise and experience on analytic 
capabilities, gaps, and challenges.
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capabilities that enable those supporting analyses are then listed in columns 4 through 7. They 
include the parts of the DoD AWF involved in the analysis, other resources or communities 
involved, a brief characterization of the analytic approaches, and the key data types that are 
generally available and used in the analyses. Finally, the last column identifies some gaps and 
challenges that the DoD faces in each analysis. 

For example, market research is conducted to inform the decision on whether the technology 
to be used or further refined after Milestone B duplicates technology that could serve the 
program’s needs and that exists in the broader market. That market research is conducted by the 
PM and by supporting engineers in both the program office and DoD laboratories, UARCs, and 
FFRDCs. Internet searches, technology assessments, and requirement analyses inform the market 
research. Key data are market information and technical literature. A challenge is access to 
PROPIN and other sensitive data for nongovernment analysts in the program office, laboratories, 
UARCs, and FFRDCs (especially because potential technology alternatives may be closely held 
by the owners of the intellectual property). 
 

 
NOTE: AoA = analysis of alternatives; FM = financial management; S&T = science and technology; M&S = modeling 
and simulation. 

  
This slide summarizes the results of our functional analysis for decisions related to strategy 

and tradeoffs (DoDI 5000.02, 2017; 10 U.S.C.; DAU, 2002, 2004, 2017b; Parker, 2011, MCSC, 
2017; NAVAIR, 2015). For example, the milestone decision authority (MDA) needs to conclude 
whether tradeoffs between cost, schedule, performance, and risks have been made and whether 

Acquisition decisionmaking requires a wide range of supporting 
analysis (Strategy and Trade-offs)

Analytic Capabilities Gaps and 
ChallengesDomain Decision Supporting 

Analyses
DoD AWF Other 

Resources
Analytic Approaches Key Data: Available

Strategy Acquisition 
strategy

Acquisition strategizing PM, 
contracting, 
FM, Leader-
ship

Buying 
commands; 
FFRDCs

Acquisition strategizing; objectives; 
competition strategy; benefits 
analysis; market research; bundling; 
business strategy; contracting 
strategy (below); cooperative 
opportunities; general equipment 
valuation; Industrial-base analysis; 
intellectual property analysis and 
strategizing; architecture (e.g., 
modular open system?); multi-year 
procurement analysis; risk analysis; 
Small-business analysis (SBIR/STTR)

Requirements, system 
concepts, industrial base 
and 
competitive/cooperative 
opportunities,  small-
business capabilities and 
contributors, risks, cost 
estimates, equipment 
design and costs, 
intellectual property rights 
and options, architectural 
standards and options, 
procurement options

Trade-offs Trade-offs 
made and 
appropriate

Cost, schedule, and 
performance trade-off; 
Risk analysis; Framing 
assumptions; Budgetary 
trade-offs

PM Service Chief; 
FFRDCs

Benefit/cost analysis; cost, schedule, 
and performance relationship 
modeling; risk analysis

Alternatives 
considered

AoAs; Market research PM, Engr., 
S&T 
Manager

CAPE; DoD 
Labs and 
FFRDCs; 
Requirements

Operational military M&S; Technology 
forecasts; tech. maturity models; risk 
models

Operational systems, 
capabilities, missions, and 
intelligence; requirements; 
relating systems; Kill 
chains; Technology and 
market data; cost data

Analyst access to 
PROPIN.

(Milestone B examples)

SOURCES: DoDI 5000.02; 10 U.S.C.; DAU (2002, 2004, 2017b), Parker (2011), MCSC (2017); NAVAIR (2015); author expertise and experience
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they are appropriate. Analyses consist of trade-off analysis, risk analysis, and budgetary analysis. 
The service chief has the primary responsibility for making cost, schedule, and requirement 
trade-offs; the MDA, PEO, and, especially, the PM (supported by program staff and FFRDCs) 
make detailed programmatic analyses and assess trade-offs not illustrated in this slide. Specific 
analytic approaches include benefit-cost analysis; modeling the relationship among cost, 
schedule, and performance; and risk analysis. 

 
NOTE: POM = program objective memorandum; FYDP = Future Years Defense Program; SETA = systems 
engineering and technical assistance; BI = business intelligence; O&S = operations and support; VAMOSC = Visibility 
and Management of Operation and Support Costs; OPTEMPO = operations tempo.  

 
The slide above summarizes the results of our functional analysis related to cost (DoDI 

5000.02, 2017; 10 U.S.C.; DAU, 2002, 2004, 2017b; Parker, 2011; MCSC, 2017; NAVAIR, 
2015). For example, the MDA must decide whether life-cycle sustainment is well planned and 
costed. Those plans and estimates are made by PM, supported by the T&E, logistics, and 
financial management personnel and by sustainment and logistics centers and FFRDCs. Specific 
analytic approaches include O&S cost estimating and analysis of system reliability, material 
availability, operational availability, maintainability, supportability, corrosion, and survivability 
analysis (new technology and legacy systems). Data include legacy O&S data (e.g., in the 
VAMOSC system), projected and tested reliability, and O&S costs of new system elements. 
These estimates and plans are challenging because estimates are uncertain (especially early in a 
program) because of projecting new system performance. Also, detailed sustainment data are not 
widely shared outside the military departments. In addition, externalities can greatly affect actual 

Acquisition decisionmaking requires a wide range of supporting 
analysis (Cost)

Analytic Capabilities Gaps and Challenges
Domain Decision Supporting 

Analyses
DoD AWF Other 

Resources
Analytic Approaches Key Data: 

Available
Cost Costs 

estimated and 
reasonable

Cost analysis: 
developmental and 
market analysis

CE; 
Contracting; 
PM

SETA support 
contractors; 
UARCs;  
FFRDCs

Cost analysis (spreadsheets; 
custom tools; BI)

Prior and 
current system 
cost data

Analyst access to PROPIN and smaller 
program prior cost data.

Cost within 
goals

Affordability analysis; 
Cost analysis: 
developmental and 
market analysis

PM FFRDCs; 
UARCs

Funding 
available

Budgetary analysis 
(POM and FYDP)

FM; CE; PM; 
Lifecycle 
logistics

Resource 
planners (G8, 
N8, A8); FM; 
Leadership

Life-cycle 
sustainment 
planned and 
costed

Life-cycle sustainment 
planning and cost 
estimating

T&E, 
Lifecycle 
Logistics, 
FM, PM

Sustainment 
and logistics 
centers; 
FFRDCs

O&S cost estimating; 
reliability, material availability, 
operational availability, 
maintainability, supportability, 
corrosion, and survivability 
analysis (new technology and 
legacy systems)

Legacy O&S 
costs (e.g., 
VAMOSC); 
projected 
tested 
reliability and 
O&S costs of 
new system 
components

Estimates are uncertain (especially early 
in a program) due to projecting new 
system performance. Detailed 
sustainment data are not widely shared 
outside the Service. Externalities can 
greatly affect actual costs compared to 
estimates (e.g., changes in operational 
environments, OPTEMPO, physical and 
cyber battle damage, quantity, fuel costs, 
labor costs, healthcare costs, logistical 
system configuration and investments).

(Milestone B examples)

SOURCES: DoDI 5000.02; 10 U.S.C.; DAU (2002, 2004, 2017b), Parker (2011), MCSC (2017); NAVAIR (2015); author expertise and experience
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costs (e.g., changes in operational environments, OPTEMPO, physical and cyber battle damage, 
quantity, fuel costs, labor costs, health care costs, and logistical system configuration and 
investments). Finally, O&S cost estimates might not receive as much attention as development 
and production estimates, since O&S costs are incurred so far in the future. 
 

NOTE: MS C = Milestone C; FRP = full-rate production; OGC = Office of General Counsel; JCA = joint capability 
area. 

 
The slide above summarizes the results of our functional analysis related to schedule, 

compliance, contracting, production, and portfolio at Milestone B (DoDI 5000.02, 2017; 10 
U.S.C.; DAU, 2002, 2004, 2017b; Parker, 2011; MCSC, 2017; NAVAIR, 2015). It also adds 
entries for needed analysis related to portfolios. Portfolio analysis is less systematic and less 
mature than the other areas but important to note, since it can inform broader decisions related to 
budgets, requirements, and cross-program coordination, offering an integrated view on the net 
capabilities provided to operational DoD units. Currently, portfolio analysis is largely ad hoc, 
with elements performed at the PM, PEO, and oversight staff functions. Issues are raised, for 
example, during budget planning and reviews, but the DoD is currently exploring better ways to 
organize and conduct portfolio analysis. 

 
 

Acquisition decisionmaking requires a wide range of supporting 
analysis (Schedule, Compliance, Contracting, Production, Portfolio)

Analytic Capabilities Gaps and 
ChallengesDomain Decision Supporting 

Analyses
DoD AWF Other 

Resources
Analytic 
Approaches

Key Data: Available

Schedule Schedule estimated 
and reasonable

Schedule analysis; 
technical maturity and 
risk analysis

CE; Contracting; PM FFRDCs

Compliance Program compliant 
with laws and 
policies

Legal and policy analysis All but esp. PM OGC; FFRDCs

Contracting Contracting strategy 
developed and 
appropriate

Contracting strategy and 
analysis

Contracting, FM, PM Buying 
commands; 
FFRDCs

Contract-type 
determination; 
Termination liability 
estimating

Contract execution risks; 
contractor investments and 
costs

Production MS C, FRP, and 
production 
management

Engineering,  
manufacturing, T&E, 
quality, reliability, 
contracting, audits, and 
payments

PQM, T&E, Engr., 
Facilities Engr., IT, 
Logistics 
Contracting, 
Purchasing, 
Auditing, FM, PM, 

Test centers, 
FFRDCs/UARCs

Numerous specialty-
specific approaches

Designs, production 
approaches, quality, scrap 
rates, failure rates, reliability

Detailed data rarely 
available to higher-level 
oversight organizations

Portfolio Program satisfies 
larger portfolio needs

Engr., PM; 
Leadership

Requirements, 
FFRDCs, 
Systems and 
Buying 
Commands

Ad hoc Kill chains; JCAs; operational 
concepts; Program and system 
interdependencies and 
schedules; Current operational 
systems (commodity, 
inventory, age, condition, 
capabilities)

Portfolio analysis and 
data are largely ad hoc, 
depending on oversight 
workforce knowledge 
and unstructured 
analysis. Funding 
flexibility

Program budget 
sufficient given 
larger portfolio 
interdependencies

Engr., FM, PM, 
Leadership

Requirements, 
FM, Systems 
and Buying 
Commands, 
FFRDCs

Ad hoc Program and system 
interdependencies and 
schedules

Portfolio analysis and 
data are largely ad hoc 
by oversight workforce 
knowledge and 
unstructured analysis

(Milestone B examples)

SOURCES: DoDI 5000.02; 10 U.S.C.; DAU (2002, 2004, 2017b), Parker (2011), MCSC (2017); NAVAIR (2015); author expertise and experience
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As our examination illustrates, extensive DoD data analysis currently supports management 
decisions. Some analysis is statutory, whereas other analysis is driven by policy and 
management. These analyses cut across various functional domains in acquisition, such as 
requirements, technology, risk, budgets, strategy, trade-offs, cost, schedules, compliance, 
contracting, production, and portfolios. Despite the breadth of these analyses, clear opportunities 
for improvement exist, including expansion of portfolio analysis and improvements in data 
access and sharing to broader analytic communities. 
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Data Analytics Availability and Use in Selected Programs 

 

Although we found extensive data analytics in place to support DoD acquisition decisions, 
problems or challenges still arise as to whether or not that information is used in decisionmaking 
regarding major acquisition programs. To better understand how well the data analytics outlined 
in the prior section support acquisition decisions and outcomes, we examined existing published 
analysis on 13 major acquisition programs that had known decisional challenges.  

It is important to note the inherent limitations of such reviews. The sample does not 
necessarily reflect the broader set of acquisition programs. Also, some older programs are 
included, given that their postmortems are well documented, but they do not necessarily reflect 
the DoD’s current data analytics situation. In addition, the situations in the programs discussed 
are very complex and detailed. We sought to extract the data analytics perspectives from these 
larger stories, but deeper discussions (which would better convey an understanding of the 
complications, analyses, and decisions in each case) are beyond the scope of this effort. 
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NOTE: PARCA = Office of Performance Assessment and Root-Cause Analyses; FCS = Future Combat System; LCS 
= Littoral Combat Ship. 

 
We examined 13 programs with milestone B dates ranging as far back as 2001. This set 

included all six programs for which OSD’s independent PARCA identified a root cause when 
information was available but was not fully acted on by leadership (see USD[AT&L], 2016a, p. 
28). We also sampled programs that had Nunn-McCurdy cost breaches or affordability issues 
(affordability and affordability analysis are a good example of a challenging acquisition 
decision). Of course, these are only some examples of problematic programs, and they do not get 
into the types of execution issues that program managers deal with on a daily basis. PARCA’s 
analyses focus on root causes of primary problems rather than other challenges.  

In our review of these programs, we identified two general types of issues related to data 
analytics: those related to decisional use of the available data analytics and those related to a 
capability shortfall in data analytics. The former includes eight instances in which information 
was available but was not fully acted on by leadership (Pernin et al., 2012; Work, 2013; 
USD[AT&L], 2016a). The latter consists of six cases involving some type of data analysis 
capability shortfall (e.g., an affordability issue, capacity shortfalls, or issues with the analysis).  

In addition to cases in which strategic reasons led to decisions that run counter to certain 
available data analytics results, we note that 26 percent (six of 23) independent root-cause 
analyses (breach and discretionary) performed by PARCA involved decisionmaker “failure to act 
on information” (USD[AT&L], 2016a; Director of PARCA, 2017, 2018). Thus, although this is a 
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concern, it has been limited to about one-quarter of problematic programs since 2010 and thus a 
smaller percentage of the larger set that includes programs without major issues. 

Of the 13 programs we examined, two demonstrated successful results from the new 
affordability process. One program involved a quantity change and thus was not related to 
analysis (or related to acquisition performance). 

These insights show that, in terms of these programs with major decision-related issues, data 
analytics are often available (i.e., the primary cause is not a general lack of data analytics 
capability). Sometimes, other considerations led to acquisition decisions that ran counter to 
available data analytics results. Also, analytic functions are not perfectly executed or always 
sufficiently resourced, but this level of review does not appear to show a major shortcoming. In 
addition, old programs, such as Global Hawk, F-35, FCS, Integrated Defensive Electronic 
Countermeasures, Block 2/3 (IDECM B2/B3), and Zumwalt-class guided missile destroyer 
(DDG-1000) are not necessarily reflective of current data analytics conditions in the DoD but are 
included because their causes are well documented and they help illustrate the types of possible 
concerns. Thus, they should not be used to critique the DoD’s current situation. 

 

 
NOTE: ERP = enterprise resource planning; AAG = Advanced Arresting Gear; GCSS-MC = Global Combat Support 
Systems—Marine Corps; OCX = Operational Control System; AF = Air Force; ECSS = Expeditionary Combat 
Support System; JLTV = Joint Light Tactical Vehicle. 

 
The previous slide maps the 13 case programs against specific issues, successes, or 

nonacquisition issues. Here, programs are shown by the year of their Milestone B approval—
except the Air Force’s ECSS, which did not have a Milestone B and so is shown in the year it 
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was canceled (see Aronin et al., 2011). Note that programs might have multiple concerns. For 
most of these programs, we used the PARCA root-cause analysis as the basis for our review, but 
we used our personal insight and available literature for FCS, LCS, JLTV, and the SSBN 826 
programs. PARCA root-cause analyses are reported by the Director of PARCA (2010a, 2010b, 
2011a, 2011b, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018) and also summarized in USD(AT&L) (2016a). Other 
sources we analyzed were Pernin et al. (2012) and Work (2013). 

 

 

Highlights of Programs Reviewed 

The following descriptions summarize, from a data analytics perspective, our review of the 
non-ERP programs. Although these cases are complicated, we extracted from the existing 
literature a key problem that relates to the use of data analytics (or any lack thereof). Thus, these 
brief highlights should not be taken as comprehensive reviews but rather as insights into the 
question of the use of data analytics for program decisions. 

 
SSBN 826 (Columbia-class ballistic missile submarine, nuclear-powered)—Milestone A 

in 2010 and Milestone B in 2016: 

• A key problem: Milestone A unit costs were unaffordable. 
• Conclusion: The affordability issue was generally not an analytic capability shortfall. 
• Discussion: Early cost estimates and budgetary planning determined that unit costs were 

unaffordable. The new affordability goals drove design trades. Technical realities and 
requirements limited trade-offs, but cost-estimation capabilities were sufficient. 
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Affordability analysis was in place, informing decisions to seek reduced capabilities. As a 
survivable asset, it was deemed important even at higher cost. See Michealson (2012, p. 
6). 

 
JLTV—Milestone A in 2007 and Milestone B in 2012: 

• A key problem: Milestone A unit costs were unaffordable. 
• Conclusion: Affordability issue generally not an analytic capability shortfall 
• Discussion: Early cost estimates and budgetary planning determined that unit costs were 

unaffordable. The new affordability goals drove design trades and resulted in a much 
more affordable vehicle. Affordability analysis was in place, informing decisions to seek 
reduced capabilities. See Michealson (2012, pp. 14–15). 

 
DDG-1000 (Zumwalt-class guided missile destroyer)—Milestone B in 2005: 

• A key problem: Affordability was a potential problem throughout. 
• Conclusion: The affordability issue was generally not an analytic capability shortfall  
• Discussion: Even though the DoD’s current affordability process was not yet in place, the 

Navy did affordability analysis. Affordability was known to be a potential problem. 
Ultimately, the quantity was reduced, and alternatives were pursued. The land attack 
mission also came into question as adversary capability increased from the shore. See 
Director of PARCA (2010a, 2011c), Blickstein et al. (2011, 2012), and O’Rourke (2018). 

 
LCS—Milestone A in 2004 and Milestone B in 2011: 

• A key problem: Unit cost expectations were a concern. 
• Conclusion: Cost growth was generally not an analytic capability shortfall. 
• Discussion: The cost community knew that the cost of the desired ships would be in the 

$500 million range. It was largely an initial leadership decision to drive for lower-cost 
ships. Requirements were out of line with cost and weight realities, but analysis was 
available. See, for example, Work (2013). 

  
FCS—Milestone B in 2003: 

• A key problem: The C-130 weight requirement overly constrained vehicle performance, 
and there were early analytic shortfalls. 

• Conclusion: There was a mix of analytic and decisional issues. 
• Discussion: Leadership used the weight requirement to try to drive vehicle innovation. 

The cost and engineering analytic communities already forecast that such results were not 
possible. Requirements were out of line with cost and weight realities, but analysis was 
available. The ability to link ground and flying assets had not yet been proven during the 
FCS time frame. Thus, the technical problem was intractable. There were also analytic 
shortfalls in the design of the system concepts. See, for example, Pernin et al. (2012). 
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NOTE: MS = milestone. 
 
GPS Next-Generation OCX—Milestone B in 2012: 

• A key problem: Cost growth was a problem. 
• Conclusion: Cost breach was mostly a schedule risk problem, but workforce shortfalls 

contributed. 
• Discussion: Three root causes were identified: unrealistic schedule driven by the need to 

sustain the GPS constellation, inexperience driving underestimation of the cost to fully 
implement new information assurance instructions, and systems engineering (insufficient 
software engineering expertise and tenure in the program office, quality FFRDC analysis 
that was not sufficiently listened to, and insufficient contractor requirements regarding 
decomposition and configuration management). See Director of PARCA (2016) and 
USD(AT&L) (2016a). 

 
IDECM B2/B3 Subprogram—Milestone III in 2003: 

• A key problem: Quantity change caused a Nunn-McCurdy breach. 
• Conclusion: Cost breach was generally not an analytic capability shortfall. 
• Discussion: Quantity reduction of approximately 69 percent caused the breach. See 

Director of PARCA (2018). 
 
AAG—Milestone B in 2005: 

• A key problem: RDT&E cost growth resulted from engineering design issues. 
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• Conclusion: There was an analytic capability shortfall in engineering workforce levels 
and expertise. 

• Discussion: Design issues were addressed late because of insufficient government and 
contractor engineering workforce and program manager attention to design issues. See 
Director of PARCA (2017). 

 
RQ-4A/B Global Hawk—Milestone B in 2001: 

• A key problem: Cost growth led to a Nunn-McCurdy breach. 
• Conclusion: Continued underestimation might have been an analytic shortfall. 
• Discussion: There was information that was available but not fully acted on by 

leadership: there were known but unfunded requirements, because of budgetary 
pressures; the spiral strategy of deferring requirements was not changed; and a reliability 
program was directed but not pursued. Other issues were (1) an unrealistic schedule 
based on the continued underestimation of the differences between aircraft types and 
system integration requirements for the payloads and (2) additional requirements and 
changes in aircraft type mixes. See Director of PARCA (2011b). 

 
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. MS B in 2001. 

• A key problem: Cost growth led to a Nunn-McCurdy breach. 
• Conclusion: There was a mix of poor analytic execution, insufficient analytic capability, 

and information that was available but was not fully acted on by leadership.  
• Discussion: Two root causes were identified: (1) flawed programmatic, estimating, and 

technological assumptions at inception and (2) poor systems engineering, ineffective 
contractual incentives, and an environment in which there was a general reluctance to 
accept unfavorable information. See Director of PARCA (2010b). 
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Although it is beyond the scope of this study to dive deeply into why other considerations led 
to acquisition decisions that ran counter to available data analytics results, it is useful to give 
some examples from these cases. Caution is warranted, since, in hindsight, certain problems may 
be more obvious now than when the decisions were made; however, in some cases, experts knew 
that the decision was flawed at the time. 

Some leaders have not fully utilized available analysis to push for a stretch goal and motivate 
a breakthrough or new thinking. For example, FCS was given a nontradable requirement that the 
vehicle be light enough to be air lifted by a C-130 (e.g., see Pernin et al., 2012). The intent was 
to motivate technologists and designers to devise a solution. Unfortunately, this stretch goal was 
too aggressive and was held for too long without leadership changing course, despite an analysis 
on the maturity of current technology. Perhaps decades of research and breakthroughs might 
yield a solution, but that expectation turned out to be unrealistic for the time. Also, some 
decisions are motivated by a desire to try to fix a problem program even though the data show 
that the problems might not have a solution. 

In addition to the output of data analytics, decisionmakers need to take into account external 
pressures that may exist, such as meeting a warfighter’s schedule demands or needed technical 
capabilities or trying to acquire needed capabilities despite limited budget capabilities. Balancing 
these trade-offs can lead to or further exacerbate acquisition problems, such as cost growth, 
schedule slippage, and poor technical performance. 

Furthermore, some decisions inherently involve risks. The decisions to assume certain risks 
may frustrate those raising the risks (or those critiquing the decision in hindsight), but what may 
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appear to be disregard of data analytics results could be risk judgments that might not align with 
a different person’s assessment.  

One idea for mitigating these issues is to seek better ways to balance DoD leadership 
incentives and authorities. We realize that competing incentives cannot be eliminated, but checks 
and balances, as well as independent voices, can help. For example, although program oversight 
by OSD and the Joint Staff can slow programs and introduce bureaucratic burden, they also 
introduce independence to raise issues and seek broader balance and trade-offs. Another idea is 
to continue introducing training for future leaders to understand strengths and limits of data 
analytics (and technology) and how to balance analysis with external constraints. Efforts at DAU 
and elsewhere (discussed later) could assist future acquisition leaders by providing a better 
understanding and appreciation of the information provided to them by data analytics. 

The DoD’s Information Systems That Enable Data Analytics 

Questions 1 and 2 ask about “the extent to which data analytics capabilities have been 
implemented within the military services, DOD laboratories, test centers, and [FFRDCs] to 
provide technical support for acquisition program management.” One way to gain an 
understanding of the current state in the DoD is through an analysis of the types of capabilities 
present in the DoD’s centralized acquisition information systems. The reason for this analysis is 
that these information systems are utilized by a large portion of the workforce for a variety of 
purposes, including analysis. These information systems provide data and tools for the workforce 
and therefore enable the workforce to conduct analytics on acquisition data.  

What’s in this Briefing

• Background
• Approach and methodology
• Findings on congressional questions

– Q1–Q2: Extent of, and potential to increase, DoD data analytics capabilities
• Map decisions to analyses and data; identify gaps.
• Data analytics availability and use on selected programs
• DoD’s information systems that enable data analytics
• DoD’s status against maturity models
• Spending on the analytic workforce
• Spending on IT data and analysis systems
• Example limits in data availability and analytic challenges from this study

– Q3: R&D funding for data analytics capabilities
– Q4: Private-sector best practices for efficient data collection and delivery
– Q5: Anonymized data sharing with researchers and analysts
– Q6: Appropriate data analytics and methods courses at defense training institutions

• Conclusions
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NOTE: AIR = Acquisition Information Repository; AL = analytic layer; CADE = Cost Assessment Data Enterprise; 
CPARS = Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System; DAMIR = Defense Acquisition Management 
Information Retrieval; DARPA = Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency; DAVE = Defense Acquisition 
Visibility Environment; DIBNow = Defense Industrial Base Now; DDRS = Defense Department Reporting System; 
DRDW = DoD Resources Data Warehouse; eTools = Electronic Tools (Defense Contract Management Agency 
[DCMA]); EVM-CR = Earned-Value Management—Central Repository; FPDS-NG = Federal Procurement Data 
System—Next Generation; ML/AI = machine learning/artificial intelligence; PBIS = Procurement Business Intelligence 
Service (used by OSD and the Army) and Program Budget Information System (used by the Navy); PMRT = Project 
Management Resource Tools; RDAIS = Research, Development, and Acquisition Information System; SDW = 
Shared Data Warehouse; SNaP-IT = Select and Native Programming—Information Technology; URED = Unified 
Research and Engineering Database. 
 

Acquisition data lay a foundation for the DoD’s decisionmaking, execution, management, 
insight, and oversight of the weapon system acquisition portfolio. Acquisition data help inform, 
monitor, and achieve many objectives (e.g., promoting transparency in spending, conducting 
analyses for improved decisionmaking, and archiving decisions). Acquisition data are both 
structured (that is, immediately identified within an electronic structure, such as a relational 
database) and unstructured (that is, not in fixed locations but in free-form text). Such data are 
collected for a variety of statutory and regulatory requirements and at all levels, from program 
offices in the military departments to OSD, in both centralized and decentralized locations. The 
DoD also uses data from other federal information systems outside the department. The data 
themselves differ in time frame (with some dating back more than five decades), while the 
information systems that contain these data have different hardware, software, and interfaces. 
Technological improvements have helped the DoD improve data collection efficiency, quality, 
aggregation, ease of access and use, archiving, and analysis, among other characteristics; 
however, many information systems are difficult for users to navigate effectively and can take 
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years to fully understand. Most systems are built for reporting, not analysis (McKernan et al., 
2017).  

The DoD has established many centralized information systems over the past 20 years in a 
variety of functional business areas (including R&D, requirements, budgeting, contracting, 
program cost, human capital, and acquisition oversight) to make data more available for 
management, analysis, and decisionmaking. Acquisition decisionmakers use these data to answer 
a wide variety of questions related to defense acquisition. Whereas the data sets vary 
considerably, many share two strengths: standardization and collection of acquisition-related 
information in one place where data can be input, accessed, and analyzed by those needing it. 
The DoD is very large, and acquisitions are accomplished by many different organizations. A 
centralized system with consistent formats helps improve data consistency and quality. In 
addition, analysis tools are layered on top of the data portions of some of the IT system 
architecture with varying levels of maturity (McKernan et al., 2017). These analytic tools surpass 
dashboards by enabling both custom and predefined analyses. 

The previous slide provides a simplistic visualization of examples of various centralized 
information systems. The x-axis shows whether the data in those information systems are 
structured, unstructured, or both. The y-axis illustrates the capabilities of those information 
systems, ranging from simple storage to predictive analytics. This assessment is not meant to be 
a judgment of whether the DoD’s capabilities are sufficient. Rather, it illustrates the range of 
capabilities across acquisition functions. The figure also illustrates that the DoD has established a 
variety of information systems over the past several years and matured prior capabilities in the 
military departments and OSD to provide data and more-advanced commercial business 
intelligence analytic software tools (e.g., Qlik Sense, Tableau). For example, OSD has moved to 
DAVE for acquisition program information; DAVE contains a recently added analytic layer for 
advanced data scientists. Cost analysts in OSD have also matured their analytic capabilities with 
CADE over the past several years. The Air Force has moved toward an advanced business 
intelligence capability leveraging Qlik Sense for program data with PMRT, whereas the Army 
and the Navy are both considering options to improve the analytic capabilities for their AWFs. 
The industrial base community has likewise added more-advanced capabilities with DIBNow. 
Other efforts that include big-data mining and integration and predictive analytics are being 
pursued through work in DARPA, DoD Laboratories, FFRDCs, UARCs, and universities 
(according to personal communications we had with DoD officials). These practices have created 
an environment more conducive to analytics; however, some obstacles still impede the DoD’s 
continuing improvement in acquisition analytics. For example, DoD acquisition data 
management continues to be stovepiped by components and functional communities. Few formal 
(i.e., established) mechanisms exist to deal with cross-functional issues. This stovepiping has 
also resulted in varying levels of maturity in data management practices across the acquisition 
community, making it even more difficult to accomplish such tasks as sharing between major 
information systems. 
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As noted, the DoD provides business intelligence analytic capabilities through multiple 

acquisition data information systems. Beyond these systems, the DoD has not invested a lot in 
capabilities for advanced analytics in its information systems; however, the DoD has some 
additional ongoing research activities that illustrate how advanced analytics are being pursued 
outside the DoD’s centralized information systems. Some examples of these research activities 
include text understanding and extraction of corporate news feeds; early detection and 
categorization of program problems; data integration for risk analysis; and supply-chain network 
analysis. We are aware, for example, of ongoing unpublished research activities at FFRDCs at 
RAND and the Institute for Defense Analyses, and internet characterizations of these activities 
indicate that such research is also ongoing at other FFRDCs, laboratories, and research centers. 
However, data are not readily available to easily quantify the extent of these efforts. 
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NOTE: SET = Systems Engineering Transformation; CONEMPS = concepts of employment. 

Examples from the Navy and Air Force 

To further illustrate the kind of data analytics capabilities in DoD components, we provide 
examples from the departments of the Navy and the Air Force. 

Navy Example: Model-Based Systems Engineering  
One example is from the NAVAIR’s SET effort (NAVAIR, 2018). SET is one of the DoD’s 

efforts to advance systems engineering and analysis from a diagram-based design and systems 
engineering to one in which a model of the system’s various elements (mechanical, electrical, 
software) represents both the design and how it should function internally and with external 
systems. This advance allows engineering analysis tools to test the system’s functions and how 
they are related to requirements. Results provide feedback to requirement modeling, analysis, 
and decisionmaking, as well as inform design and manufacturing going forward. Design models 
are delivered directly from the contractor’s design computers, streamlining data delivery and 
eliminating paper deliverables. 
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NOTE : LVC = live-virtual-constructive; CONOPS = concept of operations; SoS = systems of systems; SE = systems 
engineering. 

In addition to enabling the delivery of requirements from requirements analysis systems, 
model-based systems engineering can form the basis of other analysis, such as M&S in support 
of operational T&E, as well as early training and CONOPS. 
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SOURCE: Functional Management Office, Logistics, Engineering and Force Protection, Resource Integration, 2019. 
NOTE: LIMS-EV = Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support—Enterprise View. 

Air Force Example: Integrated Logistics, Installations, and Mission Support Decision Analysis  
The LIMS-EV system is an example of an integrated data analytics information system in the 

Air Force. The Air Force says that “LIMS-EV is an integrated suite of capabilities that serve as 
the overarching gateway to A4 enterprise Business Intelligence reporting and analytics” 
(Functional Management Office, Logistics, Engineering and Force Protection, Resource 
Integration, 2019). LIMS-EV integrates data from more than 70 systems, covering more than 40 
capabilities on Air Force “enterprise logistics metrics, reports, and analysis critical to decision 
makers and users at all [Air Force] levels. . . . LIMS-EV is comprised of a host of capabilities 
spanning across Executive (leadership), Logistics Readiness, Requirements, Maintenance Repair 
and Overhaul, and Installation and Mission Support” (Functional Management Office, Logistics, 
Engineering and Force Protection, Resource Integration, 2019). LIMS-EV is accessed through 
the “USAF Portal” under the applications menu. AF/A4PA is the Air Force’s LIMS-EV 
Functional Management Office, and the program office is Air Force Life Cycle Management 
Center/HNII. 
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SOURCE: Functional Management Office, Logistics, Engineering and Force Protection, Resource Integration, 2019. 

 
This operational view of LIMS-EV shows that it extracts logistics, maintenance, financial, 

operational use, and engineering data to enable various views and analysis for different 
functions, such as acquisition and sustainment engineers, managers, maintainers, planners, and 
leadership (Functional Management Office, Logistics, Engineering and Force Protection, 
Resource Integration, 2019). Again, it is beyond the scope of our effort to examine such systems 
in depth, but the example in the slide above helps illustrate that the DoD has moved toward 
better data integration and analysis. Investments and further development are continuing (e.g., 
budget exhibits show that RDT&E for LIMS-EV was $9,428,000 in FY 2017). 
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DoD’s Status Against Maturity Models 

 

As part of our analysis to answer questions 1 and 2, we used private-sector maturity models 
to characterize the current environment in the DoD for acquisition analytics.  
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According to researchers from the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon 
University, maturity models “provide a way for organizations to approach problems and 
challenges in a structured way by providing both a benchmark against which to assess 
capabilities and a roadmap for improving them” (Caralli, Knight, and Montgomery, 2012, p. 2). 
Maturity models also provide “a set of characteristics, attributes, indicators, or patterns that 
represent progression and achievement in a particular domain or discipline. The artifacts that 
make up the model are typically agreed upon by the domain or discipline and are validated 
through application and iterative recalibration” (Caralli, Knight, and Montgomery, 2012, p. 3). 
Maturity models use a qualitative or mixed-methods structured approach; for this study, we used 
them to help describe the level of maturity of various aspects of the DoD’s data governance, 
management, and analytics.  

We used four models to help to characterize the DoD’s analytic environment for acquisition. 
Two of the models were created specifically to characterize the maturity of data analytics and 
management for private-sector companies, while two additional models were tailored to 
government organizations.  

 
 
The first maturity model that we used to describe the DoD data analytics environment is a 

model produced by Gartner. This model was used by Gartner for an online survey of private-
sector data and analytic practices: “This research was conducted via an online survey in the 
second quarter of 2017 among Gartner Research Circle members—a Gartner-managed panel 

The Department of Defense has improved acquisition data and 
analysis but there is room for improvement

Level 1: 
Basic

Level 2
Opportunistic

Level 3:
Systematic

Level 4:
Differentiating

Level 5:
Transformational

Data are not exploited; 
they are used

IT attempts to formalize 
information availability 
requirements

Different content types 
are still treated 
differently

Executives champion and 
communicate best practices

D&A are central to business 
strategy

D&A are managed in 
silos

Progress is hampered by 
culture; inconsistent 
incentives

Exogenous data sources 
readily integrated

Business-led and -driven with 
CDO

Data value influences 
investments

People argue about 
whose data are correct

Organizational barriers and 
lack of leadership

Agile emerges D&A are an indispensable 
fuel for performance and 
innovation, and linked across 
programs

Strategy and execution 
aligned and continually 
improved

Analysis is ad hoc Strategy is over 100 pages; 
not business-relevant

Strategy and vision 
formed (5 pages)

Program management 
mentality for ongoing synergy

Outside-in perspective

Spreadsheet and 
information firefighting

Data quality and insight 
efforts, but still in silos

Business executives 
become D&A champions

Link to outcome and data for 
ROI

CDO sits on board

Transactional
NOTES: Color coding of DoD’s status is author analysis (leveraging Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; DiCicco, 2019; Smith, 
2019; Drezner et al., 2019; author experience) against the Gartner’s Maturity Model (vander Meulen and McCall, 2018).
The Gartner model was created to apply to industry, so it is not an exact fit with how DoD operates but provides some perspective on kinds of activities 
on data analytics that could be considered for DoD. 
D&A = data and analytics; ROI = return on investment; CDO = chief data officer

Current DoD acquisition data and analytics practices could be considered “opportunistic” in Gartner’s Maturity Model 

DoD status (at least part)
Ways to improve
Not applicable to DoD

RAND analysis:
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composed of IT and business leaders—as well as an external sample source. In total, 196 
respondents from [Europe, the Middle East and Africa], [Asia-Pacific,] and North America 
completed the survey. Respondents spanned 13 vertical industry categories, and revenue 
categories from ‘less than $100 million’ to ‘$10 billion or more’” (vander Meulen and McCall, 
2018). According to vander Meulen and McCall at Gartner, “91 percent of organizations 
[surveyed] have not yet reached a ‘transformational’ level of maturity in data and analytics, 
despite this area being a number one investment priority for chief information officers (CIOs) in 
recent years. . . . The global survey asked respondents to rate their organizations according to 
Gartner’s five levels of maturity for data and analytics. . . . It found that 60 percent of 
respondents worldwide rated themselves in the lowest three levels” (vander Meulen and McCall, 
2018).  

Some key findings of the survey are worth noting here: 

• Five percent of respondents assessed themselves at level 1, 21 percent at level 2, 34 
percent at level 3, 31 percent at level 4, and 9 percent at level 5.  

• The top three problems organizations were trying to address were improving process 
efficiency (54 percent), enhancing customer experience (31 percent), and developing new 
products (31 percent).  

• “Despite a lot of attention around advanced forms of analytics, 64 percent of 
organizations still consider enterprise reporting and dashboards their most business-
critical applications for data and analytics. In the same manner, traditional data sources 
such as transactional data and logs also continue to dominate, although 46 percent of 
organizations now report using external data” (vander Meulen and McCall, 2018). 

• The three most common barriers to using data analytics are defining data and analytic 
strategy, determining how to get value from projects, and solving risk and governance 
issues. The common barriers are what Gartner tends to see in organization at level 2 or 3 
maturity (level 5 being the highest) (vander Meulen and McCall, 2018).  

This model was built to assess private-sector companies throughout the world, but it offers 
general qualities that can be applied to the defense acquisition data environment. We used 
existing research (when available) and our expert judgment and experience to assess the DoD’s 
status against Gartner’s maturity model. The DoD acquisition community likely resides at 
approximately level 2 for most of the characteristics of its data analytics. We base this evaluation 
on the research that we have done since 2014 for the DoD on acquisition information 
management and access (see Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016; McKernan et al., 2017; 
McKernan et al., 2018). Within the DoD acquisition community, the level of maturity also varies 
across the DoD.  

For instance, at level 1, data analytics are managed in silos. In some offices, data are still 
managed in silos. A good example is the information generated by DCMA, which resides largely 
within its network and is not easily accessible from outside DCMA. However, a lot of 
information is stored in centrally located information systems and is being accessed by thousands 
of DoD users for a variety of purposes. An example of this situation is DAMIR, which contains 
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program data from multiple sources, including three military departments. Despite the progress 
made to move from silos to centralized information, culture still inhibits sharing, which aligns 
with level 2. We also know that several organizations are working toward a data strategy, but no 
DoD-wide acquisition data strategy exists, which also aligns with level 2.  

 

 

We also used our prior research, expert judgment, and experience to assess the DoD’s status 
against IBM’s maturity model for big data analytics (see Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 
2016; McKernan et al., 2017; McKernan et al., 2018).  

IBM’s model and its use in a survey are described by Nott: 

According to a recent IBM Institute of Business Value (IBV) study, 63 percent of 
organizations in 2014 realized a positive return on their analytics investments within a 
year. That study also noted that 74 percent of respondents anticipate that the speed at 
which executives expect new data-driven insights will continue to accelerate. . . . The big 
data analytics maturity model considers not only the technology to lay out a path to 
success, but more importantly it also takes into account the business factors. (Nott, 2015)  

This maturity model has six categories—business strategy, information, analytics, culture and 
operational execution, architecture, and governance. Note that the Gartner model did not divide 
characteristics into categories but rather just listed various attributes for each level. Like the 
Gartner model, the IBM model has five levels of maturity.  

The qualities that we have seen in data management in the DoD make it difficult to place the 
DoD at a specific level of maturity. The DoD has accomplished all features of the ad hoc level 
but only some of the foundational- and competitive-level attributes. For instance, as mentioned 
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earlier, DoD uses analytics to describe what has happened and why it has happened, as in the 
case of statutorily mandated Nunn-McCurdy root-cause analyses, but typically does not predict 
what may happen. Nott notes:  

Mature use of analytics optimizes the business. Organizations will already be reporting to 
show their financial performance and to demonstrate regulatory compliance, but analytics 
is necessary to understand why something has happened or to predict what is likely to 
happen. The resulting insight helps improve customer engagement and operational 
efficiency. Analytics is used to make data-driven decision making pervasive in an 
organization, and it requires timely insight in context. (Nott, 2015)  

Nott also describes how mature organizations view information and govern that information:  

Information: Use of data to manage the business is the base capability. However, highly 
mature organizations recognize that data is a first-class, strategic business asset. It comes 
not only from existing transactional systems—the systems of record—but also from 
systems that support individual—the systems of engagement—and external data sources. 
Furthermore, mature organizations provide governed access to data wherever it resides in 
the organization and are able to give it meaning and context. (Nott, 2015) 

The DoD considers information important, but it is not always accessible by those who need it, 
which may be due to security or cultural reasons, according to Nott: 

Information governance is a critical success factor for big data projects. Policies need to 
be established and enforced to a degree of confidence in information and so that resulting 
insights are understood and reflected in decisionmaking efforts. Policies also need to span 
provenance, currency, data quality, master data and metadata, lifecycle management, 
security, privacy and ethical use. (Nott, 2015) 

In specific instances, the DoD has used its historical data to observe its business. This situation is 
often seen in analyses conducted by FFRDCs for the DoD. For example, this category includes 
analyses of cost growth in major weapon systems over time (see Bolten et al., 2008). 
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The maturity models for data analytics by Gartner and IBM provide Congress with a better 
understanding of levels of maturity in this domain (vander Meulen and McCall, 2018; Nott, 
2015), as well as where DoD acquisition generally resides, based on our subject-matter expertise 
in this area. However, we caution that the practices in these models do not directly apply to the 
DoD as a single entity (with all its different elements and missions) in all instances. For example, 
a CDO sitting on the Secretary of Defense’s staff board might not make sense. Principal staff 
assistants are responsible for providing information, not data, to the secretary and for managing 
their areas of responsibility. Another example is CAPE, within OSD. CAPE is performing at a 
level 4 or 5 (differentiating or transformational), because CAPE executives champion and 
communicate cost analysis best practices, and data and analytics are central to CAPE’s business. 

This is not to say that these models might not more directly apply to individual elements of 
the DoD that have more-similar missions and objectives (e.g., within one of the military 
departments or within a function, such as personnel and readiness or acquisition and 
sustainment). 

Caution: Industry maturity models for data analytics give some insights 
but are somewhat problematic when applied to DoD as an entity
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culture; inconsistent 
incentives

Exogenous data 
sources readily 
integrated

Business-led and -driven 
with CDO

Data value influences 
investments

People argue about 
whose data is correct

Organizational barriers 
and lack of leadership

Agile emerges D&A is an indispensable 
fuel for performance and 
innovation, and linked 
across programs

Strategy and execution 
aligned and continually 
improvedAnalysis is ad hoc Strategy is over 100 

pages; not business-
relevant

Strategy and vision 
formed (5 pages)

Spreadsheet and 
information firefighting

Data quality and insight 
efforts, but still in silos

Business executives 
become D&A 
champions

Program management 
mentality for ongoing 
synergy

Outside-in perspective

Transactional Link to outcome and data 
for ROI

CDO sits on board

SOURCES: RAND analysis of Gartner’s Maturity Model for data and analytics as relevant to DoD data analytics (vander Meulen and McCall, 2018; DoD interpersonal 
communications; Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; Drezner et al., 2019; author experience).

Gartner’s Maturity Model

• The “CDO” (SAF/AQX) to the USAF Acquisition Executive 
(SAF/AQ) does sit on the USAF acquisition board

• BUT, having the OSD CDO sit on the SecDef’s staff board may 
not make sense
– Principal Staff Assistants are responsible for providing information, 

not data, to the SecDef and for managing their areas of responsibility

Milestone data values certainly 
influence major acquisition investments

Some are (e.g., market research; 
corporate data) while others are not (yet)

CAPE executives champion and communicate cost-analysis 
best practices, and D&A are central to CAPE’s business

Data on process efficiencies are 
still lacking, and analysis is ad hoc

Strategies exist within major acquisition 
domains, but hard to link across domains
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A cross-disciplinary set of data experts from across the federal government tasked with 

creating a coordinated approach to federal data use and management, the Federal Data Strategy 
Development Team, has tailored a maturity model for government use. The model is based on 
data strategy practices identified by the Federal Data Strategy Development Team: 

[The] Federal Data Strategy will consist of principles, practices, and action steps to 
deliver a consistent and strategic approach to federal data stewardship, access, and use.  
. . . The practices are designed to inform agency actions on a regular basis, to be 
continually relevant, and to be sufficiently general so as to broadly apply at all federal 
agencies and across all missions. The practices represent aspirational goals that, when 
fully realized, will continually challenge and guide agencies, practitioners, and 
policymakers to improve the government’s approach to data stewardship and the 
leveraging of data to create value. . . . In addition to applying across government, the 
strategy and its practices apply across the data lifecycle, which can be depicted in stages: 
creation or collection or acquisition; processing; access; use; dissemination; and storage 
and disposition. (U.S. Office of Management and Budget, undated) 

The draft practices are grouped according to five broad objectives:  

• Govern and manage data as a strategic asset. 
• Protect and secure data. 
• Promote efficient use of data assets. 
• Build a culture that values data as an asset. 
• Honor stakeholder input and leverage partners. 

The Federal Data Strategy Development Team, Cross-disciplinary data 
experts from across the Federal Government, have tailored a model for 
government use

NOTE: Color coding of DoD’s status is author analysis (leveraging Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; DiCicco, 2019; Smith, 
2019; Drezner et al., 2019; author experience) against the Federal Data Strategy's draft practices (Office of Management and Budget, undated). 

Objective: Best Government Practices:
Govern and Manage 
Data as a Strategic 
Asset

Establish Data 
Governance 
Structures

Preserve Federal 
Data

Inventory Data 
Assets

Publish Data 
Documentation

Assess Data 
Maturity

Manage with a 
Long View

Identify High-
Value and 
Authoritative 
Data Assets

Align Resources 
to Value and 
Authority

Manage High-
Value and 
Authoritative 
Data Assets

Coordinate 
Federal 
Data Assets

Protect and Secure 
Data

Review Data 
Releases for 
Disclosure Risk

Prioritize Data 
Security

Define 
Responsibilities 
for Protecting 
Confidentiality

Evolve Data 
Security

Diversify Data 
Access Methods

Innovate to 
Enable Safe Use

Preserve Data 
Integrity

Align Contracts 
with Data 
Management 
Requirements

Promote Efficient Use 
of Data Assets

Leverage Data 
Standards

Explicitly 
Communicate 
Allowable Use

Connect Data 
Functions Across 
Agencies

Increase Staff 
Capacity for 
Data Analysis

Promote Wide 
Access

Maximize 
Economic Value 
through Open 
Access

Enable Use 
through Data 
Platforms

Prevent 
Monopolization 
of Federal Data

Improve Secure 
Data Linkage Prepare to Share Share Data Across 

Agencies
Leverage Buying 
Power

Plan Ahead with 
Informed 
Consent

Share Data 
Between State 
and Local 
Governments 
and Federal 
Agencies

Recover 
Allowable Costs

Build a Culture that 
Values Data as an 
Asset

Incorporate 
Data into 
Decisionmaking

Promote a 
Culture That 
Values Data as an 
Asset

Connect Federal 
Spending to 
Outcomes

Focus on End 
Uses of Data

Communicate 
Insights from 
Data

Plan for 
Evidence-
Building

Innovate with 
Partners

Honor Stakeholder 
Input and Leverage 
Partnership

Honor 
Proprietary 
Interests

Assess the Needs 
of Stakeholders

Leverage 
Partnerships

Balance 
Stakeholder 
Needs

Monitor and 
Address Public 
Perceptions

Allow 
Amendment

Engage Federal 
Experts

Key: Usually
Most of the time
Sometimes
Limited
Never or almost no
n/a to DoD

DoD follows some best practices, but consistency improvements are ongoing
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As with the Gartner and IBM models, we used our knowledge from prior studies to illustrate 
the practices in which the DoD is engaged. For instance, it appears that the DoD is engaging in 
the governing and management of data as a strategic asset more than it is promoting efficient use 
or building a culture that values data as an asset. The DoD also spends a lot of time protecting 
and securing data but spends less time honoring stakeholder input and leveraging partnerships. 
For example, the DoD acquisition community has cataloged some but not all data. Although 
significant and useful, this effort is not yet complete. It is still very difficult for an analyst 
covering cross-functional issues to know what data exist and how to access the data, to be able to 
utilize the data for analysis.  

The Data Cabinet, which is another federal government–level group of experts, constructed 
an additional maturity model that reflects data-related practices that should be considered in 
government. The purpose of the model is the following: 

• Help agencies with a high-level assessment of current capabilities and supporting
processes.

• Help with strategic communication between agency data professionals and agency
leadership.

• Provide a common language and framework to help promulgate common solutions and
best practices across federal agencies toward advancing data-driven decisionmaking
(Data Cabinet, undated).

The Data Cabinet produced an additional maturity model tailored to the 
government that includes personnel competencies

NOTE: Color coding of DoD’s status is author analysis (leveraging Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; DiCicco, 2019; Smith, 2019; 
Drezner et al., 2019; author experience) against The Data Cabinet’s Government-Wide Data Maturity Model (Data Cabinet, undated, pp. 2–3).

Sometimes

Common

Key:
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The primary difference between this model and the others is that it includes a category for 
data personnel maturity. An important consideration in data management is the execution of 
sound data practices by the workforce. Sound practices will not be used without a knowledgeable 
workforce. Along with a challenging data culture, acquiring, training, and retaining data talent 
might be one of the DoD acquisition community’s greatest challenges. The DoD acquisition data 
community still appears to be using siloed data teams for maintaining and cleaning data, rather 
than establishing agency-wide professional development and career development paths for data 
personnel.  

In terms of data governance, this capability generally still resides at the local level or within a 
functional domain (e.g., program information, contracting, contract management, or auditing). 
Information systems generally are still disparate and at the bureau level, but pockets of higher-
level maturity are using application programming interfaces (APIs) and are attempting to create a 
common data framework for acquisition program data. The practice of creating a list of data 
elements and definitions is also becoming more common, along with defining and utilizing 
authoritative sources. 

  

 
The private sector offers some lessons learned from its challenges for the DoD’s current 

acquisition analytic environment. For example, McKinsey & Company has spent some time 
trying to identify success and failure in companies’ investments in analytics in artificial 
intelligence (AI):  

[T]here’s one upside to the growing list of misfires and shortfalls in companies’ big bets 
on analytics and AI. Collectively, they begin to reveal the failure patterns across 
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organizations of all types, industries, and sizes. We’ve detected what we consider to be 
the ten red flags that signal an analytics program is in danger of failure. In our 
experience, business leaders who act on these alerts will dramatically improve their 
companies’ chances of success in as little as two or three years. (Fleming et al., 2018)  

The following is a list of the red flags: 

• The executive team does not have a clear vision for its advanced-analytic programs. 
• No one has determined the value that the initial use cases can deliver in the first year. 
• There is no analytic strategy beyond a few use cases. 
• Analytic roles—present and future—are poorly defined. 
• The organization lacks analytic translators. 
• Analytic capabilities are isolated from the business, resulting in an ineffective analytic 

organization structure. 
• Costly data-cleansing efforts are started en masse. 
• Analytic platforms are not built to purpose. 
• Nobody knows the quantitative impact that analytics are providing. 
• No one is hyperfocused on identifying potential ethical, social, and regulatory 

implications of analytic initiatives (Fleming et al., 2018). 
These lessons learned are applicable to the DoD. In particular, the importance of understanding 
the value of analytics to the DoD before investing resources is critical, as is a clear vision from 
the DoD leadership.  
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Private-sector data best practices for analytics may offer solutions but should be carefully 
reviewed for applicability to the DoD environment. One such practice is that organizations 
should have an overall data vision and analytic strategy: 

Many businesses, seeing digital opportunities (and digital competition) in their sectors, 
rush to invest without a considered, holistic data strategy. They either focus on the 
technologies alone or address immediate, distinct use cases without considering the mid- 
to long-term creation of sustainable capabilities. This goes some way toward explaining 
why a 2017 McKinsey Global Survey found that only half of responding executives 
report even moderate effectiveness at meeting their analytics objectives. (McKinsey 
Analytics, 2018, p. 59) 

The DoD can learn from the challenges that private-sector firms have already experienced in 
regard to establishing a strategy before employing widespread data analytics.  

Organizations should aim to standardize data collection and procedures at an enterprise level. 
This effort would help improve awareness of what data are being collected, avoid duplicative 
data collection efforts resulting from siloed data, and allow the right people access to the data 
they need. Ensuring good data quality is also key to good analysis. For example,  

IBM estimates that a staggering 70% of the time spent on analytic projects is concerned 
with identifying, cleansing, and integrating data due to the difficulties of locating data 
that is scattered among many business applications, the need to reengineer and reformat it 
in order to make it easier to consume, and the need to regularly refresh it to keep it up-to-
date. (Terrizzano et al., 2015, p. 1) 

Good data governance and management practices would help mitigate some of the time spent 
upfront. 

Data storage should be designed to meet the organization’s needs. An organization’s needs 
depend on the volume of data, data structures, and access requirements. Data lakes (and similar) 
are a common data storage practice, but the DoD would need to consider the appropriateness of 
data lakes as a storage strategy.8 

Responsibility for data and analytics resides within the business units, with coordination and 
support from headquarter (centralized) organizations. This practice better enables collaboration 
among subject-matter experts, data scientists and analysts, and decisionmakers. 

                                                
8 According to Amazon Web Services (undated): “A data lake is a centralized repository that allows you to store all 
your structured and unstructured data at any scale. You can store your data as-is, without having to first structure the 
data, and run different types of analytics—from dashboards and visualizations to big data processing, real-time 
analytics, and machine learning to guide better decisions.”  
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Spending on the Analytic Workforce 

 

Next, we will help quantify the extent of the DoD’s analytic capabilities by estimating the 
annual spending on analytic elements of the AWF. 
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NOTE: CIV = civil servant; MIL = military personnel; CTR = contractor. 

 
We adapted the results from Anton et al. (forthcoming) to extract the portion of the AWF that 

is predominantly data analytic. OSD’s Human Capital Initiative provides official tracking and 
data on the AWF (Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, 
undated). Human Capital Initiative breaks down the workforce into 14 AWF career fields for 
civil servants and military personnel. These categories are engineering, contracting, life-cycle 
logistics, PM, PQM, facilities engineering, T&E, IT, business financial management, auditing, 
S&T manager, purchasing, business cost estimating, and property. 

The business cost estimating, engineering, T&E, PQM, and auditing functions are 
predominantly data analytics in nature, as can be seen by some of the formal definitions of these 
functions: 

• Cost analysis is an “analysis and evaluation of each element of cost in a contractor’s 
proposal to determine reasonableness” (DAU, 2017a). 

• Business, cost estimating, and financial management consists of “[m]anagement of 
acquisition funds including, but not limited to: cost estimating; formulation of input for 
the Program Objectives Memorandum (POM), the budget, and other programmatic or 
financial documentation of the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution 
(PPBE) process; and budget execution (paying bills)” (DAU, 2017a). 

• Cost estimate is an “estimate of the cost of an object, commodity, weapon system, or 
service resulting from an estimating procedure or algorithm. A cost estimate has 
“context,” that is, whether it is the cost to develop and/or procure, and/or to support 
and/or maintain the item of service and whether it is an incremental, total or Life Cycle 
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Cost, or some other cost perspective. A cost estimate may constitute a single value or a 
range of values” (DAU, 2017a). 

• Systems engineering is an “interdisciplinary approach and process encompassing the 
entire technical effort to evolve, verify and sustain an integrated and total life cycle 
balanced” (DAU, 2017a). Also, engineering is heavily quantitative, analyzing a wide 
range of data, including specifications, designs, system performance, production, and 
planning of hardware and software systems. 

• Developmental test and evaluation is “(1) Any testing used to assist in the development 
and maturation of products, product elements, or manufacturing or support processes. (2) 
Any engineering-type test used to verify status of technical progress, verify that design 
risks are minimized, substantiate achievement of contract technical performance, and 
certify readiness for initial operational testing. Developmental tests generally require 
instrumentation and measurements and are accomplished by engineers, technicians, or 
soldier operator-maintainer test personnel in a controlled environment to facilitate failure 
analysis” (DAU, 2017a). 

• Operational test and evaluation consists of a “field test, under realistic conditions, of any 
item (or key component) of weapons, equipment, or munitions for the purpose of 
determining the effectiveness and suitability of the weapons, equipment, or munitions for 
use in combat by typical military users; and the evaluation of the results of such tests” 
(DAU, 2017a). 

• Quality control is the “system or procedure used to check product quality throughout the 
acquisition process” (DAU, 2017a).  

• Quality audit is a “systematic examination of the acts and decisions with respect to 
quality in order to independently verify or evaluate the operational requirements of the 
quality program or the specification or contract requirements for a product or service” 
(DAU, 2017a). These checks and examinations analyze data on system performance and 
production operations.  

• Audit is a “[s]ystematic examination of records and documents to determine adequacy 
and effectiveness of budgeting, accounting, financial, and related policies and 
procedures; compliance with applicable statutes, regulations, policies, and prescribed 
procedures; reliability, accuracy, and completeness of financial and administrative 
records and reports; and the extent to which funds and other resources are properly 
protected and effectively used” (DAU, 2017a). 

As a result, measuring the size of those five Human Capital Initiative categories provides a rough 
estimate of the analytic capability in terms of workforce. Anton et al. (forthcoming) estimated the 
monetary cost of the AWF numbers using cost and demographic data from OPM (2009, undated-
a, undated-b), the Defense Manpower Data Center, and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(undated). The previous slide shows that these five elements of the AWF constitute about $13 
billion per year (plus or minus $2 billion) of data analytics capability for the DoD in FY 2017, a 
slight downward trend in real (adjusted) dollars. 

Of course, not everything these workers do is analytic, and aspects of the functions in the 
other AWF categories are data analytic, but this assessment provides a first-order parametric 
approximation of the analytic workforce capability in the DoD. 
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NOTE: PDASD = principal deputy assistant secretary of defense. 
 
In addition to this macro measure of certain analytic elements in the AWF, it is worth noting 

three other workforce-related elements. First, the extent of data analytics training for the AWF 
provides insight into the skills and expertise across the AWF. This factor is analyzed later in the 
report, in response to Congress’s sixth question. 

Second, we note the continued existence and importance of having data analytics 
organizations to support acquisition leadership. Examples for programmatic information are 
OSD CAPE, the analytic divisions under PDASD for acquisition enablers in the newly organized 
OUSD(A&S), and the analytic divisions supporting the SAEs. Other positions abound in specific 
acquisition functions (e.g., T&E laboratories and centers), but it is beyond the scope of this effort 
to try to build a comprehensive list of such organizations. 

Finally, we also note the establishment of CDOs in OSD (2018), the Air Force (2017), and 
the Army (2009). The Navy is still weighing the utility of establishing a CDO separate from the 
CIO. Although these CDOs have broader responsibilities that extend beyond acquisition, their 
existence reflects the DoD’s recognition that data need to be managed strategically if they are to 
enable analysis and inform decisions. The DoD’s CDOs are relatively new and still need to 
consider appropriate measures for the DoD’s large collection of information (including 
acquisition data). Industry integrates corporate data and control under a CDO, but this practice 
needs to be applied carefully to the DoD, given the stovepiped environment and uneven data 
practices. Industry best practice also locates responsibility for data analytics in the business unit 

Broader perspectives help to expand the understanding of workforce 
capabilities

Other workforce-related aspects besides raw size reflect 
analytic extent:
• Training and educational opportunities provided to the workforce
• Dedicated analysis centers

– Examples: OSD CAPE, PDASD (Acquisition Enablers); analysis shops supporting 
the Service Acquisition Executives 

• Establishment of CDOs in the OSD (2018), Air Force (2017), and Army 
(2009)
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that is using the data analysis, rather than a separate headquarter organization, such as a CDO or 
CIO, so this practice would need to be considered as the CDO role matures within the DoD. 

Spending on Major IT Data and Analysis Systems 

 

Another way to document the current extent of DoD data analytics capabilities is to measure 
how much is being spent on IT systems that support acquisition processes, including enabling 
data collection and analysis.  
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A rough estimate of spending was constructed by summarizing annual IT investments 

reported yearly in the PB request under the SNaP-IT exhibit. SNaP-IT is a database application 
and report that is used to plan, coordinate, edit, publish, and disseminate IT budget justifications 
for internal use and for Congress (see USD[Comptroller], 2017). Within the SNaP-IT database 
are metadata that identify the primary function that each IT system supports. Given our broad 
definition of acquisition, the two relevant functions in SNaP-IT are acquisition and logistics and 
supply-chain management. These major IT systems support specific processes and have data 
collection capabilities. Examples include contract writing and tracking systems, which record 
data on individual contracts and contracting actions to acquire goods and services. Some have 
analytic layers to enable data analytics directly on the data within the system. We cannot tell 
from the SNaP-IT data the extent of functionality associated with process support, data 
collection, and analytics, but these systems reflect best practices of collecting acquisition data 
directly from acquisition operations and functions rather than requiring manual resubmission of 
selected data into a separate system. Measuring SNaP-IT systems also give rough insight into the 
extent of the DoD’s capabilities in collecting data from acquisition operations. 

The previous slide summarizes spending and trends on major IT systems from FY 2011 to 
FY 2017 (DoD CIO, 2013, 2014, 2017, 2018). It shows that the DoD currently spends about $3 
billion on IT investments in the categories of acquisition and logistics and supply-chain 
management systems. About half a billion are for acquisition systems, and about $2.5 billion are 

Another way to document the status quo is to estimate how much is 
being spent on analytic capabilities 

• A rough estimate can be constructed 
through using spending on IT 
information systems and justifications in 
budgets:
– Summarized annual IT investments in 

Acquisition and in Logistics and Supply-Chain 
Management as reported in SNaP-IT

• ~$3 billion is spent annually on IT 
systems for processing, data collection, 
and analysis

• ~$0.5 billion/year for acquisition

• ~$2.5 billion/year for logistics and supply-
chain management

$0

$1

$2

$3

$4

$5

FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17

(FY17$, B)

Acquisition-Related IT Investments

Acquisition

Logistics and 
Supply Chain

SOURCES: DoD CIO (2013, 2014, 2017, 2018). 
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for logistics and supply-chain management systems. These expenditures have decreased in terms 
of real (adjusted) FY 2017 dollars from FY 2011, when the total spending was about $4 billion. 

 

 
A quick analysis of the top 60 percent (by dollars) of the acquisition subsegment of major IT 

systems (DoD CIO, 2018) shows that these subsegments cut across a number of acquisition 
functions, including PM, RDT&E, contracting, procurement, and software and IT acquisitions. 
Also, the size (in dollars) of these investments is skewed, with a few large systems consuming 
most of the budget and a large number of decliningly smaller systems trailing. In the acquisition 
subsegment shown in the slide, these 26 systems (out of the 349 with budget in FY 2017) involve 
60 percent of the approximately $0.5 billion budget. 
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Similarly, a quick analysis of the top 50 percent (by dollars) of the logistics and supply-chain 

management subsegment of IT systems (DoD CIO, 2018) shows that they cut across a number of 
functions, including support, management, tracking, or reporting of data for IT, 
telecommunication systems, logistics, and materiel.9 Note that some of these systems involve 
logistics beyond that associated with acquired systems (e.g., the Defense Personal Property 
System manages movement of personal household goods for military personnel, not movement 
of parts and supplies). Still, this rough estimate gives some sense of the general magnitude of IT 
data tracking, management, and reporting related to logistics and supply chains. 

As with the acquisition subsegment, the size (in dollars) of these investments is skewed, with 
a few large systems consuming most of the budget and a large number of decliningly smaller 
systems trailing. In the logistics and supply-chain management segment shown in the slide 
above, these 27 systems (out of the 1,002 with budgets in FY 2017) involve 50 percent of the 
approximately $2.5 billion budget. 

 

                                                
9 We showed only 50 percent instead of 60 percent, as with the prior slide, because we could not fit 60 percent on 
this slide. 
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Although providing insight, this methodology has both strengths and weaknesses. These IT 

systems include a mix of acquisition process support, data collection, data archiving, and analytic 
layers. These data help measure the underlying enabling capability that ultimately informs 
acquisition decisions during execution, management, and oversight. Thus, this methodology 
includes the kind of efficient data collection from acquisition functions that represents the kind 
of best practice Congress specifically asks about in question 4. However, the split among 
collection, processing, and creating tools for analysis is not clearly separable in these data. Prior 
research found that data collection, archiving, and processing are generally primary functions or 
purposes of these IT investments, while analysis is secondary (McKernan et al., 2017). Also, 
although these IT systems relate primarily to acquisition, logistics, and supply-chain 
management, more analysis is needed to identify what specific functions are supported. 
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Limitations in the Available Data and Analytic Challenges in Answering Congress’s 
Questions 
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The limitations on our study (in terms of both data and analytic methods to answer 
Congress’s questions) help illustrate the DoD’s larger data analytics challenges. For example, 
some data are simply not tracked. Labor is tracked by the OPM career field, not by what tasks 
people do. This practice limits our ability to understand tasks and any waste or efficiencies (i.e., 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to retrieve activity-based detailed personnel tasks). In addition, 
details about the DoD’s analytic investments are limited. Budget details are hard to access and 
provide only summaries, and task details are unavailable outside supervisory levels. The data 
required to answer Congress’s questions are not available centrally, and a data request would 
likely result in obtaining data that are not comparable across offices.  

Although we have tried to integrate private-sector lessons learned into this analysis, only 
some of the examples are transferrable to DoD acquisition. The government’s objectives differ 
from those of companies. Advanced analytics often depend on large training sets that exist only 
in some parts of DoD acquisition. We, therefore, cannot easily suggest that the DoD specifically 
follow industry best practices in all cases (more research would be required to assess promising 
applications, perhaps based on theoretical features of problem sets and analytic tools). 

Finally, anonymization or blind-use techniques and policies have not been developed for 
sharing sensitive data, nor may they be appropriate, given the need to understand the metadata 
for the analyses.  
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Question 3. Research and Development Funding for Analytic Capabilities 
for Acquisition 

Program-Element Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation Budgets 

 

Congress’s third question is about “the amount of funding for intramural and extramural 
research and development activities to develop and implement data analytics capabilities in 
support of improved acquisition outcomes” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125). We 
used budgetary documentation to provide a macro view of what is being spent on analytic 
RDT&E (at the level of fidelity of DoD budgets) for PEs and for IT systems. We also reviewed 
the DoD’s recent SBIR and STTR solicitations to augment these assessments. 
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As part of the research effort to describe the status quo, the research team examined the FY 

2019 PB for RDT&E, with an eye toward uncovering specific data analytics efforts supporting 
acquisition decisionmaking. The annual DoD budget process requires formulation and 
submission of budget requests with formatted presentation and justification of those requests to 
Congress (USD[Comptroller], 2008, p. 1-7). The primary data element of the budget requests is 
the PE, and it is within each PE that RDT&E efforts are organized, budgeted, and reviewed 
(USD[Comptroller], 2017, p. 5-6). PE budget data are compiled into annual justification books 
(USD[Comptroller], 2017, p. 5-7) with the following exhibits: 

• R-2 RDT&E budget item justification 
• R-2a RDT&E project justification 
• R-3 RDT&E project cost analysis 
• R-4 RDT&E program schedule profile 
• R-4a RDT&E program schedule detail (USD[Comptroller], 2017, p. 5-7). 

The accompanying descriptive language within the budget item justifications (R-2s) provides 
summary descriptions of varying levels of detail. When indications of data analytics efforts were 
found within this language, an associated funding level was also provided. 

Our approach for estimating R&D funding for acquisition analytics is to mine the PB request 
for specific investments. Budget justification books are publicly available for review at links 
from the office of the USD(Comptroller) website (undated). Additionally, the Defense Technical 
Information Center provides an unrestricted DoD investment budget search (see Defense 
Technical Information Center, undated). Additional features (e.g., the ability of filtering search 
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requests by PB year or component) provide the ability to examine individual PE justification 
exhibits apart from the combined component justification book. Keyword searching was chosen 
as a more efficient alternative to reading all the exhibits. 

The research team first searched the exhibits for a condensed list of associated keywords 
supporting analytic decisionmaking: 

• analysis 
• analytic 
• artificial intelligence 
• big data 
• business intelligence 
• data mining 
• data science 
• data scientist 
• decision support 
• machine learning 
• predictive. 
As expected, the keywords show a frequency disparity. The word analysis is found in 714 

individual PE R-2s, while 16 R-2s contain business intelligence. The research team used text 
analysis software (RAND-Lex) to expand the search methodology. Text analytic tools support a 
variety of analytic efforts (for example, classification of key themes or stylistic tones). Here, we 
leveraged contextual analysis to find relevant search phrases. Around each target word, the tool 
provides the words to the left and right by X number of words (say, five words to the left and five 
to the right). (Note that the keyword decision was not listed above but is an example of an 
expanded search word used during the course of the research.) 

The search procedure allowed the research team to determine a subset of PEs associated with 
data analytics supporting acquisition decisionmaking. These PEs were then assessed across three 
subjective, mutually exclusive categories by the estimated fraction of dollars associated with data 
analytics: (1) all or nearly all, (2) moderate, and (3) small part of total. 
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NOTE: DTRA = Defense Threat Reduction Agency; SOCOM = Special Operations Command; ASAF(FMC) = 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and Comptroller; ASA(FMC) = Assistant Secretary of 
the Army for Financial Management and Comptroller; ASN(FMC) = Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Financial 
Management and Comptroller. 
 

The number of PEs in the FY 2019 PB for RDT&E is 1,061, as shown in the slide above. The 
RDT&E volumes used are included in multiple references (ASAF[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 
2018d; ASA[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN[FMC], 2018a, 
2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD[Comptroller], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 
2018g, 2018h). 

We examined FY19 PB DoD RDT&E Program Elements across DoD for 
analytic keywords supporting acquisition decision making

PE Counts (FY 2019 PB for RDT&E)

SOURCES: ASAF(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 
2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD(Comptroller) 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h.
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Insight from the RDT&E Budget Assessment  

The 31 PEs (approximately 3 percent of the 1,061 PEs) that the research team determined 
have indications of analysis supporting acquisition decisionmaking are presented in the slide 
above (ASAF[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 
2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD[Comptroller], 
2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h). The associated component 
organization sponsoring the research, budget activity, program element number, and title, as well 
as the total project dollars, are provided. The table is sorted by sponsor organization and budget 
activity. We provide the number of PEs associated with each sponsor and each budget activity: 

 
Breakout by Budget Activity (BA) Breakout by Sponsor 
BA1: 5     Air Force: 7 
BA2: 3     Army: 5 
BA3: 6 DARPA, DCMA, Defense Logistics Agency, 

Defense Technical Information Center, Joint Staff: 1 
each 

BA4: 1     Navy: 4 
BA5: 2     OSD: 10 
BA6: 12      — 
BA7: 2      — 

31 PEs (~3% of 1,061 PEs) have indications of analysis supporting 
acquisition decision-making and management

Organization BA Budget Activity Title PE Program Element Title FY 2019 Total $ 
(000s) 

Air Force 01 Basic Research 0601102F Defense Research Sciences 348,322 
Air Force 02 Applied Research 0602201F Aerospace Vehicle Technologies 130,547 
Air Force 06 Management Support 0605101F RAND Project Air Force 34,614 
Air Force 06 Management Support 0702806F Acquisition and Management Support 12,367 
Air Force 06 Management Support 0605898F Management HQ - R&D 10,642 
Air Force 07 Operational Systems Development 0304310F Commercial Economic Analysis 3,472 
Air Force 06 Management Support 0804731F General Skill Training 1,448 

Army 05 System Development & Demonstration 0605013A Information Technology Development 113,758 
Army 01 Basic Research 0601104A University and Industry Research Centers 92,115 
Army 06 RDT&E Management Support 0605803A Technical Information Activities 29,050 
Army 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603734A Military Engineering Advanced Technology 25,864 
Army 06 RDT&E Management Support 0605103A Rand Arroyo Center 19,821 

DARPA 01 Basic Research 0601101E Defense Research Sciences 422,130 
DCMA 05 System Development And Demonstration 0605013BL Information Technology Development 11,988 

DLA 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603712S Generic Logistics R&D Technology Demonstrations 11,778 
DTIC 06 Management Support 0605801KA Defense Technical Information Center 56,853 

Joint Staff 06 Management Support 0204571J Joint Staff Analytical Support 6,658
Navy 01 Basic Research 0601153N Defense Research Sciences 458,708
Navy 02 Applied Research 0602750N Future Naval Capabilities Applied Research 147,771
Navy 06 Management Support 0605154N Center for Naval Analyses 48,797
Navy 06 Management Support 0605865N Operational Test and Evaluation Capability 21,554
OSD 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603826D8Z Quick Reaction Special Projects 69,626
OSD 01 Basic Research 0601110D8Z Basic Research Initiatives 42,702
OSD 06 Management Support 0605104D8Z Technical Studies, Support and Analysis 22,576
OSD 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603288D8Z Analytic Assessments 19,472
OSD 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603833D8Z Engineering Science & Technology 19,415
OSD 03 Advanced Technology Development 0603781D8Z Software Engineering Institute 15,050
OSD 02 Applied Research 0602751D8Z Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Applied Research 9,300
OSD 07 Operational System Development 0307577D8Z Intelligence Mission Data (IMD) 6,889
OSD 06 Management Support 0606100D8Z Budget and Program Assessments 5,768
OSD 04 Advanced Component Development And Prototypes 0603821D8Z Acquisition Enterprise Data & Information Services 2,506

SOURCES: Analysis of ASAF(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD(Comptroller) 

2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h.
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Additionally, the identified PEs’ budget total ranged from the $458 million for the PE “defense 
research sciences” to $1.4 million for the PE “general skill training.” 

Having identified these candidate PEs, the research team next conducted a detailed 
examination of the justification descriptions to ascertain to what extent the analytics in question 
are specifically explained. The approach is subjective, and the justification exhibits, themselves, 
do not necessarily capture all supporting activities in detail. As an example, PE 0601153N, 
“defense research sciences,” represents the U.S. Navy’s S&T investment and supports a variety 
of basic research activities. The exhibit R-2 specifically states that, “due to the number of efforts 
in this PE, the programs described herein are representative of the work included in this PE” 
(ASN[FMC], 2018a). 

 

 
After identifying the candidate PEs that appear to have analytic activities supporting 

acquisition decisionmaking, the research team sought to classify each PE in terms of how much 
of the total budget was dedicated to those analytic activities. The slide above provides the 
assessment of the 31 PEs regarding the apparent relevance of the work to defense acquisition 
analysis across the three subjective categories (all or nearly all of total, moderate, and small part 
of total) (ASAF[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 
2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD[Comptroller], 
2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h).  

We next provide an example from each of the three assessment categories. 

We assessed how much of each PE appears relevant to acquisition data 
analytics

Organization PE Program Element Title FY 2019 Total $ 
(000s) 

All or Nearly All 
of Total Moderate Small Part 

of Total
Air Force 0601102F Defense Research Sciences 348,322 X
Air Force 0602201F Aerospace Vehicle Technologies 130,547 X
Air Force 0605101F RAND Project Air Force 34,614 X
Air Force 0702806F Acquisition and Management Support 12,367 X
Air Force 0605898F Management HQ - R&D 10,642 X
Air Force 0304310F Commercial Economic Analysis 3,472 X
Air Force 0804731F General Skill Training 1,448 X

Army 0605013A Information Technology Development 113,758 X
Army 0601104A University and Industry Research Centers 92,115 X
Army 0605803A Technical Information Activities 29,050 X
Army 0603734A Military Engineering Advanced Technology 25,864 X
Army 0605103A Rand Arroyo Center 19,821 X

DARPA 0601101E Defense Research Sciences 422,130 X
DCMA 0605013BL Information Technology Development 11,988 X

DLA 0603712S Generic Logistics R&D Technology Demonstrations 11,778 X
DTIC 0605801KA Defense Technical Information Center 56,853 X

Joint Staff 0204571J Joint Staff Analytical Support 6,658 X
Navy 0601153N Defense Research Sciences 458,708 X
Navy 0602750N Future Naval Capabilities Applied Research 147,771 X
Navy 0605154N Center for Naval Analyses 48,797 X
Navy 0605865N Operational Test and Evaluation Capability 21,554 X
OSD 0603826D8Z Quick Reaction Special Projects 69,626 X
OSD 0601110D8Z Basic Research Initiatives 42,702 X
OSD 0605104D8Z Technical Studies, Support and Analysis 22,576 X
OSD 0603288D8Z Analytic Assessments 19,472 X
OSD 0603833D8Z Engineering Science & Technology 19,415 X
OSD 0603781D8Z Software Engineering Institute 15,050 X
OSD 0602751D8Z Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Applied Research 9,300 X
OSD 0307577D8Z Intelligence Mission Data (IMD) 6,889 X
OSD 0606100D8Z Budget and Program Assessments 5,768 X
OSD 0603821D8Z Acquisition Enterprise Data & Information Services 2,506 X

SOURCES: Analysis of ASAF(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; ASN(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD(Comptroller) 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h.
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The slide above provides an example assessment for “all or nearly all”: PE 0603821D8Z, 
“acquisition enterprise data & information services.” The mission description for this PE 
indicates that the investment supports “Acquisition Visibility (AV) for the Defense Acquisition 
Executive (DAE), Component Acquisition Executives (CAE), Service Chiefs of Staff, OSD 
senior leaders, and OSD and Component analysts who assess and decide the efficiency and 
effectiveness of acquiring and sustaining the Department’s acquisition programs” 
(USD[Comptroller], 2018e). An example of a specific capability is enhancements to 
“Acquisition Visibility through the definition, development, and fielding of concepts and tools 
for Department-wide data analysis for use across Congress and the Department, particularly in 
support of the DAE and his decision authority” (USD[Comptroller], 2018e). Specific language 
that assisted with the assessment is highlighted in yellow. 
  

Example 1: All or nearly all of requested dollars appear relevant for PE 
0603821D8Z, Acquisition Enterprise Data & Information Services

SOURCE: USD(Comptroller) (2018e).
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The slide above provides an example assessment for “small part”: PE 0603288D8Z, “science 

& technology analytic assessments” (USD[Comptroller], 2018d). The mission description for 
this PE indicates, “This Program Element (PE) directly supports the Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defense, Research and Engineering (OUSD[R&E]) and the OUSD(A&S) with 
assessments and analysis to inform the strategic direction of research, development, and 
acquisition of innovative capabilities” (USD[Comptroller], 2018d). This justification also 
contained one of the few instances of a proportional division of the supported activities: 
“Typically, the ratios of resources applied to Operational and Technical Assessments, Technical 
Analysis and Quick Reaction Analysis Team, and development of Analytic Tools will be roughly 
30/60/10 percent” (USD[Comptroller], 2018d). Specific language that assisted with the 
assessment is highlighted in yellow. 

 
  

Example 2: Small amount of total requested dollars appear relevant for 
PE 0603288D8Z, Science & Technology Analytic Assessments 

SOURCE: USD(Comptroller) 
(2018d).
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The table shown in the slide above provides an example assessment for “moderate”: PE 

0605101F, “RAND Project Air Force.”10 The mission description for this PE indicates: “This 
program provides for continuing analytical research across a broad spectrum of aerospace issues 
and concerns” (ASAF[FMC], 2018b). The justification description also indicates that “the efforts 
will continue to inform and support the senior Air Force leadership regarding . . . improving 
logistical efficiencies and force sustainment . . . and making force structure tradeoffs within 
resource constraints to meet future national security and Air Force needs.” The research team’s 
knowledge of this PE allowed us to extend this same assessment category to other FFRDC-
related PEs. Specific language that assisted with the assessment is highlighted in yellow. 

                                                
10 Disclosure: Some of the authors perform research within RAND Project Air Force. This example was included 
because it is one of the few FFRDCs that has a line item in the DoD’s budget and because we could employ our 
personal insight into the activities of RAND Project Air Force to help assess the fidelity and clarity of the budget 
description against data analytics activities. 

Example 3: RAND Project Air Force, PE 0605101F, is analysis focused, 
but not all of the work performed is related to acquisition

SOURCE: ASAF(FMC), 2018b.
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The slide above presents the individual assessments categories as a summary graph. The two 
PEs assessed as “all or nearly all” total about $6 million. Fourteen PEs assessed as “moderate” 
total about $330 million. Fifteen PEs totaling $1.9 billion were assessed as “small part of total” 
funding associated with data analytics supporting acquisition decisionmaking (ASAF[FMC], 
2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; 
ASN[FMC], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD[Comptroller], 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 
2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h). Given those rough assessments, the total investments may 
be about $200 million for FY 2019 (plus or minus roughly 80 percent); however, that is a rough-
order-of-magnitude approximation, given the fidelity of the qualitative descriptions. Still, this 
gives an indication that there are activities across the DoD with a rough sense of its magnitude. 

It is important to note several caveats to this analytic effort. First, the comptroller chart of 
accounts is not set up to track specific technical approaches, such as data analytics, although the 
justification descriptions provide the opportunity for highlighting such efforts. Second, only a 
small subset of PEs mention data analytics for acquisition decisionmaking. It is unknown 
whether this information truly indicates how few PEs are using or developing data analytics or 
reflects the nature and requirements of budget justification statements. Finally, we did not 
examine procurement and operations and maintenance accounts because the budget exhibits 
include even less detail that explains investment than do RDT&E exhibits. Thus, at the PB level, 
we have some insight into data analytics efforts throughout DoD RDT&E funding, but specific 
details are limited. 

Thus, through the President’s Budget, we have some insight into data 
analytic efforts throughout DoD RDT&E funding, but specific details are 
limited

• Resulting estimate: roughly $200 million
+/- 80% (order-of-magnitude estimate)
across 31 program elements (PEs) in FY 2019 DoD 
RDT&E budget request

• This estimate has low precision 
because:
– Comptroller chart of accounts are not set up to 

track specific technical approaches such as data 
analytics

– Only a small subset of PEs mention data analytics 
for acquisition decisionmaking

– Searching only RDT&E budget justifications 
understates the penetration of data analytics

• We did not examine Procurement, O&M accounts because there is 
even less detail in the budget exhibits explaining investment as 
compared to RDT&E

Total PE dollars by estimated fraction 
associated with data analytics

$0.006

$0.33

$1.9

$0

$1

$2

All or Nearly All of
Total

Moderate Small Part of Total

(FY19 $, billions)

SOURCES: Analysis of ASAF(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d; ASA(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g; 
ASN(FMC), 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e; USD(Comptroller) 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2018f, 2018g, 2018h.
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IT System Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Budgets 

 

 
For question 3, we also examined the RDT&E budgets associated with IT systems in SNaP-

IT budget exhibits for PB 2019 (DoD CIO, 2018). Those budget request details indicate both the 
topic areas (acquisition or logistics and supply-chain management) and the funding type 
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(RDT&E, in this case). The requests for FY 2019 and FY 2020 were $520 million and $514 
million, respectively (in adjusted FY 2019 dollars). Those investments represent an increase from 
the $323 million and $417 million (adjusted FY 2019 dollars) reported for FY 2017 and FY 
2018, respectively.  

As with the earlier analysis of total IT investments (not just RDT&E), these data give a rough 
measure of the scope of information system investments but have some limitations. First, even 
though the broad functional areas are identified in SNaP-IT, it is difficult to assess precisely what 
each IT system does in detail across all the systems listed. The split among business processes, 
information collection, and analysis is not clearly delineated. Each investment has a short 
description, but it does not provide a structured breakdown. Prior research by McKernan et al. 
(2017) indicates that most of the major systems examined are dominated by process support, data 
collection, and data archiving, with analytic layers being secondary. 

SBIR and STTR Solicitations 
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Finally, we examined the recent SBIR and STTR solicitations (19.1 and 19.A, respectively) 
that were issued on January 8, 2019, and closed on February 6, 2019. SBIR is a competitive 
extramural R&D funding activity for domestic small businesses on topics of relevance to the 
issuing agency that have the potential for commercialization. STTR provides extramural R&D 
funding to support joint ventures between small businesses and nonprofit research institutions to 
facilitate technology transfer (see U.S. Small Business Administration, undated). We note that 
SBIR and STTR solicitations might not result in awards, and any such awards are relatively 
small, compared with PEs, but we include them to try to measure DoD interest in R&D for 
acquisition data analytics. 

This examination identified the R&D topics listed in the slide above that are related to data 
analytics. These topics are grouped into two general categories: (1) system design and processing 
and (2) general data analytics. Although these topics are solicitations and have not yet become 
awards, they indicate the types of data analytics investments sought to improve defense 
acquisition. 

There were five other solicitations involving analytic techniques for incorporation in the 
systems to be acquired, but we did not list these, since this study did not include operational uses 
of data analytics (including uses in the acquired systems that support operations). A review of 
such uses would require a much broader examination. 
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Question 4. Private-Sector Best Practices for Minimizing the Collection and 
Delivery of Data 

 

Congress’s fourth topic area asks about “any potential improvements, based on private-sector 
best practices, in the efficiency of current data collection and analysis processes that could 
minimize collection and delivery of data by, from, and to government organizations” (U.S. 
House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125).  
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NOTE: ACAT = acquisition category. 

Best Practices 

A number of private-sector best practices (identified through literature reviews, prior 
research, and attendance at domain meetings) could improve DoD efficiency by minimizing the 
collection and delivery of data.11 One identified best practice is to objectively plan and prioritize 
what data are essential to collect in the first place (i.e., define the organization’s data strategy) by 
identifying specific questions that leadership needs answered to make informed decisions, the 
essential data options needed for analysis, and the costs and benefits of these alternatives (Nott, 
2015; MIT Sloan Management Review, 2016; vander Meulen and McCall, 2018; DalleMule and 
Davenport, 2017). One specific approach is to identify and prioritize such use cases as vehicles 
for planning and management (Fleming et al., 2018). 

A second set of practices is defining the data, establishing common definitions between 
organizations using those data, and automatically collecting data from operational systems for 
subsequent analysis and use by management and oversight (Taylor, 2016). Automatically 
collecting data alleviates manual data reporting and can provide more-accurate, -current, and -
detailed data on activities and functions. Transmittal of such data is performed seamlessly by 
interconnected major IT systems.  

                                                
11 These are best practices in that they are from consulting companies that assess, survey, and review the field for 
lessons learned and common practices. We also found them to be relatively consistent. 
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A third practice is to designate which data system will be the single authoritative source for a 
datum (DalleMule and Davenport, 2017), then share it via technical means to other systems that 
need the datum. This increases transparency and ensures that everyone is using the same data 
while reducing duplicative, and potentially erroneous, data entry. Finally (and perhaps most 
important), the private sector emphasizes that data are corporate-wide assets. They are not owned 
and controlled by local units but are generally available widely (with appropriate privacy 
protections) to improve the efficiency of the organization (Svensson, 2013). 

We assessed the DoD’s status against these practices by comparing the DoD’s status (as 
identified in prior research [Riposo et al., 2015; McKernan et al., 2016, 2017, 2018] and recent 
DoD information management meetings) against these best practices. Comparison is 
straightforward, seeing whether key practices are being used by the DoD. 

Status in the DoD 

The data managers across the DoD are pursuing many of these practices. Use cases are used 
by information managers to identify and manage key data. Designating authoritative sources and 
sharing data among systems have become the standard approach by information managers, and 
that approach is maturing in many systems across acquisition functions. Common PM software 
suites that can automatically share data, such as program cost, schedule, and status information, 
are less common but are reflected in current DoD plans. However, the broader extent of IT 
systems measured earlier using SNaP-IT data are generally such systems; they support direct 
operations while recording and sharing data for analysis (see earlier analysis on Congress’s 
questions 1 and 2). Such considerations as ensuring that draft data are not transmitted until they 
are finalized will have to be addressed when selecting or designing software suites. 

Although the DoD has made progress in opening and sharing its acquisition data systems, 
challenges remain. The general culture against sharing is driven by various disincentives and 
concerns, including security (e.g., sensitivity elevation from data aggregation), trust (e.g., 
concern that oversight support staff will use data to micromanage projects or that authorized 
users might inappropriately release data), and data labeling (e.g., a general lack of metadata on 
the sensitivity level of individual data elements). 

Note that in the private sector, the value that data bring to the organization (e.g., increased 
sales and profit) is easy to calculate, but in the DoD it is more difficult to tie data to value. The 
DoD collects data for many reasons that are not necessarily directly tied to helping the 
warfighter, including auditing and other external inquiries. These objectives need to be factored 
into the data management plan. 

Opportunities 

Opportunities for the DoD include continued pursuit of these best practices, addressing the 
disincentives to share, and developing approaches to resolve security and sensitivity issues. 
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For several years, the DoD has been implementing best practices to increase the efficiency of 

data collection, delivery, and use. These changes have been occurring at both the strategic and 
operational levels. We will provide some examples here. These examples are illustrative and do 
not include all efforts currently in progress. 

At the strategic level, the DoD leadership has been emphasizing the need to use data in 
decisionmaking, rather than simply to collect data without a clear purpose. With leadership 
support, the organizational culture has begun to change. In addition, from an organizational 
perspective, the Weapon Systems Acquisition Reform Act of 2009 (Pub. L. 111-23, 2009) stood 
up two organizations with largely analytical missions: CAPE and PARCA.12 The new 
OUSD(A&S) continues to include an organization with a mission involving analytics 
(Acquisition Analytics). Through the establishment of organizations with analytics as a core 
mission, the DoD is emphasizing the importance of analytics in its broader mission. The DoD 
also steadily utilizes the analytic capabilities of the FFRDCs and UARCs and others in the 
private sector, as needed, to answer difficult questions. Finally, at the strategic level, a CDO now 
exists within OSD. The Air Force and Army also have similar positions. CDOs are a best practice 
in the private sector for data governance and management. The DoD needs to work through how 
this position can best support DoD acquisition’s tough data governance and management 
challenges. 

                                                
12 The act created CAPE, whose origins came from the prior Office of Program Evaluation and Analysis.  
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At the operational level, clear evidence exists for multiple best practices in data management, 
including determining and agreeing on authoritative sources. For instance, the cost data collected 
by CAPE is an authoritative source. FPDS-NG is the authoritative source for contracts data. OSD 
has also been working with the military departments to establish some definitions for various 
data elements that are being used throughout acquisition. One such example is the current effort 
to establish definitions for “Middle Tier” acquisition data collection. In addition, the DoD 
acquisition program community is becoming aware of and documenting the various use cases for 
program data within DAVE. DAVE is also the source of a recent effort in which the military 
departments worked with OSD to establish an official acquisition program list for the 
department. Next, the acquisition community has moved from unstructured to structured data in 
the vast majority of its core information systems, so that it will be easier to use this information 
for decisionmaking, execution, and analysis. For data that remain unstructured (e.g., archiving of 
approved acquisition documentation), the DoD is leveraging text and other analytic tools. The 
program data information managers within OSD and the military departments, along with other 
relevant information managers, participate in the Acquisition Visibility Steering Group and 
Working Group to solve tough data-related problems.  

Also, at the operational level, data transparency and sharing among information systems has 
greatly improved as the increasing or opening of APIs to data systems has been established. This 
best practice has been supported by the Open Data Policy, Digital Strategy, and U.S. CIO. This 
practice has improved the quality and efficiency of the data and collection. The DoD acquisition 
community has also added some COTS analytic and visualization layers to some of its newer 
information systems, including PMRT, CADE, DAVE, and DIBNow. These layers employ some 
of the latest private-sector software. Parts of the DoD are now using virtual computing 
environments in which COTS analysis tools can be used securely (alleviating the need to 
thoroughly test these tools for cybersecurity vulnerabilities before loading on DoD computers). 
Additionally, OSD(A&S/Acquisition Data) has added an analytic layer to DAVE that allows 
more advanced data scientists to utilize advanced software packages without the struggles of 
buying software or downloading it onto individual computers. Lastly, multiple efforts within the 
military departments are trying to identify and implement PM software that can automatically 
report program status data for oversight to some central information systems at the SAE level. 
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Question 5. Steps Being Taken to Expose Anonymized Data to 
Researchers and Analysts 

 

 
Congress’s fifth question asked about which “steps are being taken to appropriately expose 

acquisition data in an anonymized fashion to researchers and analysts” (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 2016, p. 1125).13  

 

                                                
13 Some kind of data protection is often needed because acquisition data can be source-selection sensitive, classified, 
operationally sensitive, personally identifiable information (PII), predecisional, trade secrets, proprietary to 
contractors or commercial companies, restricted to the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, or 
other types of sensitivities. 
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The balance between data sharing and privacy is of significant interest to governments, 
companies, and individuals. The benefits to data sharing are well documented, as is the need to 
protect the information in the process of sharing. For example: 

Proper deidentification enables organizations to safely share data sets for a broad range of 
valuable purposes without endangering the privacy interests of data subjects. . . . 
Government agencies routinely collect, process, and share huge troths of citizens’ data 
for a wide range of administrative purposes and to ensure accountability regarding their 
own activities. Commercial firms providing financial, healthcare, retail or marketing 
services match or exceed government collection and use of data, and they often rely on 
deidentified data to develop or improve products and services. And, of course, academic 
researcher[s] rely on many sorts of data for a wide range of public health and social 
science research. More recently, and under the rubric of open data, governments and 
other large organizations have started to publicly release large data sets to promote the 
public good and lend support both to commercial endeavors and funded research. In 
short, deidentified data is a vital aspect of the digital economy. We all benefit from it in 
many ways ranging from education programs, to improved traffic flows and urban 
planning, to anti-theft and fraud programs, to genetic research. (Rubinstein, 2016, p. 2) 

According to IBM, “Data anonymization helps you protect sensitive data, such as personally 
identifiable information or restricted business data to avoid the risk of compromising confidential 
information. It is defined in policy rules that are enforced for an asset. Depending on the method 
of data anonymization, data is redacted, masked, or substituted in the asset preview” (IBM 
Watson Studio, 2019).  

Although the DoD has made some progress in improving data sharing, it is not generally 
anonymizing data as a means to further increase sharing, for various reasons discussed below. 
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One major exception is personnel data (including AWF data), which are often sensitive PII with 
legal releasability restrictions. Personnel data are often anonymized, but even such data are hard 
to get directly from the source (although some anonymized data can be obtained indirectly 
through OPM sources).  

Although not widely using anonymization per se as a sharing technique, the DoD is 
increasing data availability by identifying available data, improving access through technical 
means and interfaces, adding the ability for some researchers and analysts to obtain accounts on 
some data systems, and transmitting unrestricted data after extracting sensitive and classified 
data (e.g., as is done with contracting data information sent to FPDS-NG). 

Practical reasons explain why anonymization has not been widespread. Anonymization is not 
always reliable, and advances in analytic tools can sometimes identify data (e.g., in personnel 
data). For instance, in 2015, MIT researchers reported “that just four fairly vague pieces of 
information—the dates and locations of four purchases—are enough to identify 90 percent of the 
people in a data set recording three months of credit-card transactions by 1.1 million users” 
(Hardesty, 2015). The possibility that machines are able to identify sensitive DoD acquisition 
information despite applying anonymization techniques is a concern among the DoD’s 
information managers.  

Also, much of the metadata that would be removed in anonymization are important for trying 
to identify potential causes of identified trends. In addition, DoD data generally lack data 
sensitivity metadata at the data-element level, making it difficult to identify which data must not 
be shared and why. Furthermore, government procedures for categorizing and handling sensitive 
data are complicated, slow, and not well understood by staff, and incentives drive conservatism 
to block sharing (e.g., what exactly can and cannot be asserted as PROPIN by a contractor, how 
markings can be changed, and the personal risks involved). 

One possible alternative to straightforward anonymization might be to allow researchers and 
analysts to develop algorithms that run on the raw data in a protected “black box” environment, 
exposing the results only to the researchers. This idea is just notional at this point, since issues of 
data cleaning, data understanding, and ensuring that the resulting analytic results do not divulge 
sensitive information would need to be resolved. 
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Question 6. Defense University Curricula on Data Analytics and Other 
Evaluation-Related Methods 

 

As the sixth and last question, Congress asked whether “the curriculum at the National 
Defense University [NDU], [DAU], and appropriate private-sector academic institutions include 
appropriate courses on data analytics and other evaluation-related methods and their application 
to defense acquisitions” (U.S. House of Representatives, 2016, p. 1125).  

We reviewed the curricula at four defense institutions: NDU, DAU, Naval Postgraduate 
School (NPS), and the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). We also examined acquisition-
related offerings at five civilian universities: Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), 
American University, George Mason University (GMU), Georgetown University, and George 
Washington University. Finally, we reviewed courses with the following strategic partners 
established by DAU: Johns Hopkins University, Stanford, University of Michigan, Google, IBM, 
and the DoD Cyber Crime Center (DC3) Cyber Training Academy. These courses are available 
for government and nongovernment employees in the DoD. 
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The DoD’s defense universities have many data analytics courses, although most are applied 

rather than general data analytics courses. However, this observation is not unexpected, as the 
defense universities have a more tailored mission than does a general university. DAU has many 
applied data analysis classes (e.g., BCF 13, Applied Cost Analysis) and a few general-purpose 
data analytics courses (e.g., CMQ 131, Data Collection and Analysis). Other courses include 
methods directly tied to applications (e.g., PQM, testing, contracting), which is to be expected 
from an institution such as DAU. DAU also provides online analytic tools that are used in 
courses for anyone to use. Such tools include spreadsheet-based forms and other facilitators that 
guide the user into a data-driven methodology for a specific application. For example, a form 
coded in a spreadsheet based on the Federal Acquisition Regulations that prompts a contracting 
officer to determine a reasonable profit margin on a contract based on various data, such as 
contractor investments and infrastructure, is a simple applied tool that facilitates profit analysis 
based on data. Also, DAU tracks the views of its tools. Over the course of September 2018, the 
DAU tools website received more than 45,000 cumulative page views (DAU, personal 
communication).14  

NPS offers a variety of data analytics classes that teach data methods, tools, and a variety of 
analyses (NPS, 2018, undated-a, undated-b). Although geared primarily toward Navy officers, 
the NPS courses are a good representation of data analytics courses.  

                                                
14 Cumulative page views are one type of data to help gauge use. However, this metric has some potential limitations 
(e.g., it might not reflect actual tool downloads or usage, it includes multiple views from the same user, and it can 
include errant navigation to the website).  
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AFIT has two primary schools. The School of Systems and Logistics offers acquisition 
courses and workshops that are largely management related (e.g., 21X 311, Depot Maintenance 
Operations), with relatively few data analytics courses. The School of Engineering and 
Management offers several acquisition-relevant programs (e.g., STAT 535, Applied Statistics for 
Managers II), all of which include data analytics courses. The School of Engineering and 
Management has several degrees and certificates that can be earned. Classes that use data are 
mostly applied data analytics courses that teach a variety of analyses. Some classes offer 
teaching methods and tools only.  

Finally, NDU focuses on policy and strategy courses more than acquisition and data analysis. 
However, some courses do incorporate methods and tools, with some systems analysis. NDU 
also offers a course on big data, designed in response to the FY 2017 NDAA. 

 

 

Approach  

To determine what sorts of data analytics courses students at the government universities are 
exposed to, we first developed a set of categories by which to classify each course. The 
categories are designed to provide some insight into the level of data analytics the students 
would receive from an individual course.  

The first category is acquisition theory and processes only. As the name suggests, students 
learn about acquisition theory and processes in these courses. These courses are foundational for 
students entering the AWF. A course example from this category is DAU’s ACQ 340, Advanced 
International Management Workshop. The second category also includes methods. In these 
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courses, students learn how to perform acquisition tasks. A course example in this category is 
AFIT’s LOGM 619, Transportation Policy and Strategic Mobility. In the third category of 
classes, students are introduced to tools that are used in acquisition tasks. For example, DAU has 
dozens of tools, all of which are available on the DAU website, for use in acquisition. A course 
example in this category is DAU’s BCF 209, Acquisition Reporting Course, Part A. 

In the fourth category are courses that expose students to applied data analytics for 
acquisition. These courses involve such activities as determining the problem, collecting data, 
using tools or building models, and interpreting outputs. An example of a course in this category 
is DAU’s BCF 330, Advanced Concepts in Cost Analysis. Courses that fall into a general data 
analytics category were counted separately. NPS’s CS3315, Introduction to Machine Learning 
and Big Data, is an example of a course in this category. More-fundamental courses, such as 
Statistics, in which students learn to analyze data but without a specific acquisition focus, are 
also counted in this category.  

Finally, we counted the number of courses that are unrelated to acquisition or data that appear 
in the course catalogs (listed in the “other” column in the previous slide). Some courses do not fit 
the acquisition topic or are not data related. An example of this is NDU’s CISA 6916, Rule of 
Law: Policing and National Security. 

Overall Findings 

As can be seen in the previous slide, the institutions offer different types of analytic courses. 
This is to be expected, as each institution has its own primary functions. DAU, which offers the 
largest number of acquisition courses, at 223, includes courses of all types (except the “other” 
category), as has been defined for this study: 124 of the 223 courses we analyzed teach theory, 
processes, and some methods. The remaining 99 courses explore acquisition tools, applied 
analytics, and some general data analytics more deeply.  

NPS offers many courses that fit the applied analytics category, accounting for more than 
one-half of the NPS courses analyzed (NPS, undated-a, undated-b). NPS has also begun offering 
courses on big data (NPS, 2018, undated-a).  

AFIT also has a number of applied and general data analytics courses. At AFIT, 54 of the 145 
courses analyzed were put into data analytics categories of general purpose or acquisition.  

NDU primarily offers courses that have little emphasis on quantitative data analysis (which 
fits its institutional purpose). However, there are courses, 42 of the 151 analyzed, that teach some 
quantitative methods: 15 of the 151 fit into the general or applied data analytics categories. Of 
the 578 courses analyzed, only 142 are not acquisition or data related.  

Across DAU, NDU, NPS, and AFIT, nearly 75 percent of the courses analyzed are related to 
acquisition. About 28 percent of the courses analyzed were put into data analytics categories of 
general purpose or acquisition. 
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Findings for Government Schools 

Findings for DAU 

In the slide above, we provide examples of courses in each category out of the 223 courses 
we analyzed in the DAU course catalog (DAU, undated-b). This type of examination was 
performed for all the courses at DAU, NDU, NPS, and AFIT. Most courses fall within the 
applied data analytics category. Examples of courses are Export Controls (CMQ 216), 
Engineering Support to Technical Reviews (CME 203), Fraud Awareness (AUD 1283), Mission-
Focused Services Acquisition (ACQ 265), and Cost Risk Analysis (BCF 206). The slide shows 
the categorization and how the different course types fit within the categories. Additionally, a 
few general data analytics courses are offered. An example of a general data analytics course is 
Introduction to Probability and Statistics (CLE 035). 
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DAU has developed dozens of tools for use in the acquisition community. DAU provided us 

with insight into its tools and how its tools are used; several such tools (relevant to data 
analytics) are shown on the slide above, along with their applications. Many of these tools are 
used as part of coursework at DAU: According to information provided by DAU, 49 percent of 
all DAU courses use specific tools, although the types of tools vary. For example, DAU’s ACQ 
202, Intermediate Systems Acquisition, Part A, uses Ishikawa for root-cause analysis in the 
curriculum. Each of the tools listed in the slide has an application. We examined the tools and 
assessed that about one-half are applicable to data analytics. 
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NOTE: EIT = Emerging Information Technologies; DAV = Data Analytics and Visualization. 

Findings for NDU 

NDU has introduced big-data courses into its curriculum (NDU, 2018). Big data (data that 
have volume, variety, velocity, and veracity) are too complex for traditional data analysis 
applications. The methods used to investigate big data also differ. Where traditional data analysis 
asks a question and seeks data to help answer it, big data flips the process around, using large 
amounts of data to help identify issues, trends, and other useful information. Data visualization 
tools, such as Tableau, help analysts identify trends. A major benefit of Tableau and similar tools 
is relative ease of use and heavy focus on visualization. Visualization allows analysts and others 
to see trends or patterns in data. Visualizing patterns in data can sometimes be easier using such 
tools as Tableau than viewing the data in tables or other formats. Graphs often illustrate oddities 
or trends in data that other forms of viewing cannot. However, using these tools requires 
knowledge on developing data sets. Tableau does not include options to perform extract, 
transform, and load or extract, load, and transform. Data must be accessible in a “completed” 
format for Tableau to load and visually display (Freakalytics, 2014). Examples of NDU 
examinations of data analytics to support leadership decisionmaking are publications by 
Kimminau (2015) and Lester et al. (2018). 
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Findings for NPS 

NPS is a traditional university with general data analytics courses and applied training 
embedded in acquisition courses (NPS, 2018). Data analytics courses (e.g., OS4106, Advanced 
Data Analysis) are available to students as electives. Overall, we found that the core acquisition 
curriculum did not include general data analytics courses, but data analytics courses could be 
taken as part of a student’s elective coursework. Additionally, courses were offered in applied 
data analytics for acquisition, such as cost estimation (OS3701, Cost Estimation I: Methods and 
Techniques). Some acquisition fields (e.g., cost analysis) include extensive data analytics 
courses. However, it is not reasonable to expect all acquisition students to become data analytics 
specialists. The courses at NPS are geared toward students who need exposure to various 
subjects. The same goes for other domains, such as quality management, systems engineering, 
T&E, and contracting. All courses help expose students and give them a general background. The 
acquisition management courses include overviews of analytically related disciplines, such as 
systems analysis methods and functional area concerns, requirements analysis, and T&E. 
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NPS has an extensive curriculum on data analytics and other evaluation-related methods: The 

slide above shows a partial list of the individual courses. NPS offers two programs that are heavy 
in analytics. The first is the master in cost estimating and analysis. This degree has a number of 
courses in analytics, including probability and statistics, cost estimating, risk and uncertainty, and 
economics. The other program, the data science certificate, provides a range of data analytics 
courses, from basic statistics to machine learning.  
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Findings for AFIT 

AFIT is a traditional university that offers acquisition courses and data analytics courses. The 
School of Systems and Logistics offers a series of acquisition courses and workshops that are 
largely management related, with relatively few data analytics courses (AFIT, School of Systems 
and Logistics, undated). However, the School of Engineering and Management offers several 
acquisition-relevant programs, all of which include data analytics courses (AFIT, 2017). The 
School of Engineering and Management also offers several degrees and certificates: the cost 
capability analysis certificate and the supply-chain management certificate and the M.S. in cost 
analysis, M.S. in systems engineering, M.E. in applied systems engineering, M.S. in logistics, 
M.S. in logistics and supply-chain management, and M.S. in operations.  
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The slide above shows a list of courses from AFIT’s School of Systems and Logistics that are 

relevant to data analytics. Some, such as Fundamentals of Data Management, are offered online, 
but many need to be taken in person, which may present obstacles to professionals who wish to 
take these courses. However, with few exceptions, most courses last only a few days. AFIT also 
offers workshops, such as Current Topics in Cost Estimating. 
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DAU Course Attendance 

In addition to obtaining the numbers of relevant courses at various educational institutions, 
we also obtained course attendance from DAU. The general attendance of DAU students, for FY 
2017 and FY 2018, shows the distribution of students among course categories and the student 
type. Tracking is done by student type (military, civilian, or contractor) and by class type (online 
or classroom) and includes whether the student is from the AWF. The data show that the total 
number students enrolled in DAU increased between 2017 and 2018 but is roughly similar from 
year to year. At DAU, students tend to focus on courses that combine acquisition theory, 
processes, and methods. Many attendees enroll in DAU courses in acquisition-applied data 
analytics—approximately 64,000 and 59,000 in FY 2017 and FY 2018, respectively. An example 
DAU course in acquisition-applied data analytics is TST 303, Advanced Test and Evaluation. A 
comparatively small number of students also take general data analytics courses, such as CMQ 
231, Data Collection and Analysis Application. 

The tables in the slide above do not show data by individual student or class. Rather, the 
tables show the numbers of students who took courses that fall into each category. One 
individual could account for multiple counts in each class type category, so determining 
percentages is not appropriate. However, in FY 2018, more than 62,500 students took courses in 
the general and applied data analytics categories. It should be noted that the AWF has about ten 
times as many civilians as military personnel, so straight attendance comparisons are 
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problematic. The data show that the ratio of AWF civilians to military in applied data analytics 
courses was about five to one, double the ten-to-one ratio that exists in the AWF workforce. 

 

 

Findings for Nongovernmental Institutions 

We additionally examined several nongovernmental institutions to determine other 
educational opportunities relevant to data analytics and acquisition and found a variety of options 
accessible to the DoD workforce. DAU partners with universities to offer courses in acquisition. 
We found that Georgia Tech and American University, to name just two, offer relevant 
acquisition and data analytics coursework in partnership with DAU (Georgia Institute of 
Technology, undated; American University, undated). Several other universities in the 
Washington, D.C., area offer relevant programs. These programs range from shorter certificate 
programs, aimed at acquisition professionals, to master degree programs offering courses in 
various types of analysis. We also note that some universities offer programs in data analytics 
(e.g., GMU’s MS in data analytics engineering); however, such programs are designed to be 
specific to data analytics and do not generally teach principles of acquisition (GMU, undated-a, 
undated-b, undated-c; Georgetown University, undated; George Washington University, 
undated). The list of partner universities is not exhaustive. We have provided some specific 
examples in this section to help characterize what is available. 
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NOTE: GA Tech = Georgia Institute of Technology; AU = American University; GW = George Washington University; 
GC = master in government contracts. 
 

As with the government institutions, we categorized the courses for each of the private-sector 
university programs with relevance to data analytics in acquisition. The programs include the 
following: 

• GMU: certificate in contract formation and administration, certificate in government 
contracts accounting, MPA (GMU, undated-c) 

• Georgetown University: MPP (Georgetown University, undated) 
• Georgia Tech: Contracting Education Academy, offering continuing education in 

acquisition and government contracting (Georgia Institute of Technology, undated) 
• American University: Key Executive Leadership Program—students in this program earn 

an MPA (American University, undated) 
• George Washington University: master in government contracts (George Washington 

University, undated). 
We collected data on available courses at each of these institutions, including the course name, 
course description, and relevant program, and categorized the courses as we did for the 
government school classes and as shown in the slide above. Examples of types of courses that 
fell into each category are listed as follows, along with the university that offers that course: 

• Acquisition theory and processes only: Government Contracting Fundamentals (GMU) 
• Acquisition theory, processes, and methods: Statistics for Managers (George Washington 

University) 
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• Acquisition processes and methods with tools: Fundamentals of the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (Georgia Tech) 

• Acquisition-applied data analytics: Managing in the Information Age (American 
University) 

• General data analytics: Advanced Data Analysis for Policy and Government (GMU) 
• Other (not acquisition or data related): Ethics, Values and Public Policy (Georgetown). 

The overall total number of courses that appear relevant to acquisition is smaller than for DAU 
and other defense universities; however, these institutions offer opportunities in areas of interest 
to this study. GMU’s MPA program and Georgetown’s MPP program had the most courses that 
appeared to focus on acquisition or general data analytics. Most of the classes in Georgetown’s 
program were not relevant to data or acquisition: Of the seven courses that were relevant, five 
were in the acquisition-applied data analytics category. Conversely, 11 of the 18 courses in 
GMU’s MPA program were relevant to data analytics or acquisition, and a majority of courses 
offered in George Washington University’s MS in government contracts were relevant to 
acquisition theory or data analytics. American University’s program was almost evenly split 
between acquisition- or data-relevant courses and those not related to either acquisition or data. 

Regarding the certificate and continuing education programs offered by GMU and Georgia 
Tech, we found that all courses were relevant to data or acquisition. Georgia Tech’s program is 
mostly theory, with some courses that combine theory, processes, and methods; one course that 
involves the use of data analytics tools; and one that involves applied data analytics. GMU’s 
certificate in contract formation and administration primarily comprises courses in acquisition 
theory, whereas GMU’s certificate in government contracts accounting primarily comprises 
courses in applied data analytics, with two courses in acquisition theory. 
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DAU Partnerships with Other Institutions 

 
NOTE: SQL = Structured Query Language. 
 

In addition to in-house courses offered by DAU, the university has identified a number of 
outside organizations from which to leverage higher-level expertise in data analytics (DAU, 
personal communication). Several years ago, DAU faculty observed the increasingly prominent 
role of data analytics in the acquisition process and noted the need to expand. The table in the 
slide above shows courses that DAU offers via partnerships with Johns Hopkins University, 
Stanford University, University of Michigan, Google, IBM, and DC3 Cyber Training Academy. 
Johns Hopkins University is being tasked with teaching DAU students R programming, data 
scientist toolboxes, and how to develop data products. DAU has also been able to leverage 
similar classes taught by skilled Johns Hopkins faculty. Similarly, Stanford is being utilized to 
teach machine learning foundations, University of Michigan is offering text mining using 
Python, Google offers its BigQuery tool, IBM offers classes in SQL databases, and DC3 Cyber 
Training Academy provides cyber training. Although attendance is not tracked, these courses 
offer deeper understanding of data analytics tools, modeling methods, databases, and other 
important areas of knowledge that track back to the data governance processes shown earlier, 
which were lacking at DAU. Again, these examples illustrate relevant courses and institutions 
but do not constitute an exhaustive list of all opportunities. 
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Summary of Data Analytics Training Opportunities and Challenges 

We found multiple avenues of data analytics training to be available to the AWF, through 
government universities and private-sector institutions. Recognizing the advantages of applying 
data analytics to acquisition, institutions are working to expand offerings in both fields. DAU has 
partnered with such institutions as IBM and Google to offer data courses (DAU, personal 
communication). The courses are available to students and expand the data analytics offerings 
from DAU. Additionally, many private-sector universities and other commercial institutions offer 
DAU-approved courses; students taking these can earn DAU credit (DAU, undated-a). NDU has 
also expanded offerings to include a course on big data; the big-data field offers advancements in 
data analytics capabilities to the DoD. Furthermore, NPS stood up an interdisciplinary data 
analytics working group, the Data Science and Analytics Group, in 2018. The new working 
group aims to organize existing data sources and provide insights on how to teach data analytics, 
how to develop human capital for the data analytics field, and how to better use data analytics for 
decisionmaking (Schehl, 2018).  

An informed and well-trained workforce might be one of the greatest challenges that the 
acquisition community faces. DoD analysts need training and licenses for analytic tools beyond 
Excel. The AWF also needs training to become consumers of broader analysis. Providing the 
workforce tools and data is useful only if the workforce can effectively use the tools and data to 
help inform decisions. 
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This analysis has several limitations. One is that we did not assess whether these courses are 
sufficient. There appear to be many opportunities covering a wide range of subjects, but it is 
difficult to judge whether this offering is the correct number of courses, or if even more courses 
or additional subjects are needed to provide sufficient training. Through discussions with DoD 
subject-matter experts, we found that the DoD’s military and civilian employees might not be 
fully aware of the opportunities available to them through these universities. Likewise, it is not 
clear whether the workforce has the time and support to attend these courses. Not all the courses 
are online, and some would require a time commitment away from employees’ day jobs. To help 
alleviate the need for that time away, DAU has moved toward offering additional online courses 
to improve access. Another limitation is that we did not research every possible defense 
university. Army subject-matter experts mentioned that the U.S. Army War College is training 
Army leadership (e.g., colonels), who are then in the field determining requirements for future 
weapon systems. An additional conclusion based on our discussions is that training is likely even 
more widespread than noted here and largely decentralized. 
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4. Conclusions 
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Potential Opportunities by Stakeholder 

 
Finally, we grouped our ideas of potential opportunities and actions identified in our study 

according to what stakeholder group would implement them. 

Congress 

Two opportunities generally apply for congressional consideration. First, Congress could 
clarify in 10 U.S.C. 2222(e) that all acquisition and sustainment data are common enterprise data 
and thus available across the DoD. Doing so would provide additional statutory authority for 
access and may improve sharing. Second, Congress could make permanent the three-year pilot 
established by Section 235 of the FY 2017 NDAA, which grants analysts in FFRDCs access to 
sensitive data.15 This pilot provides an efficient mechanism to establish access to, and protection 
of, sensitive data beyond government employees. 

DoD Leadership 

DoD leadership (USD[A&S], with the CMO, the CIO, CDOs, and SAEs) could consider 
several options:  

• First, leadership could address disincentives for data sharing, including clarifying 
oversight extent and roles to minimize concerns of micromanagement above the PEO, 

                                                
15 For full disclosure, the authors work for an FFRDC, so the quality of our research would benefit from such access. 
Also note that the access problems extend to nongovernment analysts beyond FFRDCs. 
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expanding security metalabeling at the data-element level (rather than for a whole corpus 
of data), and further addressing security concerns by clarifying sensitivity upgrades from 
data aggregation.  

• Second, leadership could direct full access to acquisition data across all DoD systems for 
analysts who are assessing broader institutional trends and performance correlates; this 
need is especially salient for lower-sensitivity data (e.g., predecisional information).  

• Third, analytic tool access could be facilitated through wider use of virtual computing 
environments for analysis and an embellished list of standard software approved for 
installation on DoD computers.  

• Fourth, R&D could continue to improve data and analytic systems and to develop new 
applications.  

• Finally, strategy could be expanded beyond individual functional domains to develop 
cross-domain data and analysis strategy to integrate these kinds of improvements. 

DoD Information Managers  

For the DoD’s information managers, the opportunities appear to surround continuation of 
the efforts to date and expansion to all core acquisition functional areas. These include (with 
leadership support and funding) continued pursuit of a PM and process suite that could 
automatically collect and distribute relevant data; continued maturation of data collection, 
access, and analytic layers on data systems; and continued compiling and sharing of information 
about where data reside and how to access them. 

Defense Acquisition Training Institutions 

Similarly, the defense acquisition training institutions could continue offering up-to-date 
applied and general data analytics courses, both as part of the core training curriculum and as 
electives to improve the DoD’s organic AWF capabilities. 
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Summary Conclusions 

 
Data analytics in the DoD support a broad range of acquisition functions. The DoD is using a 

mixture of advanced data analytics, COTS tools, and simpler approaches. What matters is using 
appropriate techniques to inform acquisition decisions, not whether a particular technique is 
more advanced or has been used for a long time. Whether the mixture employed by DoD is 
optimal is beyond the scope of this study, but we recognize that the DoD has many useful 
applications and is continuing to explore new techniques to ascertain their appropriateness, 
utility, and cost. 

Data analytics are used to inform DoD decisionmaking throughout the acquisition 
community and across acquisition functions. These analyses inform acquisition management, 
insight, oversight, execution, and decisions at all levels, including program managers, 
contracting officers, engineers, auditors, oversight executives, and DoD leadership. However, 
data analysis may or may not be equally weighted against other considerations by 
decisionmakers. At times, other priorities (e.g., politics, optics) will override analysis. Evidence 
shows that data analytics results are sometimes not directly followed by decisionmakers for other 
reasons, and some of these decisions ended up being problematic in hindsight. Two possible 
reasons among many that decisionmakers choose another course of action are that the analysis 
was wrong or that it was not persuasive. This point illustrates the difficulty in trying to tie 
analysis to decisions, but we were able to review some well-documented problematic programs 
to see whether their Nunn-McCurdy root-cause analyses indicated where information was 
available but was not fully acted on by leadership. According to the Office of Performance 
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Assessments and Root Cause Analyses, such cases are limited to about one-quarter of 
problematic programs (USD[AT&L], 2016a) and involve mitigating incentives, strategic risk 
taking, and natural limitations when human judgment is involved. 

The DoD has made progress in improving its data analysis capabilities and access to enabling 
data, including implementations of the latest commercial analytic tools, on top of open 
information systems. The DoD is also pursuing commercial best practices in data collection and 
management as it evolves its information systems in its main lines of acquisition functions. 
However, more needs to be done. The DoD is continuing to pursue investments and 
improvements along many of these best practices. 

Although some improvement has been seen in data sharing, barriers are still problematic. 
Issues include a culture of data restriction, security concerns, lack of trust that data will be used 
appropriately (e.g., historical tendencies to staff invasiveness, micromanagement, and what 
economists call “moral hazards” [actions with side consequences not borne by the actor]), and 
the burden of data reporting. Also, hard questions still require analysis specialists who 
understand the acquisition domain in question and can involve extensive data collection, 
cleaning, and management. As with the private sector, only a limited pool of experts understands 
both acquisition and data analytics. In addition, recent breakthroughs in advanced analytics make 
it tempting to think they can easily be applied broadly to the DoD’s problems, but they might not 
apply for various reasons. For example, we do not expect that clustering and machine learning 
tools can be directly applied to predict program performance: Programs fail for different reasons, 
making such failure something different from a clustering problem. Nevertheless, research is 
being funded at universities and laboratories in a search for useful applications.  

Finally, we must scope our expectations of what data analytics can do for acquisition 
outcomes. The (albeit spectacular) recent commercial breakthroughs in data analytics do not 
always apply to the DoD, with its different mission and complicated incentives and constraints. 
Also, we must recognize that data analytics span a broad range. Easier efforts can involve 
relatively simple analysis and visualization of readily available data (e.g., business intelligence 
data). Deeper, more-complicated insights require other data over long periods that must be 
cultivated, managed, cleaned, and archived, requiring extensive and ongoing work. They cannot 
be constructed in a few weeks but rather require strategic planning and investing. We must also 
remember that data analysis is important for informing management and decisionmaking, but it 
cannot eliminate the risks inherent in acquisition—especially developmental defense acquisition 
that is rushing to deliver beyond-state-of-the-art capabilities to warfighters to gain a (temporary) 
competitive technical advantage. Data analysis is no magic bullet, but it may offer a range of 
bullets that are quite useful and can become more useful. The DoD is on that path but needs 
continued support and rational expectations. Finally, an implicit assumption also exists that better 
analysis means better outcomes. An important goal is to have better-informed decisionmakers 
who will make better decisions that result in better outcomes. This distinction emphasizes the 
particular importance of the workforce part of this challenge.  
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Steps for Future Research 

 

Although the ideas outlined on the slide above provide some specificity into potential 
opportunities for improving data analytics in the DoD, some of these and other ideas require 
further research to develop actionable recommendations for implementation. 

Congress 

For Congress, sometimes other considerations led to acquisition decisions that ran counter to 
particular available data analytics results, apparently because of conflicting incentives and other 
strategic motivations. Research could further clarify what drives these decisions and how 
Congress could better balance decision incentives and authorities. For example, what is the right 
balance between streamlined oversight and independent checks and balances? Also, a broader 
need exists beyond FFRDCs for efficient access to (and protection mechanisms for) other 
sensitive data for analysis. Research is needed to develop options for UARCs, contractors 
working for defense laboratories, and SETA support contractors. 

DoD Leadership 

Further research could also inform actions by DoD leadership: 

• how to address disincentives to data sharing 
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• policy and process analysis on data aggregation and classification upgrades, including 
aggregation of sensitive, unclassified information to ensure more-consistent application 
across the DoD 

• policies and approach for granting DoD-wide access to different DoD information 
systems for government and contractor analysts 

• identifying the minimum data needed at what level and for what purposes 
• detailed analysis to create a cross-domain DoD data-analytics strategy. 

Acquisition Training Institutions  

For acquisition training institutions, the DoD needs to understand not only what types of data 
analytics courses are offered but also their quality and practical utility, especially given the 
diverse nature of the AWF and its range of technical backgrounds and skills. 

Data Analysis Topics 

Finally, expanding the type of data analysis topics has the potential to improve acquisition 
outcomes. Although the topics depend on current leadership priorities and needs, the following 
examples illustrate some possible areas that could be further explored. 

• Externalities: Some data analytics results do not delineate the effects of external factors 
from those internal to the acquisition system. For example, operation and sustainment 
cost growth can result from poor fuel efficiency (a technical and design factor within the 
acquisition community’s area of responsibility) or from increases in fuel cost (external to 
the DoD, from the global marketplace). Improved data analytics capabilities and 
approaches could be developed to try to separate these factors to inform decisionmakers 
on what is driving cost growth and whether the acquisition community is responsible or 
not.  

• Mission-level (versus program-level) portfolio analysis: Outcome-based portfolio 
analysis could be performed (e.g., to understand technical, budgetary, and schedule 
implications to mission or kill-chain effects from cross-program dependencies). The DoD 
is exploring how to shift from assessing acquisition program performance in isolation to 
assessing performance as it pertains to the integrated set of programs that field mission-
level capabilities (e.g., kill chains). Such analysis offers the potential to view acquisition 
from the perspective of integrated warfighter capability effects and outcomes rather than 
delivery of individual systems. Integrated analysis could help decisionmakers better 
understand dependencies among systems so that technical, budgetary, and schedule 
decisions maximize the integrated warfighting capability. For example, such a shift could 
enable better budgetary, schedule, and quantity decisions based on how a smaller 
program fits within an overall kill chain. Otherwise, smaller programs may receive 
insufficient support because leadership and Congress do not have the full picture of the 
importance of that program in larger warfighter capabilities. 

• Framing assumptions: Framing assumptions, analysis, and associated metrics tracking 
could be fully implemented (Arena et al., 2013; Arena and Mayer, 2014; DoDI 5000.02, 
2017). The DoD and its FFRDCs have developed how to assess the key conceptual risks 
of a program (Arena et al., 2013; Arena and Mayer, 2014) so that leadership can 
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understand the risk (i.e., the “big bets”) they are taking when approving a program. 
Although codified in current DoD policy (DoDI 5000.02, 2017), this method could be 
expanded to allow Congress to better understand the risks involved in a new program it 
authorizes and funds. Also, it is unclear whether the current trends away from such 
approaches (e.g., in the “Middle Tier” of acquisition [10 U.S.C. 2302]) need to be 
clarified so that the utility of understanding the framing assumptions in a program at 
initiation is assessed and articulated to decisionmakers. Finally, tracking these risks could 
be made more explicit so that early indicators of fundamental conceptual risks are 
detected as soon as possible. 

• Performance analysis: The DoD could continue making inroads into using data analysis 
to understand institutional performance trends and what may be driving them. Such 
quantitative and qualitative analyses seek to understand statistically significant trends 
rather than focusing on the performance of an individual case or program. For example, 
the DoD published four reports of such analyses since 2013 (see USD[AT&L], 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016a) and is rebuilding a capability to conduct such analysis in the 
OUSD(A&S). A particular challenge worth highlighting is the general lack of (and need 
for) more-predictive (leading) indicators of acquisition performance problems. Most 
available indicators used by the DoD are descriptive (lagging), although there are some 
examples of leading indicators, such as contractor risk indicators, earned value, and 
cross-program performance indicators (e.g., extrapolating known concerns to similar 
acquisition activities). There are no easy candidates for new leading indicators, so this is 
a research challenge, not an immediate opportunity. 

• Data needed: Data collection and management involve significant effort and 
investments, so analysis to better understand which data are needed can inform 
acquisition efficiency efforts and ensure that key data to inform decisions and data 
analytics are available. Such efforts start with the important questions and decisions that 
need to be informed, but analysis includes assessing the relative costs and benefits of 
obtaining data through alternative mechanisms. 
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